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The snag with cross-country flights is that you eventually
have to land somewhere!
Even the best of pilots can make the wrong choice. You wouldn't believe
the number who have failed to spot the barley, cows, electric fence etc.,
and of course quite a few don't actually land in the field they have
chosen!
At Mowbray Vale we have heard them all! But, since we are pilots
ourselves, we like to think we are a little more understanding than most.
So you could be back in the air again in time for another cross-country
before the end of the season - provided of course you are insured with
Mowbray Vale!

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Telex: 587470
Represented at Lloyds

Fax: 084525483
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CLUB NEWS

Member 01 the
'Royal Aero Club and the
F~deration A~ronautique

Cover. Ted Hull's Moswey 4A flying over Whipsnade
Zoo's lion, photographed by Keith Thomas, the wellknown radio modeller who had just completed a
quarter scale version of the glider.

Internationale
Leicester Printers Ltd .. PO Box 20, Leicester.

PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LTD
HAVE MOVED TO NEW PURPOSE BUILT PREMISES
5000 sq ft OF ENVIRONMENTALLY CONTROLLED
WORKSHOPS FOR REPAIRS IN ALL MATERIALS
C of A INSPECTIONS
Repairs and overhauls
in all materials
Spares and materials price lists
Assorted salvage available

ALLOY TRAI LERS
2-3 weeks delivery
£1 ,975 (~~y~~:)
Over 50 already built. Spare wheel, ramp, fwd
door, jockey wheel, and rails, fitted as std.
(Excludes alc fittings.) DIY kits available. Phone
for info pack.

RE-FINISHES
Acrylic, gell, cellulose,
synthetic, or polyurethane on
any type or size of sailplane
in our low ba~e oven
Free quotations

AGENCY ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

Stirling Way, Northfields, Market Deeping.
Tel: 0778-347506

G~

CAMBRIDGE

M-NAV
Vario/Nav System - Four function audio
Speed Command - Final Glide Compuler

Vario/Nav system - Graphic final glide display
Programmable Tasks and slatistics

£920+VAT (£1058)

£ 1390+ VAT (£1598,50)

£260+VAT (£299)

Quality il/Slrumentsfor the discriminating soaring pilot

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT
RR BOX l09A WARREN. VERMONT 05676
PHONE: (802)496-7755 TELEX: 9103500471
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snav

CAV
Vario - Averager - Audio

All Cambridge PIVdUC1S carry a 2-year warranlY

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE
~ 0865 841441
FAX: 0865-842495

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

GLIDER INSURANCE

Hinton Hill Aviation Limited
82-86 FENCHURCH STREET
LONDON EC3M 4BY

The Insurance is underwritten by certain underwriters at
L1oyd's and includes:• 15 % Introductory Bonus.
• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying.
For full details and immediate cover please contact:

TOM COLEMAN
01-480 5152

June/July 1988
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Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for all sailplanes and motor
gliders to keep you flying.
Tibenham Airfield
Tibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1NT
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114

,

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES
:== OVER 1000 UK PILOTS NOW USE THEM • IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE • IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST • REDUCE GLARE AND SQUINTING •
• ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV RAYS • MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE •

* HAVE YOU SEEN "RUNNING ON EMPTY"? *
* MOST OF THE TOP PILOTS ARE WEARING SUNTIGERS *

We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to:
Suntlger (Europe), 5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. 01·947 4870 or
Alan Purnell, 9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants. GU13 8PR. (0252) 615365

1'-----------------------'

The New Dimona H36 Mk. 21s Here!
Demonstrations a plea.sure
Sales - Service - Spares

112

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

A cODlpetitive quotation is now
available with a Dluch reduced
glider dantage excess
STOP PRESS!
Sedgwlc:k Aviation Ltd.
Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre,
London El 8DX
Telephone: 01·377 3125 Telex: 882131

From 1.9.87 Better Conditions
Zero Deductible Option
Most Competitive Rates

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AN D lYPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

Send for our
programme.
Information in
English

Segelflugschule Oerlinghausen. Flugplatz. 0-4811 Oerlinghausen - Tel: 0049-5202-72323
June/July 1988
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GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday
9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

LondonStli lan

Limi d

Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP. Dunstable (0582) 662068

Civil Aviation Authority

CHART UPDATE
The following revised charts have been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500000- NORTHERN ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND -2171AB- EDITION 11
1:250000- SOUTHERN ENGLAND - Sheet 16- EDITION 12
Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United Kingdom· either
in person or by post - from:THE CAA CHART ROOM
THIRD FLOOR CAA HOUSE
KINGSWAY LONDON WC2B 6TE
Tel: 01·3797311 ex! 5569
and from the following accredited chart agents:·
AOPA
50a, Cambridge St
London SW 1V 4QQ
lel:- 01·834 5631

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Herts W06 3AW
Tel:· 01·953 4870
Open Saturdays

BRITISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAD House
Healhrow Airport
Middlesex TW6 2JA
lel:· 0~·562 0795

EDWARO STANfORO LTO
12·14 Long Acre
London WC 2E 9LP
Tel:- 01·8361321
Open Saturdays

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
Building 523A, Soulhside
Manchester Airport
Cheshire SK9 4LL
Tel, 061 4990023/4
Open Saturdays

BGA
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester LE 1 4SE
let- 0533 531051

They are also stocked by most Flying 'Clubs and Schools.

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE C,HART
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The World's
fastest reacting
sunglasses .-:~~

Choose from 4 types in choice of frame colours.
Normal price £14.99
Our Price £9.99
E234 Fifties Style
The great new fashion style, first popularised by
James Dean in the 50's, now worn by Madonna
and all those who want the best in 'street
style.' We offer it with the sprint lenses in a
great tough, acrylic frame. Man black
temple pieces and top;
demi brown eyepieces.
E231 Unisex
Superb classic fashion, beautifully
sculptured tortoiseshell type acrylic
,frame in brown and crystal
E240 PiI'Qt Shap.
The most worldwide popular 'suits all
faces' frame shape. Superbly
designed and built incorporating
soft f1exibltt nose Pilds for total
comfort. Frame, available in
2 colours.
E244 Square Shape
High quality specification as
above bllt with a more classical
shaped frame in black only.

the ultimate sunglasses with the
very latest photochromic.lensesthe fastest reacti'ng: in the world. New
lightweight, thinner lenses that conform
to British Standard 2'724 are the very latest
in sun wear style and comf'ort. The lenses
change from light to dark in just seconds! Ideal
for drilling. they cvt out ge% 01 Ultra Violet
radiation from bright sunlight. All models have
beautifully designed frames and come with our
money back guarantee.

June/July 1988

Crushproof case
with every
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TO: ~~:~~~~~~QHighWvcombe.
Pleas,e send me the following iPair(s)
at 9.99p plus 1.01p p&p & Insurance

I

~rp~r.
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~

REQUIRED

E234 Matt Black& Demi Frame

II
.
1

E231 Tortoiseshell Frame
E240 Gilt or Black* Frame

r,;:-"4
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SQUARE SHAPE

All glasses conform
to G British Standard B.S. 2724

E244 Black Frame

0
0
0
0

Please delete

1 enclose cheque/P.a. for [
made payable to CHEIRON

I

I
I

I

I

I
1

I

1

Name
Address

Posl Code

NO QUIBBLE MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!!
Allow up to 14 days for delivery.

I1
I
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Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T. Coz)

Major or minor repairs In glass, metal and wood,
resprays and C of A inspections - all at
economical prices!
Kestrelllibelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder
drive, NOT testing.
Trailers manufactured or repaired.
Full machining facilities for oversized wing pins,
axles, control rods, etc.
Write or phone
TONY COX (senior Inspector)
18 Station Harcourt Road, Wltney,
Oxon OX8 6LD. 0993 774892

BRIAN W'EARE
GUDERWORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL lYPES OF SAILPLANES

HONITON, DEVON
Tell: Luppltt 338 (9-6 pm)
HonIton 41041 (after 6 pm)
MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD. GLASS·FIBRE. OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9 ANSON WAY
BICESTER,OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A..• C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS

CANOPIES

*
MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

Neogene
Paints

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners

GOOD OPTICS

C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School House
Norton, Nr Worcester
Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

C965 Fabric Adhesive
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

PESCHGES THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER AND
NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
• UNBEATABLE VP4
SERIES FROM f740+VAT
• AMAZING VP3 & VP5
FOR DEDICATED
X·COUNTRY FLIERS
• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY
• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:
Printa Inks and Paints limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HQ.
..
Telephone 07 289 2277 ~
Neogene Paints (Scotlandllimited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 HL

Telephone 037 443 8793
116

Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753

C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751

FITTING IF
REQUIRED

FABRIC

Your specialist paint
manufacturer

*
*

Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

FROM UK AGENT:

~@~@ !(j/
d1W@].~~@Yl~!l'J.
@
~~SSOCIATESLTD ~

((JII!II

TED LYS

BOB SZULC

54 TOR 8RYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel; (0277) 352418

46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
Tel: (0922) 30810

EVENINGS

plus

FLETTNER - THE BEST
ROTARY VENTILATOR
FOR YOUR TRAILER

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

DG POW'ERED SAILPLANES UK
Bob McLean 0904-83653

John Ellis 0765-89431

The.BG300 Club
Robust construction, fixed wheel or
retractable, usual excellent DG
handling, first solo to cross-country.
Competitively priced.

And now for something completely
different!

DG-300
DG-400
DG-500
DG-500M
DG-600

Standard Class
15/1 7m self-launching
trainer 18m or 22m flapped
22m self-launching 2 seat
15/1 7,ml high performance,
flapped

T-38 grasshopper

MC LEAN AVIATION
THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH
YORK Y02 30A
0904-83653

I

1

Sole factory trained and approved repairers for Glaser-Dirks
Sole agents for OIK Clockwork Barographs

June/July 1988
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
FEATHERS
o Tempora,

members who had wheels. The following year, for
£3 a week I shared' a flat next door to Harrods
with a glidilClg crowd', one of whom had a car', so
we pooled, petrdl costs and went up to the club
every Friday evening regardless of rain, hail,
snow, earthquake or landslide, and came back to
London every Sunday evening. This was a rigid
routine, which was only broken if Christmas Day
fell on a weekend. In 1959 I bought a quartershare in a Kite 1 for £50; in 1960 a fifth of a K-? for

0 Mores!

I'm sorry, but it's time for a limp down memory
lane again. It was going to be ajog down memory
lane, but for the third occasion in a row I've
injured myself skiing and can barely walk: the
My first car.

~ I~I I ~I I ~!f{1 1 ~l f~

I

Can barely walk.
thought of putting myself out of action for what
could be a large chunk of the gliding season is
too appalling to contemplate, so it's goodbye,
snowy slopes, forever. (Did I just hear an audible
sigh of relief from the snowy slopes and all who
slide on them - and the Norwich Union?) May 12,
1988, Is the 30th anniversary of my arrival as an
anfanger at the London Gliding Club. There is
supposed to be a commemorative plaque somewhere, but I've never seen it, so it must be in the
ladies' loo.
I didn't have a car, so like a lot of young members at that time I first used Green line buses that
meandered endlessly through leafy lanes to
serve every damn village between Muswell Hill
and Dunstable. When the bus drivers went on
strike I hitch-hiked or scrounged lifts with rich

£200; finally, half of a brand new, state-of-the-art
Skytark3 in 1961 for£6?5. it was in that year that
I decided I could afford to learn to drive, and eventually in 1962 I got round 10 buyin9 my first car, a
,four year-old VoIkswagen Beetle, acquired
primarily, if nol exclusively, for retrieving. It was a
matter of getting one's priorities right, and no one
thought it the slightest bit eccentric to own a top
of the range glider but no car. However I can't
imagine that order of priorities being applied
nowadays.
On every single weekend day in 1958 there
was ferocious early morning competition to get
on the list for the T-21, so as to have a remote
chance of getting more than the basic ration of
three launches and creep a mite closer to going
solo. The same dawn battle, coming close to

blows, took place amongst the arrogant - Mr
Three Hours despised or at least patronised Mr
Two Hours - solo pilots on the Tutor. This appalling machine' (my fingers typed To/ur in a Freu'He still glides and pays for his flying by breeding pigs
near Cirencester.
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What is the point about all this maundering on
about the past? (That's a good question: I hope it
isn't just rhetorical. Eo.) Well, apart from the
perennial need to fill this column with something,
there are one or two reflections about the state of
many clubs today and the problems of getting
and keeping members.

"The drop-out rate was
massive, especially as
,the flying got worse ...

Jammed with bodies.

Routine only broken if Christmas Day fell on a
weekend.

dian slip Just now: torture well describes the
ordeal of trying to get 10 hours in one's logbook,
so as to escape on to the high performance
Grunau Baby), to think about which still makes
me angry today because of the frustration and
high drop out rate it produced, was unable to stay
airborne in less than a 20kt breeze smack on the
hill, and was grounded as unsafe in a 21-knotter.
In the squalor of the bunkhouse nobody used an
alarm clock, since tilat would have alerted everyone else and started a stampede, giving an
advantage of two launches to the chap nearest'
the exit. However even one pair of eyelids
cautiously opening would resound like a pistol
shot, and the doorway would suddenly be
jammed with bodies fighting to get to the bar
where the list was kept. It was a Darwinian
struggle for survival amongst a group motivated
to the point of mania. Most people only gol two
weeks' holiday then, so there was no I:lope of
escaping from the weekend treadmill to speed
the date of going solo. It took a whole season and
exactly 69 launches for me to go solo, and I
wasn't a great deal worse than the average
trainee.

ZTo Tutor owners I must say that an aerotowab/e Tutor,
with a good chance of re/easing in lift, can be a lot of fun,
but that was nol allowed in 1958.

I'd like 10. say all this poverty stricken struggle
was character forming for everyone who joined,
but I'm not at all sure about that. The drop-out rate
was massive, especially as the flying got worse,
rather than better, once we went solo, the Tutor
being vastly inferior to the T-21 as a soaring
machine. (T-21 s have done 1OOkm triangles and
height records; Tutors haven't, so far as I know.)
However the fact that those that were prepared to
stick it out lived every leisure hour at the club, not
being able to afford time or money to be in any
alternative place or indulge in any other pastimes,
created a quite different climate from that which
we have any right to expect today. We uprooted
hedges to enlarge the field, we drove winches
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS

MIKE RICHARDSON

SOMETHING
SPECIAL

•

Basic repairs.
and did basic repairs (very basic in my case) on
dub gliders and equipment. When we were
pooped at the end of the day we went to the members' kitchen and made our own meals: 'on the
strength of having lived in North America I was
voted the hamburger king, and my fellow members would not allow evel'l women to interfere
when Platypus was tackling 1he chopped steak.

reflects people's ability
in 1988 to pay for
professionals to do
everything for them . ..

Mike describes a flight from
Portmoak on one of the few
classic days of last season

An

entry in the club log on Sunday,
September 26, caught my eye - "easy 20 OOOft,
again" (A. Pickles, visiting from Lasham, with a
Nimbus). This was the day that Colin MeAlpine
did his Diamond goal with a camera lent by his
partner who unfortunately omitted to mention that

H. ; •

(The story of how I was formally stripped of my
chers hat, after blowing up the member's kitchen
with a vast steak and kidney pudding. wh i1e I was
oblivioos at 8000tt in the Kite in my first real thermal, willllave to wait IiJI another day.) The fact that
tie members' kitchen is no more - not as a result
of the pudding disaster - reflects people's ability
in 1988 to pay for professionals to do everything
Ior them, whether it is hamburgers or winch
launches. And if you want home cooking - or any
other €lomestic comforts - London today is only
45 minutes away by a motorway that didn't exist
in 1958. The moment things look a bit boring we
can take ,off - not into the air, but for the other
pleasures that beckon.
Atnend has pointed out to me that these awful
discomforts were lolerated partly because all of
the male recruits to 1he club had done National
Service for two years, and li\ling in a cold hut with
damp blankets and other people's smelly socks
was something we were all used to. (They say the
reason British officers seem, according to the

films, to have had such a whale of a time as
prisoners in Colditz is that Colditz was just like a
typical English boarding school, only with better
food and nicer guards.)
So there is not a lot of use in bewailing the loss
'Of esprit de corps, sterling virtues, moral qualities
etc etc in the modern generation; such considerations are irrelevant. The context in which
we live is simply different, that's all. Leisure is a
vast multi-national money-making industry,
highly competitive and very professional. What
was the alternative to gliding courses in the
1950s? Bicycle tours or Butlins, not much else.

BiCycle tours.

Now look in any travel agents, or the weekend
colour supplements, for an idea of what the
choices are. It's frightening.

TINSFOP
Home cooking.
June/July 1988

I have no solutions to offer. This isn't supposed to
be a responsible column. However, here is a new
acronym to chew on. There is no substitute
for professionalism. . .

a

it was without film; two-pilots flew Silver distance
to Por1moak from Gold or Diamond height starts
at Aboyne and I flew higher and farther, apart
from my Silver distance, than I had before.
The forecast was for a north-westerly; at midmorning it was one of those awkward winds, with
enough north in it to make it difficult to get from
the winch to the part 01 Bishop Hill vvhich might
be working, and not enough north for Benarty to
be easy. AJllaunches but the last had gone to the
Bishop and had Iilol soared. The K-8 before me
had gone to Benarty and had hung on for a while
but was unhappy and came home.
I got a good launch in the Olympia 460 and
managed to stay on Benarty at between 14001600ft for about an hour before some lhermals
passing through could be used to get higher. At
about 2500ft 1I had enough to investigate a small
wave which had appeared to the west of the
motorway. I flew in lift all the way to it and beyond,
slowly gaining height in what 'I assumed was the
first bounce of the air after crossing the Ochil
hills. I was able 10 watch the car 'racing on the
Knockhill circuit below, and finally made 90000
over Dollar and then Ben Cleuch.
Mike, secretary of SGU
and a plant pathologist, started gliding
on an ATe course In
1954, resoloed In
1981 and has a Silver
badge, an AEI rating
and shares in an Oly
460 and an L·Spatz.

There was little temptation to try to go higher
(my explanation for not being able to) - no
barograph - so I headed back towards Loch
Leven, but without losing much height, even with
fast flying. Some more rising air was found over
Kinross. Several aircraft were high above and the
temptation was loo great, ·so I soon found myself
at 8000fl over Dunning without really Irying.
Again, thoughts of going home were set aside
when I was· found by strong lift again over Kinross
and I climbed around the Cloudslo 1o 500ft. With
more exploration .and skill, and o)(ygen, I might
have got closer to A. Pickles, but the afternoon
was wearing on and I landed after 4V2hrs.
Two things continue to intrigue me. One is the
frequent and rapid changes in cloud formation,
from almost blue to very complex patterns of
cloudiness - and nol always the Classic bars one
reads about. But then, why should they be? The
wave patterns in a stream are not fixed, and the
analogy is the same.
The other is the barrier which often seems to
exist between struggling to maintain 15000 on
the hill and the almost universally rising air 12000ft higher. It seemed unkind to comment to
the fellow member who came to help me after
landing, and who had not got away, that it was difficult to descend to circuit height.

If you have had a special flight and would like to
tell us about it in not more than 750 words, please
send it with a head and shoulders photograph
and a few details about your gliding
experience.

a
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MIKE CUMING

actual boundary layer
(showing velocity gradient)

"ideal"or "inviscid" flow (constant
airspeed right up to surface)

BOUNDARY
LAYERS

outer "edge"o' bounda

Wl__-----------.-

Should We Suck or Blow?

~
u;;

a:

~I--------------,.-

W t h the possible exception of "Stability
and Control" (a subject so recondite that even the
pundits skirt round it), there appears to be no
technical topio more misunderstood and argued
about than the boundary layer which surrounds
an aircraft. Indeed; the subject of boundary layers
may be said to generate Quite some turbulence in
gliding, circles! In this article I seek neither to
attack nor defend the poor old boundary layer,
but rather to explain it away. The concepts and
figures I offer are largely cribbed from standard
texts; the errors and omissions are, however,
entirely my own doing.
The first point to make is that the viscosity or
stickiness' of the air causes it to be slowed down
as it slides along a surface, as we may already
know from our Bronze C studies. In fact, the air
molecules actually touching, the surface (say, a
wing) remain stationary on that surface; these
stationary molecules then retard the next
molecules oul, and so on, This is usually illustrated bya picture which looks something like Fig
1, from which we are expected to see that there is
a wind gradient close 10 the surface. In principle,
this gradient continues 'until we are infinitely far
away from the surface concerned; in practice,
99% of an airspeed changes occur very close in.
This practical, point conveniently allows us to
think ota boondary "layer" and a separate
"outer" airflow and yet still get a good picture of
what is actually going on. The boundary layer
grows as we move downstream along the surface and so we can see that the absolute size of
the boundary layer will depend upon the length of
the su rface giving rise to ,it. The ,layer will typically
'be '/4 or 'hin thick at the trailing edge of a sailplane
wing, but 6 or 7ft thick at the rear of an airship and dozens of feet thick over the ground.
Boundary layers may exist in either of two
forms: laminar or turbulent. In a laminar boundary layer the now is smooth, the thickness of the
layer grows only slowly and the drag, due to skin
friction is low. By contrast, the now within a turbulent boundary layer is, as the name sugggests,
a chaotic jumble of eddies -leading to more rapid
growth and significantly higher skin friction
drag.
A laminar boundary layer can exist only for a
short distance, however, so it is usual to find that
the laminar boundary layer at the front of a body
degenerates to a turbulent form some way
downstream. This change from laminar to turbulent lis called transition, l;lI1d is not reversible like mClflY other good things, once you've lost it,
you can'l get it back! Predicting the exact spot at
which transition will take place is one of the
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Fig 1. How speed varies inside the boundary layer.
oldest black arts in aerodynamics; it depends
upon a great many variables and - even with,
today's (1988) powerful computers - the sums
involved can still be solved only approximately.
On older gliders (and most powered aircraft) it is
common for transition to occur fairly far forward
on the wing - around 10% or 20% of the way aft
from leading edge to trailing edge, while modern
sailplanes manage to delay it perhaps as far back
as 70% of the chord on the wing, and almost as
far aft as the wheel on the fuselage.
Note that "turbulence" as in atmospheric
gusts, or the airflow behind a bluff body (eg a
truck, or a stalled wing) is not the same as a turbulent boundary layer. The only thing the two
have in common is the word "turbulent" - imply-

ing the presence of eddies, large or small.
Transition is prompted by roughness on the
surface (including dead flies and water droPlets),
by small-scate turbulence in the oncoming air,
andi particularlY by an,y sudden rise 00 local
pressure - such as exists behind a step, or near
the front on the upper surface Of an old-style
aerofoil section (see Fig 2 for an illustration of
this). A rise in 'local pressure (known in the trade
as an "adverse" pressure g,radieAt) occurs whenever the air slows down, and it is inevitable that
there must be some, point on each aerofoil surface where, after having accelerated to get past
the thickest bit, the air must begin to slow again.
This 'is where the adverse pressure gradient
begins. Too much adverse pressure gradient and

N""--~transition point

........,.._---UPPER SURFACE - - - - - t - - - /

Fig 2. "Traditional" and "Iaminar" aerofoils and their pressure distributions.
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the boundary layer carl no longer cope and goes
turbulent. Even more adverse pressure gradient
(such as behind an open airbrake or in the lee of a
steep hill) and the boundary layer gives up
altogether and separates entirely frOm the surface. When the boundary layer separates due to
too muclil angle of attack, we say that the flow has
stalled. More about separation later: at the
moment we're stilUooking at normal'common-or~den "attached" flow.
From a practical gliding point of view, what is
important aboutlarninar and turblilent boundary
layers is that turoolent boundary layers make
much more dr<lg. This is because of all the energy
they consume ,in stirring up the lurbulence that
exists within the turbulent layer. A stretch of turbulent boundary layer will be ten or 20 times as
draggy as the same stretch of laminar flow. There
is therefore a strong urge to keep the boundary
Iaminar for as :Ioog as possible - on the wings, on
the fuselage. and even on the tailplane and fin.
Every little helps. We find, therefore, that Ihe
desi\lners. of tMorrow's sailplanes \lse every
means at their €lisposalto save that lamiAar flow;
by using super-smooth glass and carbon fibre
finishes to minimise the surface roughness and
cut out any steps or notches, <lnd by careful,
aerofoil selection to delay transition as long as
possible.
Fig 2 shows, for comparison, a typical old-style
aerofoil section (such as on a T-21) along with its
characteristic pressure distribution, and also a
newer "Iaminar" section with its rather different
form of pressure distribution.
From this we see that the crafty designer has
pusned t!;le position of peak suction a long way
aft (especially on tille upper surface) in recent
years ~ with a.correspondingly large reduction in
skin-friction drag from the now predominantly
Iaminar boundary layer.
There are snags, however, for although the
Iaminar boundary layer is vastly preferable to a
turbulent one, yetlaminar layers are more prone
to complete separation - which is even worse
than a turbulent layer. If this is discovered to be a
problem with a particular aerofoil then it is now
common to "trip"lransition just ahead of the
point where the aminar boundary layer would
otherwise separate - giving rise to a turbulent
layer whichdoes at least have a better grip, Common deliicestortripping transition are tiny air jets
or, more simply, roughened patches on the skin:
all these are generically referred to as turbulators.
Turbulator tape ("zig-zig" or "bumpy" tape) has
the advantage that it can lbe applieQ to the problem area - assuming that a problem has been
,found to exist, and that the exact location of the
problem is knOWn - and of course it can be
moved around for testing purposes.
Several of the ~uestions following lhe excellent
BGA conference talks on new glider design concerned the applicability of these tu~bulator tapes,
and so here are a few simple guidelines. Turbulator tapes could probably be profitably
applied immediately ahead of all control surface
hinge lines: this will not give any performance
benefit, but may just improve the handling a trifle
(this woofd include both sides of the·fin and both
sides of the tailplane, and really only' the upper
surface ahead Of the ailerons (to try and delay tipstalling in tight \l:Jms). These remarks apply more
or less equally to all gliders. Of relevance really
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only to plastic gliders, the 'random application of
turbulator tapes to the. entire wing lower surface
is more likely to cause a worsening Of performan<;ethan anything else, while the random application of such tapes to the upper- surface may
offer a small reduction in stalling speed, at a probable small glide angle penalty. Any application
without systematic testing is random. This ''taping" is r:tOt the same as 'sealing control surface
gaps - which should be done on all control surfaces (taking care of course to ensure the continued free and l:Jninterrupted use of those
controls). sealing of ailerons in particular can be
expected to improve the stalling/slow speed
handling, while sealing of the elevator or flaps
ought to help in the climb.
The fact that roughness can be used
deliberately to provoke transition reminds us,
however, that Iminfentional (and unwar:tted)
roughness may have precisety the same effecl.
Thus a poorly finished wing, or one witn a lot of
bugs or ice on .it, will10se out signifICantly on performance owing to premature tranSition and
higher sk'in-friction drag - assuming the wing
was designed to be "Iaminar" in the first place.
Clea~ly the effect ot surface roughness will be
much less on older style wing sections, which
have little laminar flow to lose.
Now let's look at what happens to the pressure
distribution and to the transition point as we vary
the angle of attack. This corresponds to flying
faster (lower angle of attack) or to flying slower,
pulling g, or just turning (all requiring higher angle
of attack) - as shown in Fig 3.
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the other hand, the transition, point moves forward! on the lower surface when we go to lower
angles of attaCk, such as on the high speed dash
to tne next thermal, with a correSpOnding loss of
lower surface laminarflow as we accelerate. It
follows that the speciall laminar properties of
"Iaminar-fl'ow" aerofoils are available only for a
certain range of angles of attack (or range of
speed).
As we continue to increase (or decrease) the
angle of attack, not only does the drag rise as a
consequence of earlier transition, but also the
boundary Ilayer downstream of the transition
point gets a rougher and rougher ride on its way
to the trailing edge because it has to negotiate a
progressively greater and greater pressure rise
on its way there. Finally, of course, we reach a
point where -even with the added grip of a turbulent boundary layer - the flow separates
entirely from t!;le surlace, the drag rises even
more rapidly and lAe lift starts to fall off. The wing
has begun tostall. The onset of this condition can
be detected very early by pressure probes (socalled drag monitors) just behind the trailing
edge or just off the wing surface: if extreme, the
buffeting of the turbulent flow in the region of
separation gives the game away.
The average pilot commonly w.aits until he can
actually feel the buffeting of the turbulent
separated flow (either on the wings, in the wing/
fuselage junction, or wllen the wake hits the
tailplane in some gliders) but this is always too
late in terms of efficient flying. Aside from the considerations of staying within the best bit of .any
thermal - wh'ich override all else - the pilot ought
therefore (all other things being equal) to ~eep, the
glider flying at such an angle of attack that the
Ilaminar flOw is preserved as muCh as possible.
This almost always means flying faster than
instinct dictates.
On the subject of flying fast, let's look at an
aclua example of a production gfider which has
been niOdified to provide better high-speed performance with no I'oss (and a probable slight
improvement) at slower speeds. The example I
have chosen is the ASW-20, whose designer
Gerhard Waibel decided to thicken the section aft
of the middle by using a new lower skin and so
obtain longer laminar flow there. Fig 4 shows how
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Fig 3. Laminar aerofoils - how upper surface
pressure distribution varies with the angle of
attack at low airspeed (or high g).
We can see from Fig 3 that, as we increase the
angle of attack, the upper surface suction
increases and the point of maximum suction
moves forward. The rising pressure area thus
begins steadily further forward, and so more and
more 0« the lamir:tar boundary layer is lost as transition creeps forward on the upper surface. On

Fig 4. Example of the change from an ASW20 to an ASW-20s.
the later wing section compares with tile early
version, and the extended "flat" portion of the
lower skin did indeed have the effect of preserving the laminar flow - an improvement from transition at about 55% to later transition at around
70%. Having thickened the middle/aft of the section, however, he was obliged to increase the curvatu re of the lower skin ahead 0' the flap. in order
to use the same flap for both ASW·20 and ASW20B. This was fine at most conditions, but whenever the wing worked at very low angles of attack
the combination of unfavourable pressure
gradient and low-grip boundary layer caused
complete separation just ahead of the flap on the
lower surface. This wasn't catastrophic, since the
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now subsequently "re-allached" (in turbulent
form Of course) when it ran into the flap a little
further downstream. ihere was, however, a
region of separated laminar flow in that little
hollow Which gave a worse drag penalty than the
original saving had been! The solution was to
install a small pitot tube to coUect air in a cnamt>etr
within t!:le wing and then blow it out of a row of
tiny holes ,jn the lower StJrface a\ about 68%
chord - just ahead of the point where separation
was occurring. The result: laminar flow all theway
up to the turbulators, no separation bubble and
very satisfactory drag characteristics even al
quite high speeds. Note therefore that if you fly an
ASW-20a/c or OG-300 etc with "blown" wings,
that these wings have been deliberately
designed 10 operate by living dangeroosly and
then relyin9 on their row of tiny turbl,llator jets to
stave off separation. If you don't keep all those little pinholes clean (and they do fill with lesonal - if
you ever polish the lower surface!) then you
would be better off with the earlier model!
Sucking? Given that rising pressure is one of
the causes of transition, it follows that applying
suction to critical areas may just help delay the
inevitable. Indeed, a number of just such
experiments have been performed (mostly on airliners - which suffer transition very far forward
anyway as a consequence of their very high
speeds). The likelihood of vacuum cleaner
devices appearing on sailplanes is, however,
small. Why does transition occur far forward at
high speed? Well, it's the Reynold's No. that
does it, and Reynold's Nos. are pretty big business in the world of boundary layers. For the
moment I shall confine my remarks to saying that
the Reynold's No. is a measure of size, speed
and something called kinematic viscosity which
varies with temperature (honestly, it is: when the
size or the speed or the temperature go up, the
Reynold's No. goes up), and that higher
Reynold's Nos. tend to give rise to earlier transition. On the other hand, higher values of "R"
mean that the turbulent boundary layer you have
got gives less drag than the same turbulent boundary layer would at a lower Reynold's No.

AGUIDE TO

MOUNTAIN ,ell_ING
FollOWing the article on flying in the Alps by William Malpas
in the I'ast issue, p66, John tells of his experience last
summer when he and some friends took three gliders to
France

I

f you have a spare moment or two, dive into
some back issues of S&G ,and try to find the last
season during which the frustrations of' the
weather were nol of major significance. Tough,
isn't it? As not much slips past Bruce Sprinkler
these days, it's hardly surprising that he decided
10 pack his bags and open up a soaring centre in
France. The rest of us are still left with a choice;
either we wait for the wealher in, this country to
improve or we follow his example, if only for a
fortnighl a year. Many yea~s ago I had the good
fortune to attend the world famous French
National Gliding Centre at St Auban; remembering how good the flying was then, I decided that a
visit to a site in the same area of the mountains
might bring a little sparkle back into the
season.

Talgarth - probably the
finest soaring site
in the country

Summary
Boundary layers may be either smooth
(Iaminar) wit" low drag, or rough, (turbUlent)
with lots more drag. Either fO\"m can separate
entirely from the surface, with loads of drag (disaster!) - especially if provoked by rising pressure
ie airflow slowing down. Tile laminar boundary
layer is always at the front, and sooner or later
makes an irreversible change to turbulent form
(transition). We may choose deliberately to provoke this transitionlusing turbulators) by roughing up the air flow (either with air jets, roughness
or tapes) or we may try and: delay transition by
sucking. 'In any evenl we want to keep the overall
surface roughness to a minimum (to minimise
skin-friction drag from both laminar and turbulent
parts of the 'boundary layer) and 10 avoid unduly
early transitioo. Boundary layers exjst on all the
glider"s surfaces, and 'indeed on the earth's surface - where they ,are almost always turbulent.

Summary of the Summary
Your sailplane comes equipped with boundary
layers, whether you like it or nOt: so you may as
well take care of them. By polishing; mostly.

a
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The first task was to try 10 persuade some
friends thal it might.bein their ,interests to skip the
rains and instead consider the possibilities of virtually unlimited daily soaring in the sunshine of
the Alps. This didn't require too much effort perhaps they remembered sitting in Ihe drizzle
and gloom waiting for the day's 'task to be
scrubbed. The subsequent training programme
involved many attempts at trying ,to avoid, the hard
bits of the Black Mountains. This was on the
whole fairly successful; there is no doubt in my
mind that anyone wishing to fly in the Alps could
do a whole lot worse than have a session or two at
Talgarth - probably the linest soaring site in
the country.
Thus it was that one damp June morning found
three pilots, three cars and three trailers thrashing along the wastelands of the french motorway
network. We were 'bound fO\" Sisteron, a small
gliding club in the mountains south of Gap with
my Jantar and their Lil;>elles. Having elected to
use the autoroutes, we made good progress past
Paris, Dijon and Grenoble, pausing only for the

occasional bite 10 eat. Our SCottish ,representalive came into his own with canny unpredictability, displaying :his navigational expertise 10
the full by leading us ,through small town market
places having little enough space for a 2CV, let
alone three 30ft trailers. However, realising now
crucial it was that every member should feel part
of a team, we each made the effort to stick
together. It was ,obvious from the Inimicable
Gallic gesticulations of the local market traders
that they appreciated our characteristic 'British
spirit, as they waved us through towards the
nearest route out of town.
We were, however, less than ecstatic with the
weather, which seemed to be making great
efforts to follow us all the way from Essex. As we
approached late evening and the climb up the
north-west toehills, of the Alps, we began to
resign ourselves to the possibility that the entire
fortnight maybe spent under a thick cloudbase at
roughly head-height above the ground. About
half an hour after entering cloud, we crossed over
the pass at the Col Oe la Croix Haule and saw
across the valley house lights and above us an
ink-black sky rich with diamonds. Now progressingmerrilyunderVMC,wequioklycompletedour
journey to reach the, airfield by midnight. After
dropping our trailers, we found our villa and
cracked open a celebratory bottle of duty-free.
Things were beginning to look up.

The Site
The following morning, we followed the old
British habits; as soon as we saw blue sky, we
gulped down breakfast and hit the road, desperate to get to the airfield; get briefed and
checked out before the day died. Arriving at the
site, we were immediately impressed! by the lack
of activity during the morning of what was
obvious to an idiot was a cracking good day.
We tracked down the CFI who having already
been notified of our impending arrival, made us
feel extremely welcome and then proceeded in
pidgin Franglais to inform us of the standard
operating practices we ought to follow during our
stay at Sisteron. The language level proved 10 be
a not insurmountable barrier, as we did our best
with O-Ievel French and he did rather bel'ter with
his English. Nevertheless, after one hour and
much head-slapping he had clearly had enough
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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John took this photograph of a Janus on his
earlier visit to St Auban.
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and decided that it would be safer all round if he
terminated the briefing there and then. Our only
responsibility was to mark on our maps all the
Iandabre fields in the area - which doesn't take
long in this'terrain. We were a Iitlle concerned that
he had not demanded any form of check flight after alt, we'd spotted that this place was stuffed
w~h mountains. His reaction was one of stunned
amazement: "Mais. non, monsieur. Vous avez
mille heures - Ce n'est pas necessaire. Allez-y et
benne journoo." Knockout, we thought and disappeared 10 stick our gliders together.
During the following' days we came to
appreciate the wisdom of this approach. The
rationale behind the French argument goes a
little like this:
"¥ouareacompetenlpilot - your logbook says
so. With your experience you should be able 10
'ack (or whatever the French equivalent is) the
launching and landing phases of your circuit. As
far as the flying in between is concerned, you will
come to, appreciate that mountains suffer very
little during a collision with a glider, and that your
instinct for self-preservation will on its own provide sufficient regulation to govern the safety of
ycxJ' fligh t. "
And it works, chaps - only a complete nutcase
(no names - but everyone knows someone who
qualifies) wQuld attempt to take any risks in this
terrain without considering fuliy the IOOssible outcomes. safety is a high priority amongst Alpine
flying centres, despite their apparently relaxed
altitudes. The CFI is the guy responsible for the
numbers of gliders that fly out and those that
retum and any difference between the two is a
malter of Goncern to him. Although they request
that pilots try to keep in touch by radio, they are
also aware that this poses a problem if the pilot
happens to be 100km away behind a range of
mountains.
The sinister thought did consider crossing my
mind that there may be one or two clubs in
England which could benefit from this liberal
approach. After all, is there realiy any sound
reason why experienced soaring pilots should
effectively be grounded from flying their Venti or
205 until their circuit procedure has been
examined in the club two-seater? (Perhaps this is
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why we see so
Sisteron.)

many Lasham

pilo!s at

The Flying
The reason for relaxed mornings In the Alps
became clear once we realised how cold the air
gels at nights. Thermals began ,to get going in the
valley at around 1.30pm, long after evidence of
their apparent activity was sighted off the local
mountain peaks. We could tell when it was time to
go when we saw the German gliders appear on
the end of the runway. As no one ever saw the
j)i1ots until'1hey requested tile fug, we CQuld' never
be certain that this wasn't a mysterious side
effect of the incredible Alpine heat. As we
watched the mirage launch, the rest of us formed
a Ineat (by French standards) grid. Any final
checks or adjustments appeared 10 be done
whilst waiting forthe tow. Weonoliced for example
a new approach to the ticklish problem of on-line
glider repairs; a French pilol anxious to restore
the gap between the aileron and trailing edge of a
Pegasus wing ,solved his problem merely by
locating the nearest available hacksaw. Ralphy
would indeed have been proud.

Taken close to a solid
looking cliff face
poking vertically upwards

Once on the pis/e, standard practice was to
say hello to the tug over the radio, point him in the
right direction and hang on to the back until we
felt high enough to come off. Usually this meant
being taken noticeably close to the Gache, a solid
looking cliff face poking vertically upwards from
the valley, about 1350m amsl. Once there, the tug
pilot wished you a "Good day, monsieur" and left
you to your own devices.
Tfle flying thereafter was remarkably pleasant.
After taking a first (blue) thermal to 7500ft, tapping the altimeter a few times to make sure, it
would be j)ossible to press orn (slowly) to the
higher stuff beyond Gap. The further one flew
from base. fhe better conditions got. Those pilots

lacking the aircraft, experience or drive to push
on. towards the lake, St Crepin, Briancon and
beyond were truly denied the greatest
experience of their soaring lives. Admittedly, taking a launch from the oppressive heat of the
valley fS found immediately to be a good move shirt sleeves at 9000ft under a piece of cloud is
infinitely more comfortable. But in the really high
mountains it is possible to,become intoxicated by
visions of beautiful desdlation still laced with
virgin snow. It was nevertheless still sobering to
reach 130000 under cloud while at the same
time having to take extreme care not to hit the
rock.
The bottle-factor played a great part in my
attitude in flying close to the mountains. As expert
pilots you will of course appreciate that we have
something, of a conflict here; of having a low
enough airspeed 10 keep the circle within the
narrow confines of rising air near a mountain and
a high enough airspeed to counter the turbulence
which will be met 'althe same time as doing a tight
turn. Afterl1aving a few goes at it, you learn quickly
that there is nothing ,that concentrates the mind
as much as the final 90° of a turn into a
rockface.
After six or seven hours of this, a disoovelY is
made that the f1ighl is not over merely because
the thermals have .Quit for the day. There is ridge
soaring to be had, or gentle soaring over the centres of the valleys in the slowly rising evening air.
Summer wave to a respectable 6000m is not
uncommon and caters well for those who like a
bit of .space between them and the ground. Our
soaring day was ended usually by impending
nightfall - there was no question of being shot
down by other weather conditions. After 9pm
touchdown, the main problem to be faced after
stacking the -glider was to decide which
establishment would be able to satisfy any
remaining appetites of the flesh.

The Lesson
So what did we gain from this adventure? Well,
by the end of the fortnight we cheerfully began to
appreciate how little we knew about this form of
soaring. I felt like a complete beginner again
When haviRg' thought I'd done pretty well to fly a
200km OIA into the mountains to be tdld afterwards that several SOOkm had been done that
day. It was clear merely by watching the other
gliders on the mountain that we were being over
cautious at the wrong times. Oonsistently being
ootclimbed on the rock face, staying for too long
in thermals above the ridge, not tucking in close
or low enough on to the face while ridge running.
We found it difficult to comprehend just how
experienced the local pilots were; one Swiss pilot
successfully managed to wind us up by telling us
that 'unfortunately he didn't do much flying in the
mountains - he only had 4000hrs there.
As we drove back at the end of our 'fortnight, it
became clear to me that this sort of Ihdliday was
sufficiently different from English ,cross-country
flying to make it urlquestionabJy worth the time
and expense in getting there. The real problem
for those fortunate enough to nave a financial
choice is in assessing the value which can be
placed on the sheer Quality of soaring 10 be had in
the Alps. It is more expensive than two weeks'
worth 01 Regionals - but not that much more. Can
anyone really a'fford not to try it?
i:I
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SUfferers of motion sickness cari\ lake SOme
consolation from the knowledge that, with rare
exceptions, nobody is totally immune and it has
affected some very famous people. Lord Nelson,
for example, was a chronic sufferer and films
showing him strutting the deck prior to the Battle
of Trafalgar are pure fantasy - he was almost certainly leaning oyer the rail.
Research into the disorder increased during
the Second World War when it was realised that
large numbers of troops in airborne and
amphibious operations could be seriously
incapacitated by motion sickness. Interest in the
subject declined after the war until the start of
manned space flights.
Motion sickness is characterised by skin
pallor, cold sweating, nausea and vomiting. 11 is
induced by situations that produce sensory
rearrangement in which the motion signals
transmitted by the eyes, the vestibular system
(organs in the inner ear which detect acceleration) and the non-vestibular proprioceptors
(receptors which detect the position and movement of limbs etc) are at variance with each other,
and also with what is expected on the basis of
past experience.

Possible to become motion
sick while
watching a film
Thus it is possible to become motion sick when
completely stationary - eg while watching a film
which gives a subjective view of rapid motion.
The si<:kness is induced by the discord between
the visual signal and the lack of the vestibular
signals which would be expected if really in the
situation ~'epicled.
,ll;lmOst everyone has experienced motion sickness - only those who have lost their vestibular
system due to Injury or illness are Immune. About
90% of resPOrldents to surveys report at least one
occurrence, but this doesn'llllean that the other
10% are Imlllune. ,Research using actual
exposure to situations which induce motion sickness indicates that everyone with an intact vestibular system can be made motion sick,
allhough lhere are wide differences in the degree
of susceptibility.
Most studies examining sex differences have
found women more susceptible than men.
However, given rather subjective reporting and
the fact that males in our society are conditioned
to act tough, it could be that females simply give
in earlier'.
With repeated exposure to motion, most
people adapt but some fail and if the circumstances surrounding the first occurrence are
repeated it can actually evoke further sickness.
Sixty years ago the Russian physiologist
Pavlov discovered that if he rang a bell whenever
he fed his laboratory dogs after a while merely
ringing the bell would make them salivate in the

CONDITIONED
AIRSICKNESS
Or, what have Pavlov's dogs got to do with flying gliders?
John,anAustralian,has
a masters degree In
psychology. He started
gliding In 1970, has
650hrs, a Diamond and
a Kestrel 17 and Is par·
ticularly interested In
wave flying.

absence of food. The salivation was termed "a
conditioned response" and the bell a "con_
ditioned stimulus."
It was found that other physiological responses could be conditioned in this manner, including nausea and vomiting, and psychologists
used this information to design treatments for
alcoholics and cigarette smokers who badly
wanted to quit. For example, alcoholics are given
a drug which induces nausea and just prior to the
onset of nausea and vomiting, the patient is given
alcoholic drinks so that the sight, smell and taste
of alcohol are associated with the nausea.
Repeated appli<:ations lead to feelings of nausea
whenever alcohol is consumed in future. The
success rate is about 50%. Cigarette smoking is
being treated similarly (although much less successfully) with nausea being induced by rapid
smoking.
For obvious reasons neither treatments are
very popular, but the 'key feature is the association of the sensatior:ls of vomiting and illness (the
conditioned response) with the particular event
that the physician wants the patienllo aVOid, le
drinking or smoking (the conditioned stimulus).
So what's all this gol to do with gliding? First,
it's a fact that many people arelPut off gliding after
a bout or two of airsickness. Glidirlg would have
to be one of the most reliable methods available
for inducing motion siCkness· probably second
only to fairground rides. The combination of heat,
unexpected vertical' and lateral accelerations,
continuous rapid circling and angular movements of the head and eyes to spOt other aircraft
are exactly what one would prescribe, to induce
motion sickness in most peop'le. The second
point to note is that if the pilot does become ill,
the illness occurs in association with exactly

the same sights, sounds and sensations on
'For more de/ails on the history and early research Into mo/ion
sickness see Motion Sickness by J. T. Reason and J. J, Brand,
Academic Press. 1975,
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each occasion - usually the cockpit of the club
trainer. In such cases people could develop what
I call "conditioned airsickness" - a situation

where climbing into the seat of the club trainer
and shutting the canopy (the conditioned
stimulus) is enough to induce the first symptoms
of airsickness (the conditioned response) - even
before the glider has started moving.
I became aware of Ihe possibility of conditioned airsickness as a result of my own
experience. I managed to complete all my training with only the occasional boul of Queasiness
on the longer flights. It was When I attempted
cross-country flying that my stomach rebelled.
As it turned oot, allowing myself :to throw up in the
cockpit was a major mistake. My initial reaction
was "press on regardless". In other words, I tried
to put up with the problem until it went away of its
own accord, However, subsequent cross·
country flights were frequently marred' by bouts
of vomiting and many flights were cut short, or
terminated in out/andings, because I was simply
too ill to go on. It began to look as if I simply wasn't
going to be able to indulge in cross-country
flying.
Eventually I began to notice that I was beginning to feel a little queasy even before the aircraft
had left the ground - and that's when the penny
dropped. I concluded that I had conditioned
myself into becoming ill by letting myself throw
up in flight while attempting to press on.

I landed immediately
there were any
signs of airsickness

How did I treat the problem? The method I used
is termed "systematic desensitisation" in the psychological lilerature - it involves progressively
increasing the eXpOsure to the "conditioned
stimulus" (being in the cockpit) while Illaintaining
a stale 01 relaxation and avoiding the conditioned
response (vomiting). The first thing I did was to
cease all cross-country flying in order to
eliminate any pressure so that I could remain
relatively relaxed in the 'air. To cut down the chances of airsickness (and to reduce the consequences if I was, airsick), I stopped eating before flying,
and drank only water. I concentrated on remaining relaxed and landed immediately there were
any signs of airsickness. This meant fairly brief
flights at first - no more than about 20 minutes on
average - aJthough the length of time thall could
stay airborne without feeling ill increased fairly
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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quickly to an hour or two.
After that, improvement was relatively slow but
progressive. During the next 18 months or so I
found that I could fly for longer and longer
periods before I began to experience symptoms.
Eventually, I was able to fly for \!JP to four or five
hours, and I began to wonder If Ihe vague
sympl<)ms I was experiencing then were nausea
orhunger! So I re-introduced eating before flying,
but only small amounts of relatively bland food
(toasted cheese sandwiches, usually). I also
began 10 introduce short cross-country flights,
where I,would be able to return to the field quickly
and land should any symptoms occur, and I
began 10 do aerobatics again whenever I felt like
it. The big test came when I finally set off on a
300km Gold badge flight. Half-way down the first
leg I realised that I hadn't turned my barograph
on, so I, knew the flight wouldn'l count. This took
all the performance pressure off (it didn't malter it
I didn'l make it) and I happily waltzed aroundlthe
triangle in about five hours with only one low spol
to provide any excitement for the day. A few
weeks later I repeated the exercise with the
barograph turned on, and after that I knew I had
the problem beaten.
Am lcompletely cured? I would not go as faras
to say that I will never be airsick again - but my
resistance is now prelty strong. I have flown in the
rear seat of a two-seater with the front seat pilot
being III for half an hour or so and not suffered any
symptoms myself. I think that's a prelty stiff test
for :anyone.
I am wondering how widespread the problem
is. I ,personally know of two other people who
have had similar experiences, and in one case
the problem was cured in a similar manner.
However, I guess most people who experience
conditioned airsickness give up flying and move
on to something less traumatic.
In my opinion, the moral of the story for the
average club pilot is clear - never, ever, let your
passengers or pupils get ill in a glider. If they
show the signs of pallour or cold sweat, or go
Quiet, get them down as soon as you can. Even if
they protest that everything is all right (the macho
faclOf is very pervasive) make some excuse and
get them down - if you allow them to get ill it is
possible that you could spoil their chances of
enjoying their gliding for good. I would hate to
have that on my conscience.

FUN EXPERIMENTS
WITH AERODYNAMICS

a

11 Magpie is pressing on
down-under !!
, COME AND JOIN THE BENAllA BONANZA I
Soaring and ab-inirio courses for all-comers. You provide the
body - we provide the rest: Fully equipped aircraft; full
briefings; lead-follow and two-seat instruction where nace$~
sary. We even provide the sUl".lival kit! Superb modern clubhO<.ise and bar. Club-style accommodation and pan-catering.
All year round but prime soaring season is October-March,

8on.nl:. new. fl••h: thr. . 1000km Diplom•••nd
numerou. 760. 600. 300. in December/J.nuary
1188. Book your holiday earlyl W ••h.11 b. bullY next
.ummerl
Write for full details ro:
John Williamson, Gliding Club of Victoria, PO Box 46,
BENALLA, Victoria 3672, Australia. Tel: STD from England:
010-61-57·62'1058 (bur don't forget the lime warp! We are
10 hours ahead of you,)
Spocial-f8!e travel and derails of alternative
Aussie holidays from:
TRAVEl8AG, , 2 High Street, ALTON, Hants, GU34 18N

Tel: 0420·82133
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Doug, who flies an ASW·17 from Booker and is a flight
simulator engineer at British Airways, recommends some
exercises to check the various stabilifies of your glider, but
take note of his warning not to exceed the aircraft's limitations

The mere mention of aerodynamics and the
theory of flight is usually enough to make the
average glider pilot shrivel up and slink away, but
hold on just a rnoment it can be fun.
Aerodynamicists have a longl name lot a title and
use lengthy equations scaltered full of more
hieroglyphics than a dead Pharoah's curse.
Aerodynamics can be described in less than four
words. "Lift is drag".
Having accepted that why not try a few
experiments in the air which will give you an
extensive insight into flight without any resort to
long equations or vector diagrams. The next time
you are local soaring because conditions are not
quite good enough to leave the site explore the
stabilities of the aircraft you are flying.

Pitch stability
When the aircraft is deflected from its trimmed
pitch altitude it should, for a fixed speed" tend to
return to its original altitude. To see just what happens in flight carefully trim out the aircraft at a
noted speed and raise or lower the nose 5 or 10 0
or so. With the stick returned to the trimmed position observe what happens to the altitude and
speed whilst giving the odd tweak to keep the
wings level.
When it begins to return to theQl:iginal altitude
it is dernonstrating its static stability, however, the
speed will have changed and' it may overoo the
correetion and overshoot. lithe overshoots damp
out under these aynamic comjitions the glider
shows a damped dynamio pitch stability, On all
the, gliders I have tried this experiment on, the
excursions have built up until VNE QI: hammerhead stall have ended the fun. Therefore the
gliders have proved to be statically stable but
dynamically unstable.
What you will be exploring is what the
aerodynamicists -call the longitudinal pitoh
phugoid. The term "phugoid" is an amalgam of
two Greek word$ which can be translated as
"f1y1ike", Unfor1unately the "fly" Is as in flee or run
,away, If you try the last test but release the stick to
position as it
fore and aft the word may prove
a totally correct one.
This experiment in a glider with a fully flying
tailplane can be illuminating. Watching the stick
move fore and, aft by itself is eerie and the pitch

will

and speed variations quite spectacular so if you
do try it remember to grab the stick before you
leave the flight envelope in talters. The frequency
of the oscillations should SUbstantially remain the
same as they are mainly dependant on true
airspeed.

Lateral and directional stability
We all know lateral stability is the tendency for
the wings to return to level and is caused in the
main by the action of the wings' dihedral angle.
Have you ever seen it happen? Why not go and
have a look? You may be surprised. Fly level and
wait for some turbulence to upset the aircraft a
Iiltle, resist the now instinctive corrective action,
note the heading and watch the yaw string. It may
be some time before the string moves across to
show that you are slipping towards the lower
wing. The slip will then level the wings but the
heading will have changed because of the directional stability swinging the nose during the slip.
The amoont of heading change is a measure of
the airectional stability and you have some knowledge of both stabilities with one simple test.
QED.

Spiral stability
This can be checked by turning, trimming out
fore and aft, and releasing the stick laterally. Does
the bank angle increase or decrease? Invariably it
will increase but the rate will vary with speed
because ... Well why not experiment yourself
then think of a reason?
Not generally appreciated is that stabililies
change with height because you are travelling
faster for a given indicated airspeed but the
restoring force for a given deflection remains the
same. Those pilots who spin down from great
heights have my admiration.
If you do try any of these experiments please
ensure that you are clear and remain clear of
other aircraft as some of your manoeuvres may
be unexpeoted if not spectacular.
Footnote from Bill Scull, BGA director of
operations: The longitudinal stability test should
be stopped well short of VNE. Flying to the corners of the flight envelope are the province of the
test pilot.

a
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TONY SHELTON

The Scottish summer of 1986 gave rnorthern
glider pilots few good days bul the new rule
500km zig-zag prompted a couple of forays into
the mountains. The firsl failed from lack of ground
sightings (and navigator's nerve) west of Loch
Lomond, the second from a 'rather foolish arrival
overhead Killin with only one shot left in Ihe
camera It became clear Ihat my navigalion had to
be given a heavy rethink.
At Portmoak on Sunday, September 1, the
wind at ground level was brisk and NNW, suggesting Lismore lighthouse, Edzell radio masts
and Killin Hotel might be the best500km declaration. At 1120hrs the winch lofted me in my Kestrel
22 to 1200ft where I discovered all the focall air
was apparently rushing vertically towards Loch
Leven. The wave must be good, I thoughl, abandoning BishoP'S bowl in favour of a 500ft scrape
along Vafle "nol-working-very-well" hill.
An hour of rather difficult scratching took me 10
the top of a slow climb over Kinross to be rewarded with a vista of very wet wave covering my
declared track to the west. Logical reasoning
suggested abandoning the task; so I did.
(However, read on.)
Having worked fairly hard at the first 12 OOOft,
there was an obligation to make something of the
day. With 90kt indicated and the compass reading N, I pushed over the cloud tops to the next
upwind wave trough to make a more accurate
assessment of the conditions. I discovered:cloudbase 5000ft; cloud top 100000 (mean);
cumuli form at 14 OOOft; wind 350 0 /35kt at
10000ft; wave length 7nm; mean lift 2.5kt
(measured best 8kt); wave alignment E to Wand
expected into wind height loss between waves
2000ft al 9Okt.

LOCAL SOARING
THE SOOKM WAY
To maintain the wave flying impetus in S&G following two
good articles in recent issues by Lemmy Tanner and Tom
Bradbury, I have contributed an account of my flight in 1986
(believed to be the first 500km flown in Scotland) with a
pilot's eye view of some of the problems and possible
solutions

Wave pattern was produced
by a simple and
unusually regular system
Cloud cover to the east didn't appear
unmanageable. The Forth Clyde valley was relatively open also, allowing Howard Fox 10 lake a
Diamond climb and Alistair Dodds to fly a very
creditable 240km in the club K-8. It also became
clear that the wave pattem in the cloud tops was
produced by a simple and unusually regular
system with IiUle interference from the weak
secondary upper system.
These conditions are typical if wanting to
seriously attempt a declared 300km triangle, but
cloud cover' to the north and west would
inevitably make navigation difficult for anything
ambitious. The stronger areas of lift didn't
guarantee a gap in the cloud layer and the cover
along the westerly track to Lismore appeared to
be total.
A good day to practise a little navigation I
thought as I pressed northwards to a confirmatory "fix" slot a couple of miles west of
Aberfeldy.
Note: Navigation over cloud can be a little
daunting but given an accumulation of local
knowledge and the use of a stopwatch and
simple chartwork, it is possible to fly around with
enough information to let down in a safe area
when the wave system collapses. This sort of
thing requires an apprenticeship and the
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underlying principle is if you are not amused,
go home!
Killin was a straight glide along the wave from
Aberfeldy. With the ASI at 80kt and the compass
reading W, I drove along the upwind face of the
wave Cloud, slowing down althe Ben Lawers gap
to climb lin 6kt to assess ~he possibilities. Cloud
cover ina wave trough to the Mr1h of Killin looked
tt:lin so I pushed on.
The ground around the west end of Loch Tay
and parts of the village if Killin were just visible
and photographable. "Three six three do you
read? Please confirm that the new rules allow us
to lIy around a declared task backwards." The
"affirmative" set the task to "go" again.
The I'lln across to the east was relatively
uneventful, producing the 1009 glide at 8Okt, the
compass pointing 000 0 and consuming height at
a cornfonable rate; 14 000ft over Killin, 10 500ft
overl1ead Brechin. At this point it appeared that
the task was off again as cloud cover to the nor1h
looked total, however as the wave was 7nm I
slowly climbed to 11 000ft and pushed into wind
over the cloud top into the next wave, where I1 sat
for a while, gently winding upwards in the weak
lift above what seemed to be total cloud cover.
The options were to descend, or give up and

go home, so, with the necessary levers pulled for
a descent through cloud the Kestrel was rolled
into a steep turn. Again luck was with me. Looking vertically down at the cloud, I was amazed to
see, through the thin bottom of the trough, Edzell
radar "golf-balls",
With two TPs in the camera and only 350km to
go, 1, moved across the wave in a westerly direction to a lumpy cloud with its attendant area of
stronger ~ift, there to take a climb and time off to
work out the next step.
From 14 600ft, the wave could be seen as a
regular patlern in the cloud tops, stretching away
into the west as far as coul'd be seen. The clear
upper air reassuringly indicated at 15t 1hrs that
the existing wave system was set for the rest of
the day.
With stopwatch in hand, note-pad strapped to
right leg and the speCial 3/4/ million Touring
Map of Scotland across my lap, I turned to 270 0
on the:compass and trimmed the cruise speed to
85kt indicated. This ,course produced a nicely
spaced set of ground sightings very close to the
required ,track: Glen Clova, the A9 mad south of
Killiecrankie, Tummel Bridge, a fleeting glimpse
of Loch Tay to the south and a large gap showing
Loch Ericht at its south-west end. The time at the
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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west end of the Tummel Valley, 1542hrs.
The wave tracl< I followed ran a tew degrees to
the north of the third leg. This was all to the good,
as the cO\.Jntry below is not.quite as lumpy as that
further south" a fact that increased the confidence
level in my backout/let-down planning.
From loch Rannoeh, the cloud cover, as far as
could be seen tQ the west, appeared to 'be total.
This generated something of a crisis and induced
me to stop and climb after crossing Rannoch
Moor above a very tenuous gap in the cloud. The
estimated position at 1600hrs was the north end
of Glen Etive at 13 000ft.

Clear skies were to
be seen over the
Firth of Lourn
At about this time the chatter between Connel
and various light aircraft became very clear on
t3O.1, SO the radio was used again to confirm
that clear skies were to be seen over the Firth of
lourn. With this gem of information, I was able to
tumwith some degree of confidence on toa 240 0
heading and drop downwind to the front of a
large hump of Cloud estimated to be 2nm north of
Cruachan. A fast climb to 14 OOOft gave a good
view through a cloud gap of the south shoreline
of loch Etive.
This last fix allowed a confident flight over the
remaining cloud into the relatively clear air over
the north end of Lismore which gave me a fleeting
view of my TP at the south end of this long
thin island.
Clouds to the south-west and over the Sound
of Mull were beautifuly fashioned by the wave
and it was possible wi1hout great difficulty to
manoeuvre Into the turning sector as the Lismore
light appeared '(Om below a superb lenticular
sitting over the south end of the island.
Having flown around and photographed the
three TPs, all that was left was to fly home, a
relatively easy glide of 140km.
Taking time off to admire the cloud formations
over the Firth of lorne, I had great difficulty in restraining myself from consuming the remaining
film, but having I'earned the hard way about film
shortages, set out for home.
The track from lismore ran east-west in clear
air directly over Connel Bridge, and it was found
possible to fly at an indicated 100kt while
assending at 4kt. Cloud cover again became total
some 4nm west of Cruachan, from where, at
14000ftJ. W.recornmendeda final glide of 80kt,
but as my genes are shot through with survival
factOll, and the instrument gell-cell had powered
June/July 1988

the radio for the previous five hours, I compromised to crawl across the tops to the Ben
Lawers gap before running downwind to clearer
ai,r to the east of Crieff.
The flight was not' yet Over. The not·flyingthrough-cloud syndrome, and the necessity to
descend to below c10udbase within reasonable
gliding distance of Portmoak, forced a diversion
to the north of Perth- and a final zig-zag' around
cloud to find clear airspaee and a let down over
Dunning. Arrival overhead Portmoak at 4000ft
was followed by a slow acclimatising let down to
land at ~ 750 and thallinal photograph.
The cul'mination of all this was t/'1e usual (cliff
hanging) bringing together all the 00 evidence
and to successfylly claim the (1 think) first ever
SOOkm Diamond distance to be undertaken
within the boundarieS of Scotland. It was also the
realisation of an ambition to complete all the Gold
and Diamond legs in wave within Scotland. (Two
firsts in Cl! single day; beat that)
It must be said that there has been a Ilarge
element of luck in all this. The first 300km triangle
in Scotland's wave was claimed in 1974 after a
change in the 28% rule regarding the minimum
length of triangle legs. This reduced the difficulty
of 300km tasks ,by a large order of magnitlude.
Few; ,if any, recorded: 2$% rule triangle flights are
officially declared and observed. The revision of
the rules allowing three TPs also dramatically
reduced the difficulty of the 500km Diamond
distance in ScottiSh wave.
In the years folowing the first 1974 300km
triangle, I worked away at the 500km triangle and

extension of the flat 300km triangle task, but with
the extra distance accrued around the third TP.
And this is what subsequently happened.
Notwithstanding all this, the number Of days
when conditions allow this sort of distance to be
flown are few in a given year, and tile problems of
designingl tasks with TPs that are reliably
photographable is constraining. What tends to
happen when 'long 'east-west flights in wave are
undertaken, is that the TPs are beyond the ends
of the wave system generated, by the central
mountain ranges, and the Slots in the cloud layer
do no! expose the ifP to the camera.
ifhe trick is to chose TPs that are known to be
below those extra strong wave generating hills
with their associated tloles in the cloud, and
develop navigational techniques for flelling to
them safely (what '1 really mean is getting away
from them safely when the wave system leaves
you stranded and above the cumulo granitus).
This idea will in principle give the pilot more possible days in a given year.
Fortunately (for me that is) by the time they
changed the rules I had accumulated a lot oflocal
knowledge and had made some attempts at
navigating with (the then glider limited) radio
navigation aids. The conclusion 1, drew was that
local knowledge is reliable, radio nay aids in
gliders were not. The time honoured map, compass. stopwatch technology is still good even
today" given a little rationalisation of instruments
and what one does in the cockpit. (Subject of a
further article perhaps.) Having said this, I wouldn't
mind a chance at assessing some of the modem

Going home with Connel Airfield below.

trick-radios but I know of people running into difficulties with these guidance systems
A couple of declared attempts have now been
made at the Scottish 750 and the plans are laid
for an attempt at the 1OOOkm goal into England (I
will have to change my rules for this one). If anyone would like to read an account of these
750km debacles let me know before they take
my word processor away from me.
This article was first printed in SGU's Portmoak
Press.

1

planned in detail a number of a/R alternatives.
However, after a few failures and some very
interesting retrieves I deduced that to stay within
territorial Scotland gave very little chance of success in the Diamond market, and relaxed with the
realisation that no one was going to be first even if
they wanted to be.
When the rules changed it became clear that
500km distance was simply going to be an
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PHILlP WILLS

SAGADF
A SAILPLANE

CHOSEN BY TBE ARM-ClAIR PILOT
Phillp Wills was not merely the leading
pilot ofhis age; he was the doyen of glidIng writers. His descriptive powers were
8 match for his astonishing succession
of pioneering flights 'in all quarters the
world', and hiS trilogy of books are a last·
Ing memorial to a remarkable man. The
first, On Being a Bird, came out in 1953,
and was immediately recognised as a
classic.
Philip wrote frequently for S&G (he
was chairman of the Magazine Committee for many years), and some of his
pieces, including this one, found their
way Into his books. "saga of a
sailplane" is not the story of a flight, but
of his Weihe sailplane. Read on . ..

0'

Someone

asked me the other day how long a
sailplane 'lasts. I, believe t!he official answer Is, as
long as the ply doesn'l dry oul, and I' suppose this
means that il depends very much on t);le climate
In which it is kept; but the question set me reviewing the life ,history of the various aircraft which I
myself have owned, and one thing let to
another.
My first glider was the SCl:Jd 2, built for Mungo
Buxtonln 1931, and shared by me with him from
1932 onwards. UnfortunatelY,the identity of this
machine has been losl. A SCud 2 is still flying at
Dunstable, but whether or no it ismyoriginalone I
do f10t k!now.
In 1934, Hjordis, designed by Buxton, was the
first high performance sailplane proper of British
design to take the air. Slilewas et prototype, iheir to
the imperfections of prototypes, but in I:ler I learnt
a great deal. After three years I sold her, rather
l:Jnwillingly, to Andrt1 Brink ,in Johannesburg.
Unwillingly because, with no airbrakes or
spoilers and with rather poor and sluggish controls~ she was unsuited to conditions on the high
veldt of South Africa. , saw her last year, a rather
sad and dilapidated wreck, i!'lthe rQOf 01 a hangar
at Germist()l:l airport. Her days are over.
Minimoa, 1938. A. beautiful, birdlike machine,
with exaggerated stability characteristics, a very
suitab'le machine to enable one toexpfore the difficulties of blind-flying in unstable clouds before
the days of limiting brakes. Taken over by the RAf
in 1940, used for various moderately warlike purposes, including 8' tour 01 fighter stations to give
fighter pilots, experience in tne diffiCulties of getting their gun-,sights on to such s'low moving aircraft (I believe no one ever 'succeeded). Then
transferred 10 the nascent ATC, crashed in t 944,
.repaired, after the war, owned by Sproule, Prince

Philip and Kitty Wills with the Weihe In the
background.
Sira, Lawrence Wright, and sold to Iceland,
where I believe she is still flying after 19 chequered years.
The Weihe ... ah, the Weihe. Let me try to
record the history of the Weihe in more detail.

*

*

*

The actual time and place of her birth are
shrouded in Ihe fog of the war years. From the
evidence of some of the materials used, Bolton
had a theory th.at she might have been built in
Czechoslovakia around 1942. In any case, , first
set eyes on her, in sad disrepair, in a hangar on
top of the Wasserkuppe in 1944, about the month
of July. Little did I imagine her as the shining and
grace'ful sailplane from whose cockpit, on
December 29,1'954, ten years later and 12000
miles away, I was to survey the astounding panorama of the New Zealand Southern Alps from a
height of over 3000Qft.
II was in a party, of whom Fred Slingsby was
one, sent over by the Ministry of Aircraft Production to ma'ke a survey of any technical advanCes
in glider design made by the Germans during the
war, and we had .authority to label any aircraft we
thought merited in.vestigation, at home: the theory
being that any machines so labelled would thet:l
be duly transported back for examination and
flight testing.
As I went round, one of the developments
which seemed to me of great importance was in
the field of stability and control. So rapidly does
the science of aircraft design advance that many
people may not realise that, up to 1939 at any
rate, practically nothing was known about this all
important subjecl. Designers simply went on
their previous experience; they had built a

reasonably controllable aircraft with, say. a particularly shaped tail, so repeated the same
general shape flext time, scaled up if necessary,
There were no design requirements covering the
subject, and no measureable flight tests laid
down, since 1'l0 one knew what to measure.
My lirst flight inl an Olympia was therefore a
revelation 10 me,; l:1ere was B machine that
seemed to fly itself in all circumstances, a
machine in Which blind-flying in all types of cloud
assumed a new aspecl. I had always shared the
belief that Hans Jacobs was probably the world's
most gifted sailplane designer, and here was
proof of it.
So I decided that one machine to try and get
over to England was Jacobs' latest design, and
this meantlhe Aeiher. Unfortunately we were only
able to :Iocate,one ollhese machines (only three
had been built) andwe found it had been adOpted
as a pet by a certain Typhoon station in Northern
Germany. Alas, our officially impeccable
authority proved of lillle avail against the ancient
right of possession. We pulled all our strings they were made only of paper. The Typhoon boys
couldn.'t actually fly the thing, but one day they
intended to come round to il.ln the meantime our
beautiful Aeiher layout in the sun aAd rain for clay
after day, month after month. Al lasl our slowly
grinding wheels brought it, over two years later,
to Ken/ey, and when we inspected 11, it was ruined
beyond repair by mishandling and exposure.
In the meantime we had proceeded on our
journey, and one day reached the 'Wasserkuppe.
As we drove up its beautiful green and rounded
slopes to the group of buildings on the top,l was
remembering the last time 'I had visited this lovely
place, the Mecca of all glider pilots, for the International Championships in 1937. What pasSAILPLANE & GLIDING
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sessed this extraordinary people, with so
beautiful a homeland, to go mad once again, and,
destroy the world" themSelves with it? .
The group of buildings at the summit seemed
mueh as I remembered, except tor a large new
permanent building with a splendid swimming,
pOOl in front of it. Evidently thishad been the main
block for whatever unit had, Iileen stationed there
during the war. We started to wander through it,
and in the centre came on a large chapel. Along
both walls were yellow pine pews, but the middle
of the floor was taken 'up with a raised ooncrete
platform, on which was reclining, the more-thanMfe-sized concrete recumbent figure of - a dead
pilot. His arms were fOlded ,on his chest, he was
clothed in full concrete flying gear, with an
unopened concrete parachute on his chest.
Wreaths Of brown-gOld artificial ,oak leaves were
proPPed around his plinth. Al the far end of the
chapel a stained ,glass window, lit by the ootside
sun, representingl the Angel of Oeath, ,complete
wnh well developed sun-bronzed private parts,
lowered down on, the absent congregation. It
seemed, to put it mildly, an ,un-British way of
stimulating the right outlook in a congregation of
pupil glider pilots.
The Wassel'kuppe was in the American sector,
and hence occupied by a US Army unit, but
embedded Inthis was '8 small AAI' unit operating
aradar statioo, andwe were .accordingly aocommodated by our compatriots. As we walked
FOUnd, we found ourselves in a veritable
Golconda of' gliders. Hangar after Ihangar was
stuffed full of gliders of all types: if we could only
have transported the lot back to England,our
home clabs would have been in fullioperation two
years earlier than they actually were. Alas, our
terms of ,elerenoe were more limited. .sut in one
hangar I found several Weihes, wllich had been
Jabobs' last design befoee Ihe Reiher, As I had
already an uneasy feeling about the possible
future Of that machine, and apart Irom that I was
struck with the brilliant simplicity of the Welhe!s
rigging features, I decided' to !Iabel two of these
aircraft.
But now I! started making inquiries of our RAF
friends as 10 the :likelihood of our system working.
and once more doobts began to creep in. It
appeared that when the Americans first arrived at
the Wasserkuppe, they had seen sailplanes for
the first time in their lives. As might ,have been
eXJ!)OCted, they had joyfully accepted them as
toys with which 10 while away the time. A
sailplane - 8 Weihe of 'course, only the best would
do - was dragged oul, an American major
strapped in, and catapUlted off. The Weihe is a
gentleman. It did its best. The major was in bed
with a cracked spine; he was expected to
recover. In the meantime a ukase had gone forth
• no further glider flying for the occu pying troops.
and to make absolutely certain of no more trooble, all gliders ,on the field to be b~oken up, and
burnt next week ...
I went and saw the Commanding Officer. I
pleaded with him,lllo/d him there were people in
England who would give their right arms for his
field lull of 'gliders. In any case, 'I said, I, wanted
two Weihes, and had authority 10 arrange for their
transport to farnborough. I hoped, therefore, he
would withdraw his order for their destruction,
would think again; but I coul'd see where his
thoughts were leading him. Ilf we wanted two
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Weihes in England, might not they also like them
in the United States? I thought that just possibly I
:had' saved the Weihes, but not ror Farnborough.
But there seemed, nothing more il could do. Our
trip came to all end, and we flew back 10
England.
Some months went lily. We had made our
report, and lpartsof it had been approved for
.action. Bulthe official machinery o/recovery had,
as expected, failed to work, and no machines
appeared in England. Ken Will<;inson at
Farnborough had confirmed that they would like
certain aircraft, including: the Reiher, Weihes, and
a Horten 4 tailless sailplane whioh we had discovered. This latter machine was on, a p~oper airfield, and at last Farnborough, in des,pair, sent
over a Halifax and carried it away in triumph. But
the grass field on top of the Wasserkuppe was
much too small for a Halifax, or even a Dakota, so
the Weihes seemed doomed,the Reiher unob'tainable, and my ideas about getting a jump
ahead on stability and contrOl doomed to
failure.
Then one day my Air Transport Auxiliary freight
section at White Waltham got a job to carry supplies to Prague. The route lay almost over the

case before him and see if he would play. After all,
if Farnborough had sent a Halifax, what was a
Queen Mary? Calculation showed that a trailer of
this size should be able to accommodate not only
the two complete aircraft, but also a spare pair of
wings, so I labelled a pair for luck. then I took my
courage and a saw in both ihands, and set about
one of the wOrst tasks Of my gliding life. I sawed
up a beautiful Weihe. I sawed off the wing-roots
and the centre-section fittings, and put them in
the back of my empty Anson, together with a
complete tailplane. At least we should be able to
examine the brilliant detail design of the rigging
features, and if I left the machine there it would do
no one any good. But it was a cruel job,
On the way home I called in to refuel. and found
my Group Captain friend in his office. To my joy,
he agreed to help. He would do his best, and
send me a signal at White Waltham if and when
the aircraft were ready to collect at his airfield.
And so back to White Waltham, feeling that I had
done what I could for the time being, but of
cQl,lrse the chances were slight. The radar unit at
Wasserkuppe. on whom all depended, might be
moved at any minute, or any other link in the
tenuous chain I had tried to lay down might
vanish without warning,
In writing up a history like this, it is of course
easy to give the impression that all my attention
was focussed on gelling hold of these Weihes at
the time, 'but of course this was far from the case;
in fact, I had almost forgollen about the whole
thing when, a couple of months later, the signal
arrived and I had to look twice before I
understood it. "Goods arrived, awaiting

collection."
Phillp flying the Weihe.
Wasserkuppe, so I decided to take one Anson
load myself,and call 111 on the return joorney; the
Anson light could easily make the landing.
Nothing had changed since our last visit. The
same troops were still there, the same small
British unit, the, same gliders, undestroyed; so I
had managed to achieve something in a negative
son 0/ way. My Iwo Weihes" with my dusty labels
attached, were still in their hangar, where it
seemed probable they would stay till Doomsday,
Other German pilots I had interrogated had
confirmed their excellence, and I felt more than
ever sure that, if Farnborough coola test them
and put the results at' our disposal at home. we
should be able to use them as a basis on which to
lay down our post-war requirements and ensure
a new generation of 'British aircraft of the first
quality. (I was not to know that, 'a Iillle later,
Oudley Hiscox was to ensure a great step forward in the same directiooby arranging for
Chilton Aircraft to build him an Olympia from the
pre-war German plans. The EoN Olympia, which
resulted from this, ensured that once for all we at
home came to know what constituted a first class
sailplane from lhe handling poinl of view.) I
resolved on desperate measures.
I had a long talk with the RAF Flight lJieutenant
in charge and: told him my problem and he
assured me that if I could get a Queen Mary trailer
to the Wasserkuppe :he would ensure somehow
,that the Weihes would be pul on it. I tlad a friend lin
the shape ~ a Group Captain in charge of an
aerodrome in Belgium where we lUsed to refuel
our freight Ansons, and I determined to put my

By' now, the war In Europe was nearly et an
end. Aircraft were still. flowing out of the factories
and across the Atlantic, and all piling up in store.
The storage units were by now only lrunning a
five-day week and. at weekends, many aircraft
were ferried in by us to our Ilome aerodromes,
and on-flown the following Monday to their final
destination. So il went up ,to Prestwick one Friday
and brougf;)t a Dakota down to 'White Waltham
which was allotted for storage In a nearby maintenance ,unit. I measured up its hold and the size
of its door. It seemed fate when I discovered Ihat,
as far as I could see, the Weihe wing would just
go through the door,and just fit in the hdld with
two Inches to spare, And so it proved. Furthermore, the Dakota just took ooe complete Weihe
and one wing; over, and: in two !lights, by Sunday
night, the job was done.

It was, more than a year later when the next fortunale chapter opened, One of the Weihes
brought over had proved' to be fairly badly
damaged. but the RAF had duly repaired and
tested the other. The' civil gliding clubs were
slowly struggling back to life, and the BGA had
started to function again. Dudley Hiscox was
chairman. but I had taken on a more than full-time
job in British European Airways. and had Iillle
time to spare for gliding affairs. However, I still
managed to attend Council meetings, and at one
of these it was reported that Farnborough had
finished with the various sailplanes brought over
from Germany, and it was proposed to transfer
them to the BGA.
The damaged Weihe seemed to be a problem,
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as no one knew what it would cost to repair it or
even If it was repairable at all, whilst none of the
clubs at Ihat time had any spare funds, to undertake such a dou btful project. I therefore proposed
that, if the Council approved, would purchase
the remains from the BGA. and this was, agreed.
This was a1 a time when people were still thinking
of high performance sailplanes in terms of £300
apiece, so when I' got a bill for repairs of £250 II
did not seem to have done so well. However, the
work was done, and I never regretted it. For two
years I had much joy frcm her" 'and did many
flights, incloding a heighl record in a gigantic
cu-n/m near ,Ihe long Mynd.
Just after this flight she again went in for a
renewal of C of A and my feelings were indeed
mixed when it was foond that previous inspections- flad not revealed what may ha\!e been a
deliberate piece of sabotage by those who had
been originally ,forced to 'build the aircraft for their
German masters. The spar-booms and webs
were hardly glued together at all, and when the
wings were -completel'y unskinned each spar
peeled down to four almost undamaged pieces
of wood! Yel in this condition she had uncomplainingly carried me through extreme tur·
bulence and many'hours of Oying o\!era period of
two years. This is Ihe, sort of thing that makes one
believe in high safety' faclors.
As for the other aircraft, the second Weihe went
to the Surrey Club, who have done excellent woft(
with her ever since. The s,pare pair of wings and
the sawn-off fittings and tailplane were rebuilt
into a complete machine, by Bolton and, as was,
the Horten 4, sold to Ihe United States, contributing their small share to ,the dollar shortage. And
the BGA Technical Committee co-opted Ken
Wilkinson and with Ihe'knowledge acQuired from,
these' and other tests laid down Ule stability and
handling requirements for gliders which were
eventually incorporated by the Air Registration
Board in section E of their requirements and duly
formed Ihe basis of our existing pre-'eminent
aircraft.
A small grant from the Ministry enabled us,
amongst other things, to finance the flight trials
necessary to plot a polar curve for the Weihe, and
everyone knew how good an advanced sailplane
had to be to be good: it had to be better than
the Weihe.
When eventuarly the Slingsby Sky a"peared
and proved to be the best 1:8 metre production
sailpial1e ,the world had yet seen, my Welhe, from
which'so much benefit had been derived, went off
to start a new life on the other side of the world.
Painted a brilliant reQ. maintained by O.ick and
Helen Georgeson with loving care, I can see no
reaSOli why she should not continue to grace
New Zealand skies with her slender beauty for
another decade or more. Born in the dark days of
war, under the tyranny of repressed Central
EuroPe now witn new worlds to' conquer In the
extraordinary air of free New Zealand, where we
may wen read one day, It has brokell the world
altitude record, what could be a more unlikelyor a
more romantic history?

NB. Dick broke all the New Zealand records with lhe
Weihe before selling illo a syndicale in 1956 which
included Chris Wills. It was badly damaged by a later
owner and Harry Smith now has the bits with the ho~s
of it being restored.
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MEDICAL STANDARDS
FOR GLIDER PILOTS
Peter Is an RAF medical
offlcer who hal lpent most
01 his career In aviation and
medicine.
occupational
Learning to IIy In the Unlver·
slty Air Squadron while a
medlcal student at Brlst~.1
he later completed his RAF
WIngs and has flown arange
of military aircraft. Gliding
since 1960, he has three
Diamonds. A long standing
member 01 the RAFGSA he
•
has been club CFI, secretary and vice-chairman
and, for periOds, on the BGA Executive Council. By drafting
the BGA medical declaration and establishing the principle
of personal responsibility, he averted the Imposition of
medical examinations for gilder pHots. Since then he has
advised the BGA, clubs, and Individuals on medical ques·
tions. He represents UK aeromedical sporting Interests on
the FAI. Serving as an Air Commodore In the Ministry of
Delence, heil responslblelor the training and management
of medical personnel In the three Anned Services.

The present policy of the BGA dates from
some twenty years ago following a very serious
accident when an epileptic gliding instructor
crashed, killing himself and his pupil. In the sub·
sequent inquiry it was established that he had not
only concealed his illness from his club, but that
he also held a medical certificate for a PPU After
much consideration the BGA resolved on the
present policy, which has further evolved in the
light of experience since that date.
The policy is that gliding is a sport and fitness
to fly is a personal responsibility of the pilot. In
exercising this responsibility the pilot may
require to seek medical advice, and independent
endorsement is required for those responsible
for the lives of others in the air.
The Laws and Rules of the BGA require glider
pilots to sign a declaration of fitness before flying
solo which brings to their notice those medical
conditions which could be dangerous in flight. If
the pilot suffers from any of the conditions listed,
he may not fly unless his declaration of fitness
has been endorsed by his regular GP or an
authorised CM medical examiner. There is a
second list of medical conditions which could be
aggravated by flight and for which the pilot is
advised to seek medical opinion. To remind pilots
of their responsibilities the declaration of fitness
has, to be repeated at intervals. These are related
to age and follow, but are not identical to, the
requirements of the CM for the renewal of a
Class 3 medical certificate. In cases where illness

is suspected, but the pilot continues to fly, clubs
may insist that a member takes medical advice.
This is the reason behind para 14.5 (c) of the
laws and Rules for glider pilots. Iln diHicwlt or
borderline cases where a club. is in dispute with a
member on their fitness to fly, the BGA can obtain
specialist medical opinion.
In club operations flying is the responsibility of
the CFI, and dual flying, solo flying or instructing
all require authorisation by the CFI or his deputy.
They also represent different levels of' risk, and
can be used as a basis of medical limitations
which are easily understood by the gliding club:
For some medical conditions it might also be
necessary to advise limitations of altitude, or
flight duration. These should be explained to, and
agreed by, the pilot. It would be usual to set
altitude limits in steps of 5000ft and draw attention to the BGA recommendations on the use of
oxygen in flight. Another useful limitation is local
flying. This implies that the glider remains within
gliding range and can land within about 15
minutes. Flight limitation can also be expressed
by time; one hour will allow local flying, five hours
limited cross-country flying and few glider flights
exceed eight hours.
Medical conditions can be divided into lour
categories, those which are improving, those
which are static, those deteriorating and a few for
which the course is unpredictable. The management differs in each case. Conditions which
iml!>rove are commonest, because they include
all minor intercurrent illness. Usually the pilot sim'
ply avoids flying for a short period and all is well.
However dangers exist during competition flying
in which a lost day may lose all prospects of winning the contest. Competition oHic'ials, V'ivesand
support crew should be alert 10 the danger of flying when unfit. Following more serious illness the
return should be staged. days on the ground
attending the club, dual flying, and then solO
following a satisfactory check of flYing skills. A
medical review Is advisable before flying solo.
In chronic conditions, Quite serious neurolqgicalor orthopaedic disability may be compatible
with flying gliders. It is in keeping with modem
views that disabled people are, encouraged to
take up a sport and gliding can bea useful opportunity. Disabled indiv.iduals should not be barred
from a sport because the risk to themselves is
higher than it would be to other participants, but
any increased risk must be fully understood by
the participant. for these static conditions the
best judge of fitness 10 fly is a flying instructor.
Where limb weakness e~ists, power over con·
trois can be easily measured in a two-seater
glider by putting. a spring balance on the corresponding control in the other cockpit (this is not
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applicable 10 the rudders of some tandem twoseaters). If the disabled pilot can exert the force
required in the manuals of airworthiness, no
prol5lem can occur in flight. If the pilot has a
weakness, flying instructor approval is required
for each type conversion. In theory it is possible
to modi,fy the control systems of gliders to
accommodate almost any disability. The requirement of Ihe BOA is that all such modifications
meet normal aircraft engineering slandards and
are approved by a BGA Inspector.
When an instriJctor checks a disabled pilot in a
two-seater he should first estimate, or measure,
lorforcesexercised by the pupil on all controls by
attempting 10 overpower the pupil using the dual
controls. A cable release check under tension is
essential. If a disabled pilot call provide the
desigll control forces, he may '11y witl;}out restriction. If he is unable to provide the lull forces, he
should be cleared by ,llight test which should
include entry and exit from steep turns to port and
starboard. Side slipping in both directions should
!le demonstrated because failure to enter side
slips will indicate potential problems with crosswind landings.
The maximum control forces from a pilot are
required to meet extreme conditions. The worst
cases are likely to be the failure of the waterballast tanks of one wing to jettison, or failure at
Ihe elevator Irim with a forward C of G. Maximum
rudder loads would occur in entry to steep turns
or a crOSSwind landing. It is important that amy
disat;lled pilot fully understands the effect 01 his
disability on the 11ight envelope the aircraft, so
that he may avoid areas 01 potential hazard, and
accept crosswind or other limitations which may
be lower than Ihose to which the aircraft is
cleared when flown by able 'bod.ied pilots.
Medical conditions which det.eriorate are more
diffICult to manage. This includes normal old age.
Often the gliding club willbecorne aware of
deleriorating skills ,before they could be apparent
on a medical examination. 'Pilots will have to
accept the loss 01 an instructor category and
even the right to fly solo. Club ,officials may have
the painful duty of grounding a member who in
his time was a much respected mentor.
'
Sometimes pilots from other fields of aviation
who have lost thei r medical licence think that they
can continue flying with gliding clubs. They do
not appreciate that gliding requires hard physical
work and this move is almost alwaysunsuccesstu!. The action recommended in such cases is to
approve dual flying and fequire a medical review
before flying solo. The most difficult problem is
where the progress of the disease, or the
possibility of a relapse, is unpredictable. Inr these
cases the risk must be quantified against other
risks, :because the possibility of sudden illness
exists tor all individuals. An informed individual
can accept riSks on his own behalf, it is risks 10
third parties thal are the responsibility of the
club.
For dual flying there are almost no restrictions
on who can be laken into the air. Some gliding
clubs previously made a practice of flying very
disabled and handicapped patients as a charitable endeavour. For solo flying, the pilol should
not present a higher risk 'to third parties than he
would driving a car on the public highway. Where
a medical condition does induce a risk over and
above that of a normal individual, it is important
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that the pilot fully understands both the nature of
the risk and his responsibilities, or other measures to improve fitness to fly.
For instructional flying the risks are comparable with that of being a pilot in charge of a
powered light aircraft. Glider pilots who suffer
medical conditions which would debar them
from holding a CAA Class 3 medical certificate
should not be approved to instruct inexperienced
pupils or carry passengers. This is not intended
to mean regular medical examinations are
required, it is to indicate what level of disease or
disability should lead a doctor to advise a patient
not to fly with passengers or pupils.

"They remain responsible
for their own
fitness to fly ... "

Pilots who hold a medical certificate issued by
the CM or are serving aircrew in the Armed Services and hold a flying medical category, are
exempt. lrom the BGA requirement to sign a
declaration of fitness. They remain responsible
for their own fitness to Oy and are subject to the
same req~irement 10 obtain medical advice after
Illness as other glider pilots. Operational restrictions applied to professional licences should also
apply to gliding, unless a waiver has been agreed
by a medical practitioner.
Visual defects are the largest group of conditions 10r which applicants are rejected from
,professional flying careers. Young persons takling up gliding are best judged on flying perlormal'l€e. If they have difficulties, they will not
progress. Modem contact lenses are compatible
with gliding. Colour vision defects are unimportant ,because colOl!Jred light signals are not used
to control gliding operations. Monocular pilots,
once adapted, 10 their one eyed state can fly satisfactorily. The most difficult problems arise with
the older but experienced pilot with deteriorating
visual acuity; they may have to be firmly advised
to fly with a safety pilot because of the risk of mid
air collision with their fellow glider pilots.
Pilots who wear spectacles should equip
themselves with both clear and tinted spectacles
of good quality, which give a good field of view.
These are sold as "sports" patterns. Older presbyopic pilots should possess tinted spectacles
with a bifocal window. Pilots who depend upon
spectacles for refractive correction should carry
a readily accessible spare pair in case their normal pair falls to the cockpit floor.
Coronary artery disease is a common cause of
becoming unlit to fly and presents two problems.
The recovery from a recent illness, and the risk of
further attacks. Gliding can play a part in the
recovery process and the prospect of return be
used to encourage patients to give up smoking
and reduce weight. Club activities should start
with ground attendance and no one should fly
until they can undertake the physical work
associated with gliding. When normal function is
established, and risk factors eliminated, a slow
return to dual and solo flying can be authorised.

Pilots should not be responsible for the safety of
others in the air until after two years of normal
function, because 01 the risk of further heart
attacks.
Other diseases have to be considered on their
merits, separately taking into account the effect
01 flight upon the progress of the disease, and
any potential risk to third parties.
No system of medical examinations can
entirely remove the possibility of sudden illness
and Incapacity. Few disea~s are firs! discovered
on a routine medical examination. All professionaJ pilots have to be personally responsible
for declaring short term acute illness. Experience
over the last twenty years has shown that relying
on the integrity of glider pilots to be 'res,ponsible
for their own fitness to Oy has resulted in no
higher an accidenl rate from medical causes than
exists in general aviation as a whole; and as a
:bonus, flying accidents arising lrem alcohol consumed by pilots have been almost unknown in
gliding clubs.
In summary, glider pilots are responsible for
their own fitness to fly. It is their responsibility to
obtain proper medical advice. The BGA Declaration of Fitness provides guidance on those medical conditions which are incompatible with flight,
and those for which medical advice should be
obtained before flying. More detailed guidance
will shortly be issued by the BGA as part of the
club management package. If necessary consultant advice can be obtained on individual cases
throughout the BGA.
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AIR LINES
Ran spoke quietly, seriously. His eyes were
the colourof the sea in winter. "I was at about four
thousand, holding my speed so that I stayed in
zeroes a few feet beneath the base of a long,
straggling cloud street, when I noticed a f1ighl of
ducks climbing just to my right. They came up
fast and precise. I watched them carefully. They
flew with their stubby serpent-headed necks
extended, the neat wedge shaped wings a flickering blur, and the pattern across their backs was
like half of an RAF rounde!. They were a model of
efficient and accurate team flying.
"As they reached my level they must have been
well centred into the line of lift because the cloud
drew the ,entire formation smoothly and inexorably into Itself. For a few moments I flew on
alone. Then, suddenly, ahead of me I saw ducksfalling, tumbling, spinning ducks that plummetted wildly out from the cloud, their formation
totally destroyed, and in a condition where it was
obviously every dl,lck for itself."
He palJsed to blow on his tea, staring at each of
us in turn, defying uS to disbelieve him. In the
solemn tones that indicated that he was now
deliver.ing himself of The Moral of the Story he
said, "And if ducks can't fly in cloud without
instruments, what chance do you have!".
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Historians have paid tribute to Sir George
Cayley as the "father of aerial navigation".
Excellent books have appeared telling his life
story and analysing his. many achievements.
S&G described John Sproule's reconstrllJction of
one of Cayley's gliders and its test flights with
Derek Piggott as pilot in the Febl1;Jary 1974 Issue,
p23.
In this article I have chosen to look back at his
famous triple paper "On Aerial Navigation",
published in Nicholson's Journal of Natural
Philosophy, Chemistry and the Arts, 1809 and
1810, because it is by itself a veritable landmark
in the history of aeronautics.

LOOKING BACK
SIR GEORGE CAYLEY (1773-1857)
subject, I may be expediting the attainment of an
object, that will in time be found of great importance to mankind; so much so, that a new era in
society will commence, Irom the moment that
aerial navigation is familiarly realised ... 'I feel
perfectly confident, that this noble art will soon be
brought home to man's general convenience,
and that we shall be, able to transport ourselves
and lamilies, and their 'goods and chattels, more
securely by air than by water, and witl) a velocity
of from 20 to 100mph."
The whole problem. "Before it is possible to
apply ... the principle of flying in birds to the purposes of aerial navigation, it will be necessary to
encumber it with a few practical observations.
The whole problem is confined within these
limits, viz. To make a surface support a given
weight by the application of power to the resistance of air. Magnitude is the first question
respecting the surface."

Sir George Cayley painted by H. P. Brlggs
and reproduced by kind permission of the
National Portrait Gallery.
Array of l1ew Ideas. The original three-par:1
article ran, to only thirty-two small octavo pages
but it is packed with a. dazzling array of new
ideas. For example, the paper reveals the first
ever design of a fixed-wing powered aeroplane
and its 'lest flightsas.aglidier; the first satisfactory
explanation of I)ird propulsion; 'bench, tests of'lifting aerofoils at varying angles of incidence; the
use of cambered aerofoils instead of flat plates to
improve lift; the movement of the centre of pressure of an aerofoil; identification of an area of low
pressure on the upper surface of an aerofoil;
model gliders for aerodynamic research into
longitudinal! stability and tail' surfaces; wing
dihedral for lateral stability; bodies of' minimum
resistance for 'streamlining and, as if all that was
not enough, the paper also included the first ever
suggestion of inlernal combustion engines for
aircraft propulsion!
Typically, Cayley did not stop at suggestions;
he had already built an experimental hot-air
engine and an internal combustion engine fuelled
by gunpowder.
In short, Sir George invented the aeroplane
180 years ago, complete in every essential
except ailerons. Here are extracts from the
original text which illustrate some of these startling revelations.

Noble white "bird". "Perfect steadiness, safety,
and steerage, I have long since accomplished
upon a considerable scale of magnitude; and I
am engag.ed in making some further experiments
upon a machine I cOl1strvcted last .summer, large
enough for ae~ial navigation, but which I have not
had an opportunity to ~ry the, effect of, e;llcepting
as to its proper balance and security. It was very
beautiful. to see this noble white bird sail majestically from the top 01 a hill to any given point of
the plane below it, according to the set of its rud-

A Whirling arm used for testing airfolls,
1818.

der, merely by its own weight, descending illl an
angle of about 18 0 with the horizon."
Rolling of the mach'ine. "This angular form, with
the apex downward, is the chief basis of stability
in aerial navigation; but as the sheet which is to
suspend the weight attached to it, in its horizontal
path through the air, must present a slightly concave surface in a small ang'le with the current, this
principle can ony be used in the lateral extension
of the sheet; and this most effectually prevents
any rolling of the machine from side io sidle."
Add a rudder. "To render the machine perfectly
steady, and likewise to enable it to ascend and
descend in its path, it becomeslnecessary 10 add
a rudder in a similar position to the tail in birds
... The elevation arid depression 01 the machine
are not the only purposes, for which the ruddier is
designed. This appendage must be furnished
with a vertical sail, and be capable of ~urning from
side to side, in addition to its other movements,
which effects complete steerage of the vessel.
Steerage and steadiness. "All these principles,
upon Which the support, steadiness, elevation,
depression, afld steerage, of vessels for aerial
navigatiQl1\ depend, have been abundantly
verified by experiments both upon a small and a
large scale. Last year I made a machine, havin!J a
surface of '300sq ft, which was accidentally
broken before there was an opportunity of trying
the effect of the propelling apparatus; but its

A monoplane glider, 1852.

Velocities of 20·100 mph. "I am induced to
request your publication of this essay, because I
conceive, that in stating the fundamental principles of this art, together with a considerable number of facts and practical observations, that have
arisen in the course of much attention to this
132
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easy access to it via the reprints. However, they
did not profit from it as much as they might have
done. Chanute and the Wright brothers studied
the triple paper carefully, but by then, 80 years
later, better aerodynam ic data was available from
their own experiments and those of others.
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Compeling with the balloon. It is interesting to
speculate why lhe triple paper of 1809-10 and
later publications, particularly lhose of 1852-3
(one example is illustrated here) did not have
more immediate impact, because if they had
been properly exploited, controlled gliding flight
might have been achieved much earlier.
Firsl, ,in <ldvocating the fixed-wing aeroplane,
Cayley was competing with the balloon, which
already existed,. and the airship, which already
had been, extensively studied and promoted.
Indeed, Cayfey himself from 181610 1851' spent
much time on airship designs. Secondly, what
could have been an epoch making study was in
1809-10 pushed into the background, with

public attention centred on the Napoleonic
wars.
Determination and great intelligence. Cayfey
was not the first man to be inspired by birdwatching into trying to emulate their apparently
effortless, graceful flight. However, he was born
into a world that still thought of such men as
cranks or worse. History had shown that they
succeeded only in covering themselves in shame
and derision. Their folly invariably ended in injury
or death. That he approached the problem scientifically, with determination and great intelligence,
made no difference. At worst he was going
against religion; at best he was just a harmless
eccentric.
Fortunately, he left a quantity of published and
unpublished documents which have enabled us
to recognise him as the most outstanding figure
in nineteenth-century aeronautics. Among the
documents are his notebooks, from which our
illustrations are taken.
Il:I
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Sketches ()f the type of glider described in
the triple paper.
steerage and steadiness were perfectly proved,
and It would sail obliquely downward in any
direction, according to the set of the rudder. Even
in this state, when any person ran forward in it,

A trIplane machine with propulsive flappers,
1849,
with his lull speed, taking advantage 01 a gentle
breeze in front, it would bear upward so strongly
as scarcely to allow film to touch the ground; and
would frequently lift him up, and convey him
several yards together."

A new science: Aerodynamics. 'In his triple
paper Sir George Cayfey not only invented the
aeroplane, he also introduced a new science,
aerod~amics. It was a long time before other
aeronautical experimenters understood the
paper's lrue significance. Eventually in H376 an
abridged version was reprinted in the, "Alilnual
Report" of the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain; in 1'877 L'Aeronaute published a French
translation; and in 1895 the American A.eronauticaI Annual reprinted the original text.
In 184~ nhad a direct infiuooce 011 the conceptial of Hansen's "Aerial Steam Carriage" {which
was never built but created widespread interest)
and also 00 the later gliding e.xperirnents of
Wenham, Penaud, Lilienthal and others who had

June/July 1988

ATALE OF

TWO CABLES
The tug made a spirited Gallic approach, trailing the end of the tow rope playfully through the
tops otthe young sunflower plants growing in the
undershoot field. A peasant hoeing between the
rows stood up and shook his fist.
I had landed after another twelve minute
300km attempt; my syndicate partner was now
climbing away after his launch. As no one else
was waiting for a launch, I went over to try my
forty-years-on French on the tug pilot.
"You didn't stay up very long", he said, "but I
would rather "aunch you Anglais than the Germans who always think that they are being
launched by a "trolley".
"A trolley? What's that?"
Then he did something no British tug pilot
oould d'o, a perfectly comprehensible impression
of. a winch.
At this moment we were joined by the irate farmer from the undershoot and my French vocab
was overwhelmed by a welter of non-schoolboy
language. When the farmer had departed my
friend shrugged I;lis shoolders and told me that
the sympatheticness of farmers varies in direct
proportion to distance that they live from an airfield. He had clearly come off second best in the
exchange, so to comfort him,l told him the following tale of my humiliation by a rustic.
ManlY years ago. 11 made a couple of five minute
300km attempts, like today's efforts but from
aulotows. I thought 'to regain my dignity by driving the towcar and showing just how efficient I
could be.
The airfield had three runways in a triangle,

they were fenced and the land in between them
was farmed.
The farmers came straight out of Cold Comfort Farm. Of course, with the slightest crosswind our launching cable pulled down their
fences at least twice a day. The farmers were
allowed to drive their cars on the runways, the
public were not - but often did. It was quite satisfying to send the Sunday afternoon drivers on
their way -"Can't you read the notices?"
The towing operation was going well and my
ego was recovering. I started another tow and
towards,lheend of it saw a car driving up the middle of the runway in front of me. Here was a
chance to catch him and deliver a really egoboosting blast of sarcasm. The interloper turned·
off at the Intersection and as the glider released, I
turned off and gave chase. I overtook and
stopped him and the driver got out. It was farmer
Seth. He was a funny puce colour and pointing
behind me with a trembling finger. I had forgotten
to release my end of the cable and was pUlling
two hundred yards of his fence behind me. This
expanded my English vocabulary somewhat! Il:I

JOHN KENNY

SUNSAIL (Andrew & Lyn Davis)
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AEROGRAF - The Barograph

£,..-J - no Imo'king. no ••• Iing. no fusa

O - New spec., ,.ailplanes/motor glider
from £527.50

FOTOTIME 11- Time Reeording Cam..a

- .lapsed tim. r.solves to wittltn one second
- Aorograf compotiblo fo< otort height control
IFR SUNGLASSES - UV tel.ctive. neturol
colours - metal ~iator "rim" or clip on,
with case

KARBOTECH SUNGLASSES -

JACKING BELLY DOLLY MECHANISM
ROTUNDA 2702 WING TAPE
- top quolity 19mmX33m

£19.95

UV

selective with orange tint. mirror lens.
carbon frame. case. for posers
- with wheels
- without wheels

£256.50

£19.95
£75.00
£55.00
£1.70

Prices may fluctuate with exchange rute and include
delivery

Clerebourne House. Shortwood
Nailsworth. Glos. GL6 OSJ. Tol: 045 383 4931
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Part 2

This group of gliders consists of those glassfibre machines deliberately designed for inexperienced pilots, and also those which, by small
modifications, have been made more suitable for
these pilots than their competition sister ships.
Absolute performance has taken second place to
good handling at low speeds and to avoid complication and expense they usually have a fixed
undercarriage. In most cases the cost of these
machines is kept to a minimum by reducing the
use of carbon fibre and eliminating waterballast
tanks etc.
They aim 10 have lower stalling and circling
speeds and good', forgiving characteristics. The
ideal intermediate "club" machine should have
control forces more comparable with the average
glass two-seater so that pilots can use it as a step
between t!:le two-seater and the top performance
machines. Of course 'it must have powerful airbrakes to make il easy for initial field landings.
Aclually the majority of the top Standard Class
machines meet most of the requirements for a
club glider except for the elevatorcOfitrol forces.

Below: 15·290. Photo: T. Oickinson.

-------

However, the higher touchdown speeds make
them less forgiving of a heavy landing and the
higher circling speeds mean the radius of thetum
is larger, making thermalling more difficult for
the beginner,
For the lucky pilot who can afford any type of
glider, there is also the possibility of buying a twoseater and using, that for solo flying. This at first
sight 'looks very attractive but there are a number
of major disadvan'tages and I would not recommend It.
Once you have tasted the superb handling and
,ease of rigging ofa modern sing,le'seater, it
becomes difficult 10 be enthusiastic aboul a twoseater.
The majority of modern two-seaters are heavy
to rig and derig and, also quite hard work to fly.
This is a major drawbac'k when it comes 10 crosscounlry flying' and most privately owned two'
seaters sPend Iheir lives staying within range of
the gliding site because of the sheer effort
involved in a possible retrieve.
Experience has shown that where soaring is
concerned, other pilOls and passengers find the
constant circling both boring and sick makiAg.
After a short time two pilots become very disgruntled with each other because each is itching 10

.'

take over and prove Ihat the other is fumbling
about and not making the most of the conditions.
For the majority of pilots, soaring is a solo
occupation and any criticism or distraction Is
unwanted and uncalled for, If the weatherlis soarable they all want to be doing the f1yihg,

ASK·23
The ASK-23 was designed specifically as a
follow on club glider to suit pilots trained on Ihe
ASK-21 two-seater. The performance is good
with a besl glide angle of 30 to 35:1 making it
sultable for 300km flights on 'any good day.
11 is simple to fly. has no vices and good
airbrakes.
The ASK-23, has the main wheel located just
behind the loaded C of G and a nose wheel and
lail wheel. This arrangement makes it very slable
directionally on the ground and easy 10 make a
smooth landing. Provided it is held off sufficiently
to la_nd on the liMin wheel it is unlikely to bounce.
This ,arrangement is also good for ground handling because it Is easy to raise the tail 'or tuming
by applying 'a little downward pressure on the
nose. Like most modern machines il has no tail
handle so that lifting the tail and moving iHorward
is not so easy.
However, it is very light on the elevator: at low
speeds and care must be taken to avoid pitching
oscilations just after take-off on aerotow. For
some unknown reason <there seems to have been
more trouble wittl..pilots overcontrolling and flying
inlo the ground just after lift off on aerotows than
with most of the other machines which seem 10
have just as lighl or, in some cases, even lighter
stick forces. It is difficult 10 analyse just why this is
the case. It might be that the position of the main

,
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WHICH GLIDER?
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Is Issue Derek continues his popular series by giving'advice to the inexperienced pilot
king of buying a modern Club Class 15 metre glider
wheel is a little, further back than on some of the
other similar machines. This might make it seem
necessary to, bring the stick right back ta lift Nle
nose wheel',with lhe result that the glider tends to
zoom Uf) when it rotates and unsticks suddenly.
This maywotry the pilot so that the next correction
to prevent the glider ,rising too high above the tug
may be too vigorous. In this way it is easy to start
a PlO (Pilot 'Induced Oscilation) so lhat the glider
flies into the groond or very close 10 it.
As a stepping stone towards flying something
with a retractable ,undercarriage, this type of
undercarriage has the disadvantage of allowing
sloppy habits to develop. No problems occur
unless the glider is l1'own on to the nose wheel at
high weed, The pilol who is not used '10 having' to
hold off fully during a landing may run il'110 trouble
nying the machines not fitted with a nose wheel.
Apart from the slightly twitchy elevator on lake'
off, the only other disadvantage of the A'SK-23 is
the cost of repair it the fuselage ever gets
damaged badly. The construction :is the usual
ScNeicher sandwich construction like the ASW·
19 and 20. It Is extremely strong but expensive to
repair. I have known a fuselage damaged in the
nose to cost less to replace than la repair.

Grob 102 or. Club 111 B
This is aclub version of the Astir series and can

be filled with either a nose wheel or the normal
main wheel ahead of the C of G type of undercarriage. In both types it has a sensibly sized tail
wheel to make ground handling easier.
The Grob has proven a very popular glider with
si theteatures desirable in'aclub glider. The hand11lg is excellent and being a little lighter weight
than the other versions, it seems to have slightly

lower circling speeds than Itle normal Astir. The
best gliding angle appears to be in the 33 to 35:1
range making it 'iery suitable for early cross'
country flying. Although the controls are much
lighter than on the two-seater Grab 103 Twin Astir
and Aerobat, it is an easy step from one la the
other for early solo pilots.

Tnis 1s much closer to my own idea of a good
·club glider. In my opinion the lower circling
speeds are a great advantage to the inexperienced pilot and the chance of damage is always
greatly reduced by lower landing speeds. This is
why the K·8 and K· 8 were so successful.

DG·100 and 101

SZO Junior
The Junior is perhaps the least known of all
these club gliders but has many excellent design
features and much the same best gliding angle
as the ASK-23 and Grab 102.
The most striking feature i$ the huge main
wheel tilted with, a disc brake. This must be a
gOQd feature to ,reduce landing shock loads and
prevent damage ,in rough fields.
With a claiAled best glide angle of 35:1 at
69kmll:1, the Junior is nearly 1'6kmlh slower than
the other machines andlhis makes it particularly
suited to. thermalling in small', weak thermals. The
IQwer speed is also an advantage for winch
launching on a small site and ensures a really
high launch.

Below: SZD Junior. Photo: N. Clarke.

The DG-100 started life with an all moving
stabiliser and consequently very low stick forces.
The earlier versions had a rather narrow cockpit
but wonderful visibility. The performance was

GEOFF TILLEY
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comparable if not a little better than the Std
Cirrus. Like the Cirrus, this is a nice machine for
the slightly more experienced pilot. Later versions were fitted with a normal tailplane and
elevator.
The OG-101 is a more recent version with a
wider cockpit, a forward opening one piece
canopy and the fixed tailplane and elevator in
place of the all moving stabiliser. The cockpit
seems fo have become more or less standard
with ,the DG-200 and DG-400 motor glider and is
a definite improvement on the early -model'. The
visibility 's exceptional because the cockpit
canopy continues much lower thanl in other
designs. It can be fitted with a retractable main
wheel and waterballast tanks as optional extras.
This is a really nice handling glider with a very
good performance making it competitive with
many of the Standard Class competition
machines. Unfortunately, the elevafOr is very light
and very different to any two-seater machine in
use at present, so some caution is needed converting on to it.

"This could be disconcerting
on your first
field landing . .. "
Accurate circling is particularly easy and ,the
only need tor caution is 10 explore the Sideslipping at heigh!. With up to ab(iut three quarters of
the rudder deflection the sideslip is perfectly normal, but with all the rudder applied suddenly. the
yawing movement goes to an exl,reme angle and
the nose drops as oonfrol is lost. This could be
disconcerting on your first field landing but only
means that the amount Of rudder usedt in a
sideslip should be Iimifed to about three quarters
of the available movement. In practice, sideslipping is seldQm lnecessary as the airbrakes are
very effective.
The sideslip characteristics of the Janus Care
rather similar except that with the the Janus the
rudder control loads are very high in the slip making it difficult to get back to normal flight. The rudder loads on the OG are light and the sideslip is
easily kept under control once you have seen
the probl9!Tl.
I envy the pilots flying any of the OG series they are all a joy to fly. But perhaps the 101 is for
the pilot who has already'done a few hours in a KBe or another type 01 glass machine.

18-290 and: Club
I have included this particular design to warn
beginners ,that in my opinion this is a machine for
the experienced pilot and is nof suitable for the
average pilot with less thal'l about 100hrs
experience. Even thefll it must be treated with
more than normal respect belOW 800ft or so.
This is an all metal design from Rumania and
for the ,past few years has been lOOilt in the same
factory as the BAC11 airliners. The standards of
wOl1<:manship, corrosion proofing ana inspection
have beoo improved and there is much to be said
for a metal glider if' you have experience with
metal work..
,I was lucky enough to be Ieflt one of the early
flapped 18-29os lor: a Euroglide competition one
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year and I had a most enjoyable few days chasing the glass ships. It climbed well but was
usually beaten by the Std Cirrus in any long fast
glide. The flaps of the early model, were disappointing and not an obvious advantage. Tile club
version has no flaps fitted but has more effective
.airbrakes. They both have, an ,air strut to provide
extra shock absorbti(>fl during the ground run.
This gives a wonderfully smooth ride over the
roughest groond. However, if it ever leaks and
loses pressure, it needs special equipment and
adaptors to reinflate. When this happens you will
probably wish it had plain, rubber blocks like the
old wartime OH Mosquitos.
The ,ISc290 has an all moving st~biliser with,
anti-balance tabs which produce a reasonable
stick force and stability. The general handling is
excellent with, very crisp control right down to the
.stall. But the stall warning is almost non-existent
and it ,is a case of one moment you are flying and
the nexl yoo arewlling over past the vertical and
aboulto spin. This may be satisfactory for trainingjetjockeys but not foriPeople 01 all walksof life
leaming 10 fly' for fun.
The later versioo, the 18-29 Club, has additional
washout and no flaps. Unfortunately although
there lis now a reasonable stall warning, the wing
drop is violent compared with any other glider in
production. It simply is not a club glider in the
sense we mean and I would suggest that CFls
have a friendly word with any inexperienced
pilots thinking of buying one.
One of my instructors had a few exciting
moments doing simple: aerobatics in the Club
verSion. Pilllling up, into a'loop it flicked 'into a very
nose high position, tail slid and then fell out into a
normal dive.. After years of normal loops it came
as quite '8 surprise tor him to' be lef:! with no
horizon in sight and nothing, on the clock, wondering what would happen next.
,I have not yet flown the pegasus Club or the
ASW·19 Clu\) but as these, like the OG-101,
appear 10 be fixed wheel versions of the standard
model they really come into the last category of
competitive machines suitable for the Bronze C
pilot which will be my subject for the next
issue.
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COLOUR
CODING
Geoff explains how East
Sussex get the right weak
link every time

Ever since the BGA agreed the 1OOOI\) weak
link was no longer universal for winch launching,
East Sussex GC at fling mer had the same problem as any other club: how to utilise the stronger
weak links for lmore efficient winclllaunches on
some gliders, but also ensure an over-strength
link was never used in e~ror.
To simplify the problem, the club decided to
use two strengths only, ,equivalent to Tost white
(11 OOlbs) and red (1'500100). Initially actual Tost
weak links were used, but their colour coding
was found effectively concealed by the Tost
sheath. So next they were used without the sheath,
but coding was often mistaken wheA covered by
mud. Next the old and trusted "nail in 'shear" system was re-,introduced, using different thickness
nails for different strengths, with colourcoding of
the metal carrier: still not the Mswer, mud agaifll
rendering them often indistinguishable.

The solution
was member proof

_
_

As advised by1he BGA, the final 20 odd feet of
cable between weak link/,parachute and glider is
enclosed in anti-whip plastic hose. Why not use
hose coloured to show the weak link strength?
Whereupon ESGC cablemaster Fred Bishop
took the final step, to specify colOur coded cable
chutes as well. The prol:llem seems solved, the
solution member proof.
At the launch point there are four complete
assemblies comprising quick release hook,
weak link, cable chute and final cable in Plastic
hose, the whol. parachute and hose beillQ two
in white, two in red, with appropriate weak links.
The cables arrive from the winch with only a quick
release ring on their end. A cooscious decision
must be made both by pilol and hooker-on to
attach either white or red assembly for the
launch.
Cost? Negligible. Our chute supplier will make
any colour at the same price. With a bit 'Of effort
plastic hose can be found ifll a matching colour.
Problems? There must be a snag somewhere,
but it hasn't been found yet al Ringmer, True there
will be colour blind members 00 the field at times.
But the odds against a colour blind pilot oonciding with a colour blind hooker-on and duty pilot
must be fairly longl
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recef;ll falal accidenl has once agair;'l
broughl up the subject of aircraft abandonment
and all its associated survivability aspects. Many
pilotsnever think it can happen tothem but if they
spent just a few moments thinking about il calmly
and precisely on the ground it might just save.
them precious seconds if they were un,fortunate
enough to be faced with a life-threatening
situation.
One cold January morning a few years ago I
had to make the decision of whether to stay with
my helpless aircraft as it plunged earthwards or
to break open this cocoon of apparent sa.fety and
take to my parachute. Prior to this " had never
parachuted or had any parachl,Jte training.
That moming our flagship, the, ASW·19, was
awaiting, its first flight of the day_ As. nobody
wanted tQ fly I 'decided to take her and asked one
of the rigging team ,jf lil was ready to go as I
cIlecked the logbook for signatures. He said yes
but he wasn't to· know that whilslthe aircraft was
being deaned after the rigging Ihad been signed
IJpthetailplane was found 10 be loose. The problem was acceptable, play in the mounting bushes
but when the tailplane was put back the elevator
control wasn't connecled and I here· wasn't any
pa~ to ensure it would be checked for correct fitting. S0 It was left, an accident waiting
to hapPen.
It was the practice at our club to have an independent check of the rigging and I checked the
controls frolllthe cockpit witllthe wing man telling me if they worked in the correct sense. Due to
the design of the cup and ball type linkage, the
elevator appeared to be connected.

Checked b u f _ - - - - nothing happened
_
As I gave "all out"lhe aircraft lurched forward
and after a few bumpy yards pitched steeply
nose up much more "than I thought our weak
cables could stand (tQ this day I don't know why
the cable didn'l break). I checked forward with
the stick but nothing happened. I thought I had
got into the situation experienced with other aircraft when if laullched too ,fast you can't get the
nose down enough to prevent this cable stretching climb. Atone point I was going to release but
then the glider' levelled out into a nice gentle
climb.
.
I was now about 500ft and climbing but still
couldn't gel any response from the elevalor. I
must admit II 'took a few seconds ,to sink in just
what was wrong' and with thall reached the top of
the wire at l000ft. I then in a motor function
cleared the launch area by tur,ning 10 the right so
th~ we could continue 10 lalJnch!"TIle glider was
now in a gentle dolphin-like molion and I proceeded to find out how much control' I had left.
I tried the trim (even though my knowledge of
the glider told me 1hat it was just a spring and not
a tab type trim). I raised 8/ildlowered the wheel
and openedl and closed the brakes. ill an allempt
to get some pitch control but without success. I
even thought about sending a "Mayday" call to
telllhem what was wrong, in case I didn,'! survive,
but knowing that the base set would probably not
be on at this lime of year I didn't.
June/July 1988

I LEARNT ABOUT
PAUCHUTING FROM THAT
When he realised the ASW-19 elevator was disconnected
Phll faced the decision to bale out and is convinced his life
was saved because he was mentally prepared and acted
quickly
At that point the aircraft pitched up a Iillle
steeper than before. stalled, dropped a wing and
began to side-slip to the' right. While it was flying
straight I delayed the decision 10 jump. 'having
given myself 100ft or so to try la gain control, but
it was now 900ft and descending oul of
control.
From that moment tiel go 01 the stick and started to get out. First I released my hamess and
cleared each strap. I remember being worried
about gelling one of my straps caught and it
keeping me in the doomed plalle. J then pulled my
feet clad in moonboots 'up from behind the instrument panel, because again I1 didn't want to gel
hung up, and I was as ready as I would ever be to
ditch the canopy and get out.
,I reached forward to the large red emergency
canopy release and, bracing myself for the blast
of ,the airflow, pulled hard on the knob - nothing
happened! Being the forward pivot of the canopy
I expected lit to, be ripped off, but in the ASW-19
you have to release the two normal knobs behind
each elbow. This procedure was in the handbook
but having flown some thirty different gliders at
that time', in my moment of need I forgot this usefiul fact. When I did remember, the canopy came
off and my safe lillle world was blasted by the
sudden airflow.

Realised how close 1
was to the ground

_
_

I estimated I was doing about 60-70kt and it
almost took my breath away. I climbed up on to
the left canopy ledge and for just a moment
looked down. I realised at that point how close I
was to the ground and so, still in the aircraft. I
turned my back to face the upward wing and
streamed the 'chute. As I tumbled out of the
stricken aircraft it seemed like an eternity for the
'chute to deploy even though it was only one or
two seconds. Time travels slowly when you are
that close to the ground.
I got tossed about like a rag doll as the canopy
filled withl.airjust 300ft up! Illooked up and expecled the 'chute to fill my panorama but in fact it
appeared 10 be just the size of a dinner plate held
above your head. Not very comforting. I then saw

myself drifting towards some heavy looking
pipery in the middle of a large concrete pan. I
thought if I hit those it is going to hurt and so,
although the 'chute wasn't steerable, I started to
climb frantically up the opposite lift web, dragging me jlJslclear enough ta arrive in the centre of
the pan'.
With few points lor style I collided with, mother
earth and was surprised to be able to get straight
up and DUll my 'chuledownand towards me. I
was still holding the "0" handle. I laler found I
hadn't escaped completely, suffering several
compression fractures to my spine due to the!badi
landing on the unforgiving concrete.

Collided with
mother earth

_
_

Apart from Lady LUCk, I survived because I got
out in lime. Years ago I had made the decision
that if ever I got into such a situation I wouldn't
hesitate to get out. I believe that you have to if you
aren't going to waste valuable seconds thinking
"will I, won't I?" The way that I got out may not be
the recommended method for the aircraft you fly,
so read the flight manual for each type you fly and
ask yourself how you would get out if you needed
to. I hope this article has made you think. One day
it could save your life.
Terry Holloway, chairman of the RAFGSA,
sums up:
a. Continue to "fly the aeroplane" (ie maintain
control) as far as possible.
b. Make an early decision to abandon.
c. First release the harness straps, then the
canopy whilst allempling to maintain control particularly in pitch.
d. Step over the side if you haven't been
thrown out!
e. Pull the ripcord positively and as soon as you
are clear of the glider. However, in extremes pull
the ripcord earlier than that, even whilst standing
in the cockpit.
f. Finally, I advocate all pilots being mentally prepared for abandonment and haVing a clear
awareness of canopy jellisorn and emergency
strap release for each type of glider they fly.

a
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did that glider come from?" or the "how did I
manage to get this far down wind?" situation, II
would seem, therefore, that an older pilot must
concentrate much harder on switching on at the
start 01 the flight and on not switching off during
the flight, quite possibly requiring a decision to
limit the duration 01 the lIight.

AGE
WITHOUT

Chris started gliding
at Southdown In 1948
and Instructing In
1950, becoming their
CFI when they moved
to Flrle Beacon. He
has 1800hrs, a Gold
badge and a Diamond, now flies at
Nympsfleld and Tal·
garth and particularly
enjoys mountain and
Alpine soaring.

TEARS
Chris, who has just reached
three score years, is convinced the older pilot faces two
separate problems

Recent articles and correspondence have
brooghtto the fore the problem 'likely to creep up
on all of us - how to continue enjoyable gliding
without becoming a steadily increasing lrlazard to
onesell and 10 everyone around. As the years roll
on there will always be certain functions w:liich
will tend to deteriorate, one Otr two of which might
affect one's gliding such as the ,increasing desire
to lift only the wi"ngtip rather than thewing root, or
the need to use half--eyes ()ff bi-focals to read the
small print OR one's map. As af) 8'xperienced pilot
just approaching the three score and convinced
that, given a little bit of luc'k, I Can still out-soar
many of the youngsters, 'I have,been trying to analyse the situation and have come to the conclusion that there are two separate problems.
The first is the "switch off" syndrome. It seems
that a younger pilot is less likely to "switch off"
less often. andeveA in the switched off condition
can still be partially aware of what is going on
around him, whereas the older pilot's switch off
occurs more often and is more complete. This
syndrome usually produces the "where the hell

The second is the "b1an'k screen" syndrome. It
is pOssible that, say, three minutes from touch·
down, due to unforeseen circumstances, a new
plan of approach might suddenly become necessary. A younger brain, is usually able to produce
this new plan quickly, even if it may not be quite
correct. for ttile older brain, the effect is sometimes to produce a "blank screen", ie no plan,
and regardless, of mental effort the screen
remains blank. The cause need not be as a result
of panic, but the effect can be similar, For the
experienced pilot, his instinctive reactions will
usually extricate him from the situation, but can

sometimes produce a sequence of actions completely incorrect for thE} situation.
The inexperienced pilot is liable to do
absolutely anything, the most likely action being
to just attempt to arrive back on the airfield any
way possible. It should be noted that this syndrome is, partiCUlarly relevant to gliding. A car
driver can usually stop to sort things out and a
power pilot can give himself time by just opening
the throttle, whereas the glider pilot must have a
revised plan to put into operation in a very limited
lime. The solution is ,for the older pilot to make a
much greater effort 10 produce alternative plans
ahead of their need, or to try to avoid situations
needing a sudden change of plan by, say, not flying on difficult days.
It is interesting to note that many of the recent
accidents can be filted into these two categories.
It is also reasonable to say, however, that the
more mature pilot need be no greater hazard prov.iding he is aware of, and prepared to monitor,
these changes in his reactions, and is also,
perhaps, prepared to inlroducecertain limitations when altempting to continue the gung-ho
flying of his youth.
El

DUNSTABLE
REGIONALS

IMAGINE

July 23-31, 1988

Mount,;n sosr;ng,
w,v, ,nd therm,l flying
;n glorious Sp,;n

Entry Fee £ 100

* * holidays
*
* .Join us for tailor~made
* Families or individuals welcome
* taking
8e\ilinners and pundits alike will enjoy breathscenery in our Grob 1098
* instruction
Instrument flying. cross-eountry, field landing
* experience
Relax in our luxury private villa, with pool, and
the holiday of a lifetime
Contact

The Ihtrtons 01 449 9346/01·953-9689

GLIDING IN SPAIN

TO LEARN

ADVANCED SOARING TECHNIQUES

TO GAIN

YOUR SLMGPPL *

TO FLY

OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE JANUS
CM, PIK 20E AND GROB G1 08'S

Deposit £30

Details from
London Gliding Club
Tring Road, Dunstable
Beds LU6 2JP
Tel: (0582) 663419

Ring Oxfordshire Sportflying Club on 060 872 208
for more information
7 days a week operation
'Self launching motor glider private pilot's licence
•• I
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BRONWEN TAYLOR

I

became addicted to S&G (dreadful only getting a fix every two months!) almost as soon as I
was hooked on gliding, so I was at a very early
stage in my ab-initio training when I read "In the
Beginning" (58G 1986, p266, by Elspeth
Morrison), a catalogue of the pitfalls awaiting the
ab-initio - which are designed, it would seem, to
weed out all but the real ,enthusiast! Now, grit,
determination, perseverance are not qualities
upon which 1pride myself. Nor am I a partic~larl,y
pushy person - I am 'inclined rather to ask three
Umes If anyone else is in line for this flight rather
than tograb the 'chute and jump in. So I found the
arlicle rather unnerving - would I ever get through
to solo? 11 seemed unlikely. I didn't want to give in
qu~e so easily, not even lam that defeatist ... But
I did decide that courses might be better for me
than the hurly burly of club flying. Not for me the
struggle to gather instructor, plane and cable
before every flight.
Now" some flights on, and past my incredible
first solo (I use the adjective only in the sense:that
I didn't believe him when the instructor told, me I
was doing the next circuit alone - well, it was
8am, a time when it was amazing enough to be
flying at all!) - now I realise two things:
1. Weekend flying is I'1Ot the cutthroat business
I feared.
2. Gelting to soIQ was a doodle compared with
the next stage.
My pleasant experience as an ab-initio may be
partly due to the excellent weekend course system which operates at my club, but also Ithink to
the friendliness 0f other members, who are
genuinely keen ,fer new members to enjoy their
flying. Whatever the cause, I have not found it too
difficult to get my flights at weekends and have
encountered no problems wresting the controls
from unwilling instructors.
But at the next stage, early solo, while the other
members are still more than helpful in getting me
into 8 plane at the right time, the whole process
has become a pain. There are a number of contributing factors. Perhaps the major one is literally
finding the right time.

An one wants is

to get into the air

_
_

For the ab-initio weather is much less importantthan it is to the pundit. All one wants is to get
into the air. It's lovely to be able to soar if the day is
thermic or the ridge is working. And if it's a really
lucky day smoothly gaining Iheight in wave is
wonderful (and there's all that lovely space to
enjoy a few aerobatics on the way down - under
the instructor's control of oourse). But now the
wind speed is critical. I know I will only be allowed
to fly alone in calm conditions with a light wind.
The wind direction also becomes important. If the
wind'is westerly or easterly I am evel'lless likely to
fly solo because of the nature of our site.
Of course, dual flying isstill important. I know I
have only just begun to learn the skills I shall need
to fly as I would like. But even there difficulties
have arisen. As a "solo" pilot I am now cut off
from the best way of training' at weekends as our
courses are reserved for ab-initios. Dual flights
since my first sol'o have mostly been in the nature
June/July 1988

THE TROUBLE
WITH LEARNING
Bronwen found getting to solo a doddle but the next stage
has become a pain
A member of the Mid·
land GC, Bronwen Is
an ergonomist and
works at
Lough·
borough University.
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of check flights to get off alone again. These are
useful to catch the bad habits that are already
trying to form. But somehow I don't get around to
doing the exercises on my list.

Threatens to take away 8 - lot of the fun of glidiny.9_ _
Which really is the other fly in the ointment. I
now have two or three lists of exercises which I
feel I should be doing and a set of goals, six circuits in the K-13, nine in the K-8, etc, etc, in order
to move on through our training syllabus. Since
shortly before my first solo I have the constant
feeling "I should do this", "I ought to practise that
again". And it threatens to take a lot of the fun out
of flying for me. Oh, I know I am particularly bad at
applying myself to a set task. I am much more
inclined to ,have, a look at any passing thermal or
snatch the last !Iight of the day for a few
aerobatics. 'But I accepted, albeit with a heavy
sigh, that I had to get through this stage of
"ought" and "should" in order to achieve my goal
of independent and sustained flight.
11 is not all g'loom of course. The solo circuits in
particular I enjoy more each time. I was too
astounded really to enjoy the first set. I just concentrated on doing a good circuit (they were
indeed the neatest, most rectangular circuits I
had ever flown). And I still really love being in the
air, even f'or quick circuits, everytime.
However you are all familiar with the joys of flying. My purpose was to describe some of its frustrations. Nor did I wish merely to complain. I do
believe in the cathartic effects of a good moan but
would not normally choose to indulge myself so
publicly without some constructive end.
However, I confess that I have lillle to offer in
answer to the problems I have put before you.
That little is the half formed idea that priority

might be given to early solo pilots first thing in the
morning or last thing at night, when the weather
may be most suitable for early solos, and when
flying is less interesting for experienced pilots
anyway. I do not have a plan for how this could be
carried out yet.
Regarding the other problems of gelling the
most out of dual flying without making the flights
a chore rather than a delight (yes, I know, each
one is a challenge, but I frequently just want to
have fun) ..., well, my only contribution is a plea
to instructors to set a goal for each flight with
early solo pilots - we may not be in the habit of
doing il tor ourselves yel. I have no statistics loot 'I
suspect that a great many would-be pilots fall
away at the post-solo stage too, especially
perhaps those who solo quickly (like the air
cadets discussed in a recent article).
But, in the conviction that the gliding fraternity
is a bright bunch, and the faint hope that somebody is still reading, I ask for suggestions,
experiences, commiserations, whatever, from
you. Have any clubs developed special programmes for this difficult stage in learning? Or is
it not a great problem? Should I stop grumbling
and turn my energies instead to reading for my
Br.onze C paper? ':1 do hope this inspires some
response. If only to say that we all suffer during
this stage. Or maybe we could form a serf-help
group for early solo pilots. Any ideas?
i:I

"SOARING"
The official monthly
journal of the Soaring
Society 01 America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

For subscription send

$25 US by international
money order or international cashier's cheque
payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc" Box E, Hobbs,
New Mexico, 88241-1308,
U.S,A.
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS
BGA CONFERENCE

This beautiful bronze sculpture by Eric Vates
of black-backed gulls thermalllng is the new
BGA trophy given by the London GC in
memory of John Hands and awarded for services to competition gliding.

Whenever Marjorie Hobby can be persuaded
to organise a BGA Conference you know it's
going to be a vintage one and this year she
was her usual efficient self. Lasham were the
hosts and chose a lavish setting - the
Anugraha near Windsor.
With Michael Bird as the conference chairman, the series of lectures ran smoothly with a
good mix from technical to general aviation
interest, Derek Piggott being one of the star
turns with reminiscences on his life in flying.
More than 200 were at the dinner-dance
when Robert Pooley, Master of the Guild of Air
Pilots and Air Navigators, was the guest
speaker. He said the BGA manage themselves
very well and are the envy of most sporting
organisations in this country and in Europe.
Mrs Lynn Pooley presented the annual
awards as follows:
8eager cup (longest two-seater flight), John
Williamson (Janus CM) for a 360km triangle,
Lasham, Husbands Bosworth, Nympsfield on
July 8;. Frank Foster trophy (fastest declared
500km with a maximum of two TPs); 'Furlong
trophy (longest triangle); Rex Pilcher trophy
(earliest declared 500km of the year by a pilot
completing this task for the first time) and the
.... du' Garde Peach (winner of the National
Club Ladder), Ray Partridge (Surrey & Hants)
for a 513.7km triangle, Lasham, Sherborlie,
Melton Mowbray, in a Ventus at 68.5kmlh .on
July 2; Wakefield trophy (greatest distance)
and the Volktrophy (longest OIR), Chris
Garton (Surrey & Hants) for a 670km O/A,
lasham, York, in a Ventus on May 3; Mania
cup ~Iastest 300km), Andy Davis (Bristol &
Gloucestershire) for 315.38km, Nympsfie'ld,
Ceme Abbas, Lasham,al 105.99km/lil in a
Discus on August 5 - Andy was alsq awarded
the En'lgma trophy for winning the National
Open Ladder; De Havilland trophy (maximum
gain of height), Martin Durham (RAFGSA) for
26200ft at Dishforth in a Ventus on August 16;
california In England trophy (longest distance
by a female), Lynn Norman (RAFGSA) for a
140

305km polygon, Bicester, Westbury, Gillingham, Mon, in an ASW-1:9 on August 6; John
Hands trophy (services to competition gliding),
Pat Wl;Jite for many years· dedicated service as
competition secretary at Nympsfield and the
Firth ViCkers troph,y (second on, the National
Open Ladder), "Shep" Sheppard {Booker).
At the AGM Phil Andrews, Max Bacon, Mike
Cuming, Diana King, Chris lLyttleton and Tony
Mattin were elected on to the Executive Committee and Ben W~tson, BGA chainman,
announced that a BGA diploma had been
awarded to Eric Aolph. This was for his many
years of helpful, expert advice on the care of
wooden sailplanes and for being one of the
BGA's longest serving inspectors.
It was a most successful weekend and
attended by members from a wide range of
clubs. The exhibition spilled over Into two
rooms and three gliders, ASW-24, ASH-25 and
the DG-400, were rigged on the lawn.

£164 FOR

HO~PICE

£1,64 has been raised for the Princess Alice
Hospice by the ·sale to BGA Conference delegates of the book The Time-Effe<;tive Manager written by Mike Bird, chairman of the
Conference. The book Is dedicated 10 Veronica
Bire, whQ died of cancer in 1986. Twenty
copies were kindly donated by the· publishers,
National 'Magazine Company, of which Roger
Banett, former :SGA chairman, is a director.
Demand oulran supply, and additional copies
were provided by Mike Bird. Many delegates
gave extra donations above the £3.95 price of
Ihe. book, so that the original target of £79 was
exceeded by more Ihan double.
Tlhe H'ospice (address: West End Lane,
Esher, Surrey) specialises in pain-relief and
(;()unselling for the terminally ill, both within its
own premises and in Ihomes and hospitals; it
is entirely dependent on charity and is an
exceptionally worthy cause.

The following day with Duncan McPherson,
he flew a 443km O/R to Lake Vyrnwy to break
the multi-seater distance record. However,
John seems to have had TP camera problems,
so he might have to do it again.
On April 14 it rained!

RAF CLUB'S FATALITY
A Ventus from Four Counties GC (RAF Syerston) broke up in flight on saturday, April 9,
killing 27 year-old Sharon Morgan who was
stationed at RAF Coningsby. Sharon had more
than 300 flying hours.
The accident is under investigation.

NATIONAL OPEN LADDER
LEADING Pilot
1. M. Davies
2. P. Barley
3. E. Johnston
4. P. Gr~iths

Club
Kestrel
Kestrel
Cotswold
Kestrel

Fits
2
1
1
1

PIs
2760
1410
1230
1310

DISABLED EAST ANGLlAN GOES
SOLO

ALAN PURNELL'S 300TH
Alan Purliell '{&Jrrey& Hants GC) flew his
300th 300km on Thursday, April 13, in his
Nimbws 3. It was a double dog leg, Lasham,
Oxford, Cambridge (turning at Selwyn, his
college), Oxford.
He flew the first 300km in 1961, achieving
29 during the classic summer of 1976 and is
just six off 50500km.
Alan leamt to fly with the Cambridge University GC in 1956.

THE ASH-25's SUCCESS
Members of the first ASH-25 syndicate in this
country were breaking UK multi-seater records
in less than brilliant weather within a few days
of the glider'S arrival. Owned by Michael Bird,
John Jeffries and Robin May, it is based at
Dunstable.
On April 10 Robin, with Malcolm Bolton as
P2, flew 260km and climbed to 11 0000 over
Stratford on Avon in wave. The next day, with
Trevor Stuart, he flew a 303km triangle,
Andover, Evesham at 91 kmlh to claim the UK
record.
John Jeffries took over on April 12 with
Derek Tagg as P2, achieving a 206km goal
flight to Sennybridge, in excess of 120km/h.

Our photograph is of Gary Bennett of Fenland
GC, a paraplegic, who converted a K-13 so
that he could leam to fly without rudder
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
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By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544
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pedals. He built six sets of controls until he
arrived at the set which was cleared by the
BGA and the RAF. After going solo he quickly
gained his Bronze C and has his 5hrs.
Atthough a civilian, he said he earned his
place in the club through doing the paperwork,
winch and tractor driVing and being the duty
pilot. Gan:y is enormously gratetul .to the
Fenland GC for their help and encouragement
and to everyone else who helped him to fly.

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY Rei

GUde<

No.

Type

1

Pegasus

BG"
No.

t

)!1

S

i

Pilot/Crew

Date
Time

9.10.87

Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,

Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
Summary

Place

Nr Aboyne

Age

Injury

Pl;Hrs

38

N

'SO

A visiting pilol retea~ tram aerolow al 23OO1t
ex-pecting 10 climb in waye, however, due to sink
it was necessary 10 select a lield. The field was
expected to be 45° out 01 wind. but was across

the ground level wind and down hill. The pilot
turned the glider sideways prior to hilting the far
hed~. Total night time 11 min.

2

-

Twin Astir

S

INTER·CLUB ,FINAL

7.10.87
1100

Nr Abo-yne

N
N

30
27

380
93

After beng waved off tow at 2100ft P2 was
instructed la fly 10 an area where lift had been
reported. HowelJer, only sink was lound and P 1
look over and made a field landing. On rounding

The Inter-Glub League final will be at RAF
Odiham from August 27-29.

out the glider hi1 steeply rising ground which

damaged 'he wheel box and associaled slfUClure.
The pilol had 0.01 nociced the uneven lay of lhe field.
3

K-'8

-

S

24.10.87
1516

Talgarth

48

N

81

After maintaining height above a bowl and spur
ior several beals the pilol fumed once again
through 180" over Ihebowl. This lime he encountered sink and could not climb above the rim of
the bowl or lum away in lime 10 avoid it. He dived
and then tried to pull up over Ihe lace bul
..toboganned" 300ft down Ihe hillside.

4

K-21

2871

M

21.10.87
1755

TaJybonl-on-

38

N

Usk

32

1900
46

The pilot chose a sports field tor landing in. This
Vias viewed from four sides prior 10 landing bul
flle glider collided with Ihe wire fence supports
surrounding a crickel square. The pilot had nol
noticed the clearly defined boundary of Ihe
SQuare or considered the possibilily of a fence.

Burn

45-

N

126

Arter a normal aerotow ground run the glider's
nose began to 1if1 and the pilot checked Ihis
momentarily belore lhe glider adopted a sleep
climbing attilude. Al 50N he released and
regained lev~ IIIght and decided to land ahead.
At this slage he realised that he had no elevator
con/raJ and a heavy landing followed. The pilot
had been distracted during rigging and the cootrois had not been indeoendenlly checked

PARACHUTES GROUNDED
Following a directive from the CM, alii GO
Security AerQ:-Conical (SAC) reserve parachutes, manufactured in the USA, model No.
79A1684, have been grounded. This doesn't
apply to GO SAC reserves manufactured in

theUK
We hope to have more information in a later
issue.

-

-

M

24.10.87

K-8

2747

M

27.9.87

Challock

39

N

64

The pilol released just after lake-oH which Ihe
pilot considered la be fast and jerky. bullook,ed
normal to bystanders. The glider struck the
gfound hard. bounced then landed heavily on the
mainwheel. The pilot had only nown 'our limes in
the previous six moolhs and his lack of praclice
was consrctered a faclor.

Skylark 4

'060

N

26.9.87
1146

Ch.llock

59

N

710

On aerotow Ihe pilot lound he could not release.
He new oul 10lhe/eft 10 signal the tug. During this
manoeuvre a large bow formed in the rope and
Ihe cable fell off. le was round lhat the ring had not
been correclly inserted inlo the Otfur release but
had jammed between the fuselage and lhe
release. On 'his aircralt the release is slighlly
recessed into the fuselage.

5

ASW-19

6

7

2000KM CHALLENGE
OSTIV are offering a DM2000 prize for the first
2000km straight distance flight and a trophy
tor the first arid all subsequent flights over this
distance exceeding the previously honoured
dIStance by at least 50km.
Pr()J)06ed by Or Joachim Kuettner to
advance the art of soaring, encourage the use
<:J atmospheric conditions, advance flight
techniques and enhance knowledge of high
altitude air flow over complex. terlain, il is
called the Joachgim Kuettner prize and trophy.
The OSTIV Sailplane Development Panel
and the Training and Safety Panel mel at

RUNNING ON EMPTY
Brand new! A 25 minute Him of the Masters 9f Soaring contest flown in Arizona last year by the
current world champions. See Brian Spreckl'ey wave the Union Jack!
This is a masterpiece of soaring photography and storytelling and is available exclusively from
the BGA on VHS video cassette for only £18.95 (plus £ 1 for postage and packing).
Buy your own copy for home viewing. Buya copy for your club to entertain members and to use
as a recruiting tool for non-members. Only £19.95 by mail order.
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
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Telephone 0533 531051
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Tell us
where to go
Wherever you come down, it's comforting to think that a telephone call to Chiltern Sailplanes
will bring out recoverv service to your aid.
You can either have your aircraft brought back to base or into our fully equipfed workshops.
Then, our extensive stock of parrs, repair materials and accessories is at your disposa . Whether you
decide to carry out the repairs, or ask our vvorkshops to do the job, you'll have our advice, and help to
get your aircraft back to tip-top condition again.
As every repair by Chiltern is backed by a customer protection policy, with full product liability
cover, it's odds on yOtl'lI want the best workmanship.
That's why we were appointed Licenced Repair Agents and exclusively handle spare parts for all
Grob gliders, motorgliders and light aircraft, including their new G 115 and G 116.
Tost winches are also exclusive to Chiltern.
So before you tell us whether to go back to your base or to our workshopsthink of the extra bcnefits you'll get at little extra cost.
And that goes for winter servicing too. It's not too early to give us a call.
We make flying affordable again.

Licensed 10 repair all Grob products.
Sole Concessionaires for parts for gliders. motorglidt'rs and light aircraft.

/l

~GROB=-==-

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks. 0494 445854 (works) or 0865 890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted ..vith pleasure. Grob demonstration sales - Tel: 0494 37184
142
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Rochester Airport from March 11-13 with GEC
Avionics kindly providing the conference
facilities.
Delegates came from the UK. USA, Canada,
many European countries. Australia and India.
Three British speakers. John Gibson on winch
and aerotow launching. Tony Segal on spinal
injury prevention and Maurice Tigwell on
fatigue testing of GRP sailplanes. made a
major contribution to the technical proceedings.
After a visit to Canterbury the delegates
were gixen a splendid buffet by Kent GC at
Ctlallock.
Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer

8

1587

Bergfalke 2

M

1296

N

10.9.87
1458

10

K-13

1746

S

28.11.87

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

11

L-Spalz 55

2703

AD Official Observers should have received an
application form to re-register and be sent the
new 00 Handbook. Any OOs who. through
change of address, have not received the form
should contact the BGA office.
All ori.ginal 00 appointments with the suffix
81 will expire on September 30, 1988.
GORooN CAMP, FAI certificates' officer

12

Aslir CS??

WIG 22.11.87
1200

Name

Club

Spechl, E.

Coventry

DIAMOND DISTANCE
Name
11358 Brain, J. V.
11359 Jewell. P. J.
11360 HalVey. R. F.

No.

R. F.

IlIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
:w33 Townsend. Elaine
31834 SpechL E.
(Tile

NoM Hill

72

N

1127

The pHol noticed excessive noise and draught.
allhough Ihe glider flew normally. He landed la
find the fuselage cenlre'section cover missing; ~
had been sucked off soon aher lift oH. He had
been distracted by "chat" during rigging and 01
had not checked the rest.rnining: clip.

Long Mynd

47
34

N
N

147
0

Pl prompted P21hatlhe glider was undershooting and P2 partly closed the airbrakes. However.
this was not sufficient and Pl did not takeover in
rime 10 prevent a heavy landing on rough ground
with the airbrakes still half open.

Weston·SuperMare

39

S

3.75

Soon after lift oH on the winch launch the glider

52

N

227

On the return leg 01 a 300km cross·country 'he
pilot had to land in a field. The field chosen turned
out 10 be "a liftle rough", slightly up hill. On land'
ing there was a loud bang as the undercarriage
casting broke.

46
15

N
M

58
0

On a hangar flight at the end of the day P 1
introduced his student to a new circuit, the
approach of which was Irom a direction newly
cleared of trees. The g~der became low and P2
closed lhe airbrakes. Pl considered the
approach OK. However, Ihe left wing clipped the
lop at (he only Iree in the area. Club has now
slopped hangar nighIs in this direction.

41
26

N
N

58
25

The plIDI was unsure of his pOsition after an
aerotow which "dog'legged" to avoid cloud. The
tug waved off the glider and Pl released (sUIl
lost). Al l300ft P1 decided la land in a field.
several newty sown fields were rejected and the
landing was made downwind and long ;nlo a
grass field. The glider was groundl00ped befOfe
going backwards inlo a lence and trees.

55

-

N
N

2000

While wailing 10 launch P1 decided 10 open the
canopy due to misting. The canopy was difficult
to open and as P1 pushed up hard, the strong
wind caught it and bent the rear mounting
bracket

68

The pilol tried to reach a hill to ridge soar. but on
finding sink pressed on ooty to find strong sink. A
decision was made 10 land allhe base of Ihe hill.
Because of the sink a straight in approach was
made and green power lines acrosS the edge of
the field were not seen unlil on linals. The glider
was flown through the 6ft gap above the hedge
and the cables. The tin caughl and tripped the
power supply.

972

A visiting molor glider ralher high <>n Ihe
approach had to sideslip 10 lose height. In spite of
this the aircraft landed long and lasl. The pilot
angled the aircraft to the leH to maximise the
available ground run bul groundlooped lowards
the airfield edge and hillside. The aircraft tell over
lheedge and ca.meto a halt some 100ft down lhe
rock lace, arrested by trees.

M

6.8.87
1745

Knighton

1844

M

13.12.87
1530

KeevilAIF

20.12.87
1245

Nr' Cfowland

13

K-7/13

Bocian

1550

S

P2

P2

Club
in USA

1987

Club

1987

23.8
Booker (in Australia) 14.12
Covenlry (in Auslralia) 26.12

15

-

K-21

M

2.1.68
1200

Long Mynd
P2

Club

1987

Booker
Covenlry

25.10
20.12

fir., Diamond height was flown from Alloyne, the second

1244
1245

16

OlymPia 460

1242

M

19.12.87
1430

Nr Pen y Pare

48

N

17

Super falke

G·MFMM

S

10.1.68

Camphill

68

M

62

N

0

+907pwr

P2

Eade. D. J.
JeweM. P. J.

GOlD HEIGHT
Name
ElIle. D. J.
Plldlfor1<, G. R.
o,lIdwiek, B. S.
JewelI. P. J.
o,adwiek, A.

Club

1987

Lasham
Booker (in Australia)

26.7
14.12

Club

1987

Lasham (in France)
Clevelands
Wet land
Booker (in Australia)
Clevetands
Wrekin
Derby & Lanes
London

26.7
20.12
20.12
14.12
20.12
17.10
16.2.88
10.3.88

/IIJnw

Club

1987

Harvey, A. f.

Coventry (in Australia) 22.12

Hodoe. B. J.
Smith. O. A O.
SIvosbee, P.

._.
18

Vega

M

1.9.87
1600

Nr Aoanne

29

N

700

While on a compelilion nighllhe pilot pressed on
over an area of small tiefds only 10 find he had to
land in one. This proved to be too short and lhe
glider ran into Ihe tence, causing minor
damage.

Snittertield

69

N

139

The glider was pOSitioned too far doNnwind and
'he pilot found he would not clear a raw of 5Of1
trees across lhe approach. He decided to land
short and pulled fun airtxake and stalled in JUSl
short of the trees.

50

N
N

540
0

During the lina! turn Pt suggested to P2 that the
spoilers should be used. At 200ft an undershoot
developed and P2 was told la close the brakes
but the rate 01 descent increased so P 1 took over.
He was unable to reach Ihe runway and the left
wing caughl a 15ft high sapling. The instructor
had been used to flying a K·13 and found. after
landing,lhal he had been operaling lhe naps and
not lhe brakes. These had been fully exleflded
throughout.

(Late 1987 report.)
19

Blanik

2094

S

22.1.88
1440

20

Blanik

2106

S

6.1.68
1032

SILVER BADGE
Name
Brook, D.

7621
7622
7623
7624

Evans, P. J.
Houghton. K. G.
McLaren, A B.

Bcw~r.

R.

June/July 1988

Club

1988

London
Staffordshire
Wrekin
Shropshire
Angus

7.1
27.12.87
28.2
14.2
12.3

S = serious; W/O

=>

--

27t5

GOlD Dl$.TANCE

No.
7620

-

Coventry (in Australia) 22.12

tom Dishfot1h.)
GOlD BADGE
No.
Name

rotated inlo an excessively steep dimb. The air'
craft yawed to the left unlil at 60ft the wings were
vertical. 11 continued un1il the glider struck the
runway in a neST vertical dive. Inilial inspection
showed Ihe controls were correctly rigged Other
pilots had noled only a slight pitch up tendency
during previous launches.

1987
20.12

VIAMOND GOAL

No.
Name
211582 Harvey,

On a simulated field landing exercise P2 found
he was loo high so sioo'siipped then straightened
and opened full airbrake. ReaJising he was too
low he pulled Ihe nose up ralher than close the
airbrakes. Pl prompted on the low airspeed bU1
not the imminenl undershoot and the glider hit
!he hedge. The field was large enough 10 allow
!he landing ro be made well into lhe field and the
club commented that an inexperienced pi/at
would be briefed to seleel a large field la make a
marginal approach unnecess3IY.

N

(Lale 1p87 repOrt.)

14

242

146
28

2525

All THREE DIAMONDS

No.

N

Middlelon

Dart 15

9

42
54

24. to.87
1400

RuHorth

P2

26

wrile off; M = minor; N = nil.
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TOM ZEALLEY

The meeting was well attended with 26 countries represented and I was supported by Ben
Watson (British team manager), Justin Wills (by
special invitation of the CIW president) and Bill
Scull (as chairman of the OSTIV Training and
safety Panel).
Rules. Arising from the rejection, 01 some Swiss
world record claims,a subcommittee under Peter
Ryder (W. Germany) have devised standard FA!
claim torms for world records which with slight
modification could prooably be used for national
records and badges.
It was agreed to set aside the .rule for Cs of A to
be completed three months before a Championship so that the DG-600, LSa and ASW-24
could compete in the 1988 Finnish European
Championships at which there will be a weight
limit of SOOkg for all 15 Metre ancJStandard Class
gliders.
Motor Gliders. Per Weishaupt (Denmark) gave
his final report as CIW motor glider subcommittee chairman after 40 years on CIW. He is being
replaced by Alvaro de Orleans Borbon
(Monaco).
With W. Germany I proposed that selflaunching should not be a criterion to qualify for
such records, ie both self-launchers and sustainers should be able to claim the same records,
but no decision was taken.
there was a brief description of the economy
air race proposed by Piero Morellil (lIaly) to promote high speed with fuel economy and mention
of the planned round-the-world attempt ,in a
motor glider by Peter Riedel, USA veteran' pilot.
World Championships. The border is to be
opened between Austria and Hungary for the
1989 World Championships in Austria with some
12 TPs in Hungary, up to 200km from Wiener
Neustadt, agreed. This will permit task setting
when Alpine weather conditions are ,unsuitable.
It was agreed to rescind the
gliders per
Class limit with no limit placed on the organisers
who considered they could cope with up 10
120 gliders.
Bernard Smith (USA) spoke briefly about the
arrangements for the 1991 World Championships at Minden. There will be space for a
few foreign entrants to the US Standard Class
National at Minden this year with a full pre-Worlds
for 80 gliders at the site in 1990 when gliders will
be available for hire.
Bulgaria, Sweden and France had made offers
10 hosl the World Championships in 1993 with

:w

CIVV REPORT
Some extracts from a repo.rt by Tom Zealley, BGA delegate,
who attended the Commission International de Vol it Volle
(CIVV) meeting in Vienna, from March 25-26
New Zealand making an offer for 1995. A decision for 1993 will be made next year.
European ChampiOnships. As a condition of
receiving grant aid ,from the Finnish governmeflt
sports authority fOl' the Championships at Rayskala this summer, there waS Ihe possibility of ran·
dom drug/dope tests 00 competing pilots. Md
for photo starts there are to be no' photos between one and 15 minutes after the previous
one.
'Poland reported on arrangements for ·the 1990
European Championships, includingl the difficulties of financial forecasting due to inflation,
while Hungary made an offer to be the hosts
in 1992.
Classes Subcommittee. The main proposal
was the introduction of a fourth glider Class with
a lower performance, weight, wing loading and,
hopefully, price. It was to be a one design Class
which could be manufactured by anyone, with a
design competition to achieve the desired result.
It would be known as the World Class glider.
There was considerable scepticism as to the
likely success of the project but after
reassurance that they were only committed to
setting up a design competition, CIW endorsed
the proposal.
There was considerable concern over the proposal to introduce pilot-initiative tasks. On
reassurance thallhey would only be introduced
at Wiener Neustadt in 1989 if there had been
"extensive positive experiences at the, international and/or national levels in the 1988 soaring season", CIW also approved this proposal.
Competitions in France. There was a proposal

by the French Aero Club 10 run the FAI lcarus
Games, a new multi airsport contest in July 1991
(overlapping the World Championships). I1 gliding was· included there was a general agreement
that only "second team" pilots would attend. Bernard Smith objected to the distraction it might
have on Minden.

Two Classes only.
for Junior Comp

_
_

A proposal by Francois Ragot (France) to hold
the first European Junior Championships in
France next year was wel'comed. It was proposed to have an age limit of 25 years and two
Classes only - Standard and, 15 Metre.
Other itemS. It was agreed 10 support a collection for a memorial to ,Kees Musters, the Dutch
former World and European Champion, killed in
December in a Ihang gliding accident.
Juhani Horma (Finland) was nominated for the
Lilienthal medal.
A proposal by the Sw-edishgliding magazine to
produce a World Soaring Directory was
warmly approved.
.
After brief reports from members of OSTIV
(including Bill Scull), Justin Wills gave a short
speech giving his philosophy for gliding.

a

INTERN'ATIONAL GLIDING SHOW

a

The second Saloo International du Vol Voile is
from September 16· ~ 8 at Nevers Airport, France,
when the latest gliders, equipnlent and
instruments will be exhibited with trial flights for
potential customers.

GRP TRAILERS
Sandwich foam lay-up in mould to provide
excellent insulation and strength, a lasting
investment at sensible price.
For full details contact:

John Sally
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye, Hereford HR3 5NT.
(Tel: 04974 583)
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YOUR LETTERS
THE AVIATION "CRIME"
Dear Editor,
I would like to point out to those concerned
with sporting aviation that I believe we are
under threat from 1he powers that be.
I read with awe about the recent case concerning a glider pilot from Kenley which
resuned in him paying £1500 in fines and
associated costs. As a serving police officer I
asked myself what foul crime -he had committed to be dealt with so harshly. $erious
assault, some form of sexual abuse, racial prejudiCe, evasion of some tax or duty? No, the
·crime" was to carry oul a beat up!!
Without going Inlo the finer points of beat
ups In general, Of this one in particular, the
crime was tQ cause potential hazard/danger to
the aircraft, Us occupants and possibly others.
I reckon, without much fear of contradiction,
that this individual would have been less
. harshly treated had he attacked or injured

vice. However, if you operate a flying machine,
be it power or glider, in a manner deemed
"potentially hazardous" by the authority and
accepted as such by the courts woe betide
you!
PETER MOLLOY, eFl, Essex GC

130.1 VYING FOR "CROSSROADS"
Sl.OT?
Dear Editor,
On behalf of the hosts of enthralled glider
pilots in the South Midlands forced to listen to
Annie's personal SOaring lesson on Sunday,
April 10, could we please know whether she
did Indeed manage to find lift, turn more tightly
and finally climb "to cloudbase and beyond"?
"Crossroads" might have finished but 130.1
can be just as exciting on a good day!
F. BOYCE, Woodstock, Oxon

someone.
FOI' causing, death in road accidents through

MORE ABOUT VARIOMETERS

reckless driving or being impaired by alcohol
the expectation, in my experience, in the vast
majority of ,cases is a fine far less than that
handed down to the Kenley pilot. Leniency is
often shown by our courts in other areas, particularly when it is a first offence, so why not
here or in other matters concerning flying
discipline?
The following are examples of recent court
fines:
low f1yingl in a Cessna 150 - £1000+£840
costs (Yorks)
Low flying and aero's in a Stearman £1250+£165 costs (Beds)
Infringing Cross Channel SRA £1000+£345 costs (Kent)
low flying ,in Cesna 150 - £250+£716
costs (Essex)
It seems you can physically abuse and harm
the young and the elderly in a variety of dreadful and obscene ways and the guilty party is
likely to suffer 200 hours of community ser-

Dear Editor,
I agree with Mr Dibdin's criteria for selecting
a variometer, as far as they go. (See the last
issue, p70.) The zero stability in this type of
instrument may be limited by temperature
changes in the "flask". The response speed is
limited by the pneumatic time constant of the
restriction/flask combination and by the time
constant of adiabatic air temperature changes
in the flask.
Another problem with variometers of this
type is that they measure true rates of climb,
while the airspeed is measured as IAS. The
indicated airspeed decreases with height as
the square root of the air density. For the
speed to fly equation to give true readings, the
rates of climb and sink and the airspeed
should all follow the same law. If the equation
constants are set to be true at 3OOOft, the
errors in the speed to fly values will be acceptable up to 6000ft for "normal" rates of climb
and sink, but you do need additional compen-

salion outside these ranges.
Mechanical variometers like the PZL and the
Winter have slowish response rates. The needle
is connected to a vane which moves round in
a small circular can. The vane displaces a
small volume of air as it rotates and this air
has to be supplied from the capacity before
the needle can take up a new pOsition. You
therefore have to have changed height by a
correspooding 'amount before you can get the
new reading and this takes time. A& far as I
can remember this works out at about 10ft/kt
indicated for a PZL vario. The deflectiolil of the
vane is balanced against a small spring which
tries to return :the vane to the zero position. At
small deflections the friction in the bearings
may be comparable to the spring force and
provide an "offset" which results in an over
reading in tur,bulent, low lift conditions. The
remedy is to have the vario cleaned and
lubriCated!
The pressure transducer type variometers
do actually work as very 'sensitive altimeters.
The rate of change of height is derived from
the altitude signal and It can be compensated
to give IAS rates of climb up to about 20000ft.
This is not always done.
I iheartily agree with the advice to note what
lis omitted from data sheets! 11 have just been
reading through the data sheet on a computer
controlled variometer system costing well over
a thousand pounds and accuracy isn't even
mentioned!! You might also check the operating temperature and altitude ranges and the
zero drift figure. Remember, the time to ask is
before you buy! Some LCD displays don't
function below O°C. This can be quite important if you fly in the winter, fly in wave or fly
abroad. The extended range types will work
down to about -30°C.
Be kind to your instruments! If you allow
them to cook in the sun under a closed
canopy and then take a nice cool winch
launch with all the vents open, you should
expect trouble at the top! I measured a panel
temperature of 74°C on one glider. The owner

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . • •

t·

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

, I

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

A

, ~

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
Member or B.I.B.A.

June/July 1988

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL .
Tel (OJ) 283·2000 Telex 8814631'
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WINCHING WIRE

SWINDON GLIDING CLUB

• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

Book now for SPRING and AUTUMN WAVE at AOSTAin
ITALIAN ALPS. British registered single and two-seat
gliders (italian li<)ence 1'01 required~ Suitable all pilots,
beginners 10 experts. Facllny for private owners. :Budget
flights to nearest airport and, accommodation arranged. 31
new Diamond Heights in Spring 1986,11 during 8 days in
Spring 1987. Ideal "different" ho~day. Ski as well as
glide.

Sandhills Farm, Shrivenham, Oxon
Try a weeks gliding course at Swindons
new site on the Wilts Oxon border.
Excellent residential accommodation
available. All areo tow courses. ideal
for beginners.
Write for brochure to:

Course Secretary
Miss Nicky Rowan
Priors Farley Farmhouse
South Marston. Swindon SN3 4SX
0793821999
or 0193 822300

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

De/ails lrom
Nlgel Palmer, 10 Bradley Close, longlevens,
Gloucester Gl2 9LA Tel: {0452} 414558

Tel: 0234810401

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head bas been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specificallon 0 I B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-1itre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

SABRE-AAV LTD
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TARGE'IT

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass. carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

Sailplane Services

*
*
*
*
*
*

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL10 3TX
Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 48568

(0453) 45316
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Y embroidery plant
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-/ comprehensive stocks
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/' Orders can be assorted
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We shall not delay in
We have a large range of
sending our new colour
stock designs
brochure
COMPlETE THE COUPON AND POST NOW (no stamp required)
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To: PRICE & BUCKLAND LIMITED.
FREEPOST,
NOTIINGHAM NG5 1BR
Tel: 0602/263092
I look forward to receiving your full
colour brochure giving full details of
your CLUB SWEATER SERVICE
Name
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YOUR LETIERS

was complaining that his radio wasn't working
properly!
An easy to make, easy to use variometer
ca~bration rig was described in S&G, April
1983, p66. You need a wine jar, a polythene
bottle, some tubing and a leak valve. The
calibration ,is done by measuring the time
taken to climb or sink through a known
change of height at a constant variometer
reading. The heights are read off the altimeter.
You can get better than 5% calibration accuracy
quite easily In this way. If anyone wants a set
of fillings, I can supply them, but they supply
the wine jar!'
C. J. CHAPMAN, Nuneaton

RIDGE RUNNING SKILLS
Dear Editor,
I have never flow in the incredible soaring
conditions of central Australia. 11 am not qualified to speculate on the ease or difficulty of
finding lift, navigating, et al in order to se~ the
numerous world records Mr Grosse has Impressed us with over the past many years.
(See the last issue, p62.) I believe I share the.
envy of many pilots who would love to experIence what must be the best thermal conditions
anywhere in the world.
I have flown in the semi-desert regions of
Texas and New Mexico. Soaring in what sometimes must be near Australian conditions is
exhilarating, and I look forward to going back
to experienoe this form of flight again. Record
setting thermal flights require great skill in
determining which clouds to steer towards,
which to stop to climb in, whiCh route might
make a better average speed, how high to
dimb how fast to fly, etc. Mr Grosse has
show~ us all his mastery at these skills.
I find it unfair of Mr Grosse to speculate on
the number of decisions that need to be made
or the implication that soaring the Allegheny
mountains requires only to press forward on
the stick in order to attain the many .record
Bights that have been accomplished by man)!
pilots.
I believe the difference between ridge running and desert thermal flying for record setting purposes, as well as badge flights, is that
ridge running requires the pilot to be an expert
at not just one mode of soaring flight, but all

three.
For the world record triangle flown by five
pilots, they hadl to be expert at wave flying"
which they did during the flight, thermal soaring, which they did much of during t.he f1i~ht,
and ridge soaring which they also did dUring'
the night.
Without superb skills in all three areas, not
one of those pilots would have completed the

task.
I am sure Mr Grosse is a skilled mountain
plot. Someday, I hope he will come to central
Pennsylvania as our guest, to find out just
what we do. I think he will be surprised just
how difficult the flights are, and how skilled,
and multi-talented the pilots are.
THOMAS KNAUFF, State College, PA, USA
Tom is the holder of the world's longest glider
fright, flown approximately 1/3 (4/12) in wave
lilt, 1/4 (3/12) in thermal lift and the remammg
5/12 in ridge lift.
June/July 1988

PUTTING FUN INTO GLIDING
Dear Editor,
From tinne: to lime letters appear in S&G
expressing concern (or otherwise) about the
lack of young people becoming involved in our
sport. Inevitably, Ihese arguments c~nt~~
around money, which must play a Significant
role. But have we established pilots become
so involved in the hype of flying massively
ballasted super ships and elaborate training
programmes we have forgotten that gliding is
supposed to be fun?
It is this fun element which initially attracts
younger people to, the sport and although
cross-country flying is enjoyable, this won't be
apparent to a newcomer.
.
Superbly organised training programmes 10
fleets of gleaming white gliders, supported by
efficient staff from air conditioned clubhouses,
may produce the ultimate in cross-country.
pilots but not only does it put up the cost, It
presents a very antiseptic aspect to any outsider. And what about all those tedious "How I
dun nit" articles in this magazine?
Perhaps we have forgollen that splashing
across a muddy field to drag a patched and
faded T-21 to the launch point in the hope of
getting just one more flight actually was fun
and created as much a sense of achievement
and cameraderie as anything else?
I'm not advocating that clubs should sell
their glass fleets and plough up the runways,
but couldn't we do more to get away from the
Martini ad image and regain our sense of
humour?
SID SMITH, Upton St Leonards, Glos

NEGATIVE PR
Dear Editor,
The BGA five year plan considers the effect
of public relations on our movement, but
nowhere have we considered the effects of
negative or anti PR.
Why do we insist at our aerotowing clubs on
inflicting noise and disturbance on our near
neighbours from dawn to dusk, seven days a
week, through all the summer months? Should
we be surprised at increasing opposition?
Surely they deserve a little consideration? Is it
not time we had' an Association code, say "No
aerotowing after 8pm on weekdays, perhaps
7pm on Sundays"? 'I believe it would make
quite an impact on those who are no~ our
enemies were we to show such conSideration.
Who would 'lose? Not the subscription paying member. Much of this evening flying is
aimed al collecting a flying fee from a non
member who has no long term interest in the
club anyway, and for which the financial
rewards do not amount to very much if the
replacement cost of tugs is considered.
Worth consideration?
VIC CARR, Wrexham, Clwyd

PARACHUTE RECOMMENDATION
Dear Editor,
Richard Peakin has written in reply to John
Mclver's letter in the February issue, p39,
criticising a parachute which Richard says was

clearly bought from his company, Peakin
Enterprises. After reluting some ot John's comments about the purchase, design and performance of the parachute, Richard says that
in view of the obvious disquiet caused by the
letter and because parachutes get sold
secondhand, he thought it prudent to make the
following recommendation:
Owners of Peakin Parachutes filled with
canopy releases should not use them until
they have contacted me and are either fully
conversant with their use or (at the owner's
choice) have had 'the releases removed or
immobilised. Similarly, owners should not allow
their parachutes to be used> by others until the
above recommendation is complied with.
RICHARD PEAKIN, 33 Western Hill, Durham
City, County Durham

LANDING ON PRIVATE STRIPS
Dear Editor,
On April 3 I was getting low in the Newbury
area and decided the racecourse would be the
best place to land. On arrival at 1500ft I found
a pilot had left his glider in the centre of the
airstrip which was selfish for two reasons:
1. It reduced the Ilanding space for another
and it isn't difficult to push a glider singlehanded to the side or end of the airstrip.
2. We rely on the goodwill of Qwners of
private airstrips and this might evaporate
rapidly if they find them blocked when they
wish to land. Last year I landed on an airstrip
five minutes before one ot the regular users
returned by air (and not long before two other
gliders).
.
So if you land on a private (or any other) airstrip, please move your glider clear for others.
Oh yes, I found a thermal near the racecourse
at 1oo0ft which got me home.
JOHN BELL, Chichester, Sussex

BOOKER'S STATISTICS
Dear Editor,
Regular readers of S&G must be puzzled by
the annual statistics published in the February
issue, p32, showing the cross-country kilometres flown by the member clubs. It would
appear that a number of these clubs, who
publish rounded figures such as "Booker
100900km", are either too big, too busy, or
too important to provide accurate and
meaningful figures of the actual kilometres
flown by their members.
The interesting fact to emerge from these
statistics is that the regional club with the
highest actual cross-country kil?metres re- .
corded is Nympsfield, which thiS season Will
yet again be offering superb launch facilities to
visiting pilots from April to September, seven
days a week, together with various task weeks
and other events for the middle-aged boy
racers.
SIMON ROBERTS, Kempley, Glos
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(LiDB NEWS===========
Copy and photographs for the AugustSeptember issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223 247725,
to arrive not later than June 7 and for
the October-November issue to arrive
not later August 9.
GILLlAN SRYCE-SMITH
Apri/6

AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges Airfield)
The committee was re-elected at the AGM after a
highly successful year with a good start to the
recruitment campaign.
The refurbished winch, by courtesy of Jim
Wright, our benefactor, shoold help increase the
training capacity and we have a nicely
balanced fleet.
J.R.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil)
The year started well with some super soaring
days. On Feburary 28 Steve Parker (LS-4)
achieved 16000ft in wave over the site with a
gaggle of members at 9000ft and two weeks later
Bob Hitchen was at 11 OOOft over Bath.
We now have an airfield manager, Jane Spencer, to relieve the CFI of non-flying headaches.
Congratulations to Marcus Brown on going
solo. Bob Bromwich has a new LS-4A.

MG.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
At our AGM the Daniels trophy for service to the
club went to "Mitch" Mitchell and the Delafield
trophy to Dave AAnai for a Gold height gain of
16600ft at AbQyne; well deserved for having
spent 4hrs above 10000ft at an average temperature of -35°C! Terry joint, eFl, has handed
over the job to :Barry Elliot, though is staying on
for a transition period.
With the ridge at Haltoll working, Anne; Laylee
and Andy Hillary have their 5hrs.
The best news is that Jackie Hymers has
resoloed after her gliding accident last year.

MH.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarlh)
Mike Young has joined us from Booker as our
full-time tug pilot for the season. Derek Eckley
has extended the clubhouse.
Congratulations to John Bally, a member of the
British team squad who is flying his Nimbus 3 in
the Austrian Nationals at Wiener Neustadt, the
site of the World Championships next year.

W.D.M
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)
Out of a possible 13 weekends we have only
flown on 2V2 but it has meant that the new glider/
trailer workshop was completed within six
months.
We have three additions to the private fleet two more Skylarks and aT-53, and the EoN Baby
syndicate celebrated the aircraft's 40th birthday
with a gathering of those who had flown it.
V.H.
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BORDERS (Galewood)
Our grass field remained usable during the mild
winter and we ,had plenty of searing.
tn March our fairly rare NW wave allowed many
aircraft, including the club two-seaters, !o make a
transition Irom hill lift into 6-akt lift up 10 10000ft.
Our more 'usual SW wave gave climbs 10 11 4 OOOft
for Andy Bardgett (Jantar), 16000ft for lan Sim
(Vega> and the club K-8, while only :reaching. 7·
8OOOft, reported lift in excess of 1Ok\.
At our AGM in March lan Sim became vicechairman, a position we have re-activated, and
Alan Urwin, CFI, was made a life member in
recognition of all his hard work over many
years.
We hope to have several summer weeks of full
time flying and visitors are most welcome. Our
site is being signposted with the new tourist information signs on the A697. Pilots travelling to
Aboyne and Portmoak will have no excuse to
pass us!
A.J.B.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
The mild weather helped us to do more flying
than 'usual with some exceptional ridge and wave
days to well over 14.000ft, culminating ina clutch
of Gold and Silver heights and wave crosscountries on March 12. Thermal cross-countries
were f10wlll as early 'as January.
Our new manager, Stan Franklin, has settled in
well and we hope 10 give him a much larger
clubhouse to run following, a successful financial
year announced at the. AGM. Membership conlinues 10 expand, as. has the private owner fleet,
with many more on the way.
We have replaced our club K-7 with a very nice
K-13, converted our1remaining K- 7toa,K·13 configuration and refurbished one of the K-8s.
Launch facilities have also seen great
improvemenls.

S.ID.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Duxford Airfield)

Dean Mal'$h was given a special flying day by
Cotswold GC to g$t him, solo on hi's 16th
birthday. It is encouraging to see a crop of
young pilots featured in this issue.

At the annual dinner at Jesus College trophies
were presented 10 David Evans, Richard and
Peter Baker, Steve Mynott and Terry Slipper.
Our thanks to 'Mike Smith for organising ,a
Bronze badge examination evening - well done
to those who passed.
L.A.W.
CHANNEL (WaTdershare Park, Nr Dover)
We have added another Blanik 10 our fleet Over
the Easter Bank Holiday we achieved a record
number of launcheS - nearly Iwice as many as
last year.
Congratulations to Liz Veysey on her full
category instructor rating and to Ray Clark and
Peter Wall on going solo.
S.B.
CORNISH (Perranporlh)
After a frustrating period of rain and high winds,
Dick Gillow went solo.
Members went to an interesting safety lecture
by the CM at Bodmin airfield. Several
expeditions have been organised.
GAH.

COTSWOLD (Asron Down)
, CongratUlations on going solo to Steve
Manktelow, Gordon Kerr and Dean Marsh, Dean
on his 16th birthday. Tony'Housden got Diamond
height at Aboyne and Mike Pirie and Ken L10yd in
France, Ken completing all tlilree Diamonds.
At the AGM the awards were as follows: lBest
Pre-Silver Flight cup, Robin Atkinson; Best Twoseater Cross-coontry cup. Howard Johns, Doug
Morgan and Robin Atkinson for their efforts im the
Western Regionals; Ladder trophy and Best
Cross-country Performance cup, Tim Macfadyen
and the 100km Triangle trophy, Tony Housden.
Tim Knight
Trevor Wilson was given a prize to commemorate
his achievement in the Enstone Regionals.
Congratulations to Tim Knight who went solo on
We have a SF-34 glass two-seater from April
his 16th birthday, watched by his father and
which, with the popular Astir CS, will update our
brothers, and also to Jeff Bissett and Mike
fleet considerably.
Steeley on their solo flights.
G.M
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)

Nick Hacket1 claimed the first 100km of the
season on February 12 but since then there have
been few cross-countries.
The cost of draining our field was very
worthwhile as ,it is now relatively dry, even alter
the wel winter.
There has been such a good demand for our
advanced soaring courses, exfra weeks are
being offered. We welcorJlle back Roger Goodman from a wInter of instructing at BenaJla to be
the course ,tug pilot.
DLS
CRUSADERS (Cyprus)

Membership has risen dramatically and most
people made use of the tug acquired for a
weekend. C0ngratulations to Costas on his PPL
and to Andree on going solo. Our thanks to John
MorTis for renovating the patio and to Costas for
advancing our f1y-by-wire technique with the
K-13.
T.J.D.
DARTMOOR (Bren/or)

At our AGM in March Roger Matthews was elecled chairman, Peter Lamb, vice-chairman,
Graham Lobb, secretary, Phil Bretl, treasurer,
CoIin Sanders, technical officer, Brian Cordier,
site manager and Chris Matten, site engineer. We
had 2630 launches last season and John Bolt
achieved ourlirst 5hr flight.
Dick TOQIJ, our oldest pilot, was given a
hilarious 70th birthday party including the surpriee arrival of an old girl friend from New

Zealand.
F.J.M.
DffSIDE (Aboyne)

The recent spell of mild weather provided plenty
of wave, ridge and thermal giving the usual crop
of spring Gold and Diamond and 5hrs to Fiona
Sick.
Robin Cutts and Dave Stewart gained their
assislant instructor ratings at Booker and Robin
win be available through the year to boost the
two-seater trade.
At the AGM in March we heard that the club
was in good general heal1h and i1 was decided to
buy a third single-seater to reduce the Sport Vega
queues. Further hard su rfaces are planned for
the roads and car-park.
Our task week is from June 19, so if you want
to be in wave at 2230hrs in the sunshine, come
on up!
LE.N.T.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)

We have had good thermal and ridge soaring
during the last two months. Congratulations to
Alan Bromley and Roger Clarke on going solo.
Our new communication system is progressing well and it should soon be possible for members to contact control from outside the field to
find out how the flying is going.

DAR.
ENSTONE EAGLES (Ens/one Airfield)

Our Regionals are nearly fully booked and a
reserve list may soon have to be started.
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Bassetraw GC's CA John Swannack and
SCo" Gozney on the completion of Scoff's
first solo two days after his 17th birthday.
Photo: Barrie Codling'_
From May 1 we started running midweek courses and Tom Miller is providing, aerofows for
members durin9' the week.
Pete Fall and Greg Burton gained Sliver
heights on Easter Sunday. A Blanik has joined
the club f1eel and we are consideting disposing
01 the Iblue K-7 and replaoing the ,K-6CB.

R.JP-B.
ESSEX (North Weald)

There has been more skiing than gliding recently.
Our thanks to Tony Manwaring for organising an
excellent trip to France'.
We have had some good soaring, especially
from John Ley who achieved a 2hr flight in
January - with Joon Rollason he now has a brand
new ASW-20.
At the AGM our chairman, Mike Audritl, confirmed that we still have access to the corridor
between Luton and Stansted for cross-countries
to the north. Our thanks to Mike and Chris
Nicholas for all their worlk to preserve this important airspace.
Our thanks also to Paul Butcher and John
Buckles for organising a riotous social
evening.
J.F.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon)

Wales'has been quite generous wilh Its wave during February. R'on Downing got hiS second
Bronze leg on, an early solo, climbing to 70000,
while John Bastin went to 14600lt in 904 for his
second Gold height with an unsealed barograph.
M.J.D.
HUMBER (RAF Scamp/on)

With wet and windy weather we only achieved 25
launches In January with ,none at all over
Christmas. However, Tony Smith and IDave Ruttle
found some, wave and coaxed 53min and 22min
respectively ,out 01 the K-8.
Our K-13, damaged almost a year ago, is still
not back with us. How much longer must we
wait?
K.M.G.
KENT (Challock)

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)

Adverse weather and a waterlogged runway
affected flying throughout the winter but twenty
members cheered themselves up by going on a
skiing expedition to 'France.
At our AGM on March 20 Wally King took over
from Mervyn GOOCh as site officer and Mike Farr
from Alan Hall as secretary. Presentations were
made ,to :Pauline Allan (Instructors' cup); Vivien
Halay (l00km Triangle cup); Paul Rice (Ladder
trophy, the 200km Triangle cup and the Geoff
Cook Memorial trophy tor the longest lIight) with
the Members' cup for outstanding contribution to
the club going to Dick Brooker.
We suffered remarkably little during the
October gale with only two syndicate gliders
damaged. Paul Robinson and Bob Adams have
acquired a Mosquito, Bob selling his BG-1350ffsite.
V.H.

Kirsten Perry soroed the day after her 16th
birthday.
Our chainman, secretary and treasurer were reelected at the March AGM with Les Connolly and
Dennis Clarkson joining' the committee.
We entertained the osnv meeting to a buffet
supper (see BGA News). Our o,pen weekend is
now planned for September.
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STD 51-'1 JUNIOR
, '. EASY TO FLY. 35-1 GLIDE ANGLE. GLASS-FIBRE CLUB GLIDER
, . • DELIVERED TO UKWITH INSTRUMENTS FOR ONLY £12,500 + VAT
. PUCHACZ,
• GLASS-FIBRE TWO SEATER. LIGHTWEIGHT. CAN BE LAUNCHED
BY ORDINARY WINCH • ONLY £16,500 + VAT
JANTAR STANDARD 3 &
JANTAR 28
• STILL AVAILABLE
WILGA TOW PLANES
• AVAILABLE FOR SALE, LEASE OR HIRE
NEW PARACHUTES
' .• WITH NEW PACKS ONLY£291 + VAT""
,

,ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES
LTD.
.
,

,

WYCOMBE AIR PARK, BOOKER, MARLOW, BUCKS. "
0628 39690 0494 40911
TELE5<:848314 CHACOM q.
.
.
"
.' .
, 'OR PHONE CHRIS,pt6LUNGS TO ORGANISE A DEMONSTRATION
ON 0494 29532
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There was excellent thermal and ridge soaring

on Good Friday. Congratulations to Dennis
aarkson, Roy Perry and his daughter Kirsten on
gang solo, Kirsten the day after her 16th
birthday..

A.R.V.
KESTREL IOdiham Airiield)

Aclub expeditiolltQ the North Wales GC at Pen y

Pare in March was a wet and muddy experience
with little flying but our thanks· tQ the members for
their splendid hospitality.
COngratulations to And'y Carnegie on going
solo on April FodJls day! We are holding the Interaub League final at Odiham from August

27·29.
J,N.
LAKES jWalney Airiie/d)

Nail Houghton went solo a short time after rejoining us following a 1Oyr absence. Peter Lewis tried
hard to will the wooden spoon by landing the IS28 with its wheel up.
Our cOUrses start soon and some are nearly
fuUy booked.

M.s.

LASHAM (Lasham Airiield)

The Tost two drum winch is expected in' mid April
and should be operational by mid May. The grass
levelling programme is now complete having
taken six years, but results have been well
worthwhile.
There are negotiations to sel up a Vintage
Glider Club centre at Lasham and if successful
lhei, members will at last have a place of their
own.
A further K-13 will arrive in mid season to give
us ten club two-seaters, including a Grob Acro
and Janus.
Lasham hosted the BGA conference with a
record attendance. It was a great success thanks
10 Ma~orie Hobby. (See also the BGA News.)
D.J.P.
MARCHING TON (Marching ton Airiield)

Brian Marsh and Peter Willes returned from the
cross-country course at Lasham last August with
300kms. Gales, crosswinds and floods have
made winter flying difficult.

Simon Waterfall and Simon Hayes of Phoenix
who went solo Just after their 16th birth·
days.
The club fleet has been reinforced by another
K-23 and a twin axle K-23 trailer built by John
and Michael Stuart.
Courses have literally got off to a flying start
with one winch re-powered with a 7.5 litre VB
engine (running on tax free propane) which
launches our two-seaters with contemptuous
ease, and a major tug overhaul by Howard
Bradley and Steve AJlsopp.
Keith Mansell was presented with a silver
salver at our annual dinner on March 26 following
an eloquent tribute by Humfrey Chamberlain,
Rattlesden GC's chairman. Among the trophy
winners was Dave Binney, a New Zealand visitor
notable for his determination to fly cross-country
and his pungent comments about our 19B7
weather
J.H.

PAW.

(Charles Wing field tells us that his car,
photographed in. the last issue, p101, was a 1903
Argyfl; nol 19' 1 as we were told, and with Jack
Best as the co-driver it was successful in making
the last Brighton fiJn.)

Obituary - Don Stevenson
sadly we report the death of Don Stevenson. Don
was a true club member, freely giving so much of
his time and effort to essential club activities.
He would talk to new members to help them
settle in, wield a shovel to clear a drainage ditch
and then negotiate with authorities on our behalf
- a talent at which he was very skilled. Having
taken early retirement, Don was looking forward
10 many years' of flying.
We extend our sympathy to his wife and family
- he will be sorely missed.

.congratulations to Mike Abrahams on going solo
and to Gary Rivers who has gone solo during his
PPL course. Richard Thomas has taken Fred
Mann's place on the committee.
A new Olysyndicate has been formed with
Keith Dykes flying it an hour for his second
Bronze leg. Our SF-27's wings are being
refurbished.

P. A. ward

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)

The season started well with thermals and wave
culminating in climbs up to 13600ft on March

25.
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NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)

N.A.C.

Our faithful Chipmunk (G-BSSS) has been sold
to Coventry GC to make way for a more powerful
Pawnee to improve the safety and efficiency of
our aerotowing.
Colin Neve and Roy Mitcheson have their AEI

ratings. We are running day and evening summer
flying courses at competitive rates as well as
Tuesday and Thursday trial instruction evenings.
Our two older K-7s are being overhauled by
Bill Fuller and Lyn Greenwood.

RD.
OUSE & HAMBLETONS (Rufforth Airiield)

Spring arrived on March 29 when pilots took
advantage of our new seven day flying facilities
and soared the Vale of York in glorious conditions. However, Easter was generally disappointing.
Life is hectic with Tony Simms, our new full time
CFI, ensuring we make the best use of our new
Pawnee tug and our fleet of nine club aircraft.
G.Z.A.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airiie/d)

We had a poor start to the season with a
waterlogged airfield, two sick tugs and a restructured Bocian! However, the clubhouse refitting is
complete with vastly improved facilities and the
fleet back to full strength.
At our successful annual dinneJ in March the
trophy winners were Roger Gretton (besl newcomer), Richard Kilham(longesl cross-€ountry
from Crowland) and Richard Browne (fastest
club 100km). The wooden spoon went ta an
instructor who was demonstrating an overshoot
and sideslip and completely missed the airfield,
performing agfaceflJl touchdown in the adjoining
wheatfield.
Visitors are always welcome.
M.J.
PHOENIX (RAF Briiggen)

Simon Waterfall went solo eight days after his
16th birthday and Simon Heys two days after his.
Simon Heys started his training at Fenlands GC
while a member of 2534 Squadron of the ATC at
RAF Raynham.
Although we had a wet start to the year, flying
has continued.
p.J.H.
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SKYCRAFT

Services Ltd

ALBANY HOUSE . SILVER ST·
LITLINGTON .CAMBS· SG8 OOE
TEL: 0763 • 852150

NEW PROPELLERS
OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
FROM THE SPECIALISTS

o
HOFFMANN

PROPELLER

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-SoIent)
There have been several good soaring flights and
Bruce Lincoln, who was awarded the Corner cup
at our AGM as best ab-initio, has already completed his Bronze badge.
Faced with a large VAT bill for our new tug,
Edna Clark collected almost £1000 in fees and
subscriptions in one day to help meet it. Well
done Edna and Bruce.
Les Hartfield bought a Std Cirrus but then
sadly broke his arm so will miss part of the
season. Get well soon Les.

H.C.
RAE (Farnborough)
The season started in earnest with five good flying days over Easter. Our thanks to Mick Wells
for organising the tasks. A September club camp
at the Mynd is being planned by Dave Pearson
while our airfield is used for the international
air show.
Guy Westgate and Graeme Garrie have
gone solo.
The AGM was the most peaceful ever - Jill handed out copies of S&G eefbre the start! Social
events include a flight safety I'ecture in April thanks to Bill Scull', and our annual dinner-dance
in May.

M.TD.
RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airlield)
We have bought our site and are up to our ears in
debt but we have had fantastic response from the

* NEW *

TYPE APPROVED HANDHElD TRANSCEIVERS

FLITE-L1NES
MARKETING
P.O. Box 488.
Bristol B599 1H5
or Call 0272·710043

8-21 vario
(58mm or BOmm)
Pressure transducer
technology
Electronically gust
filtered
2 speed response
Altitude compensated
No Radio Frequency
Interference

R.w.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
We enjoyed almost continuous wave lor much of
February and March and have decided to start
our tug pilot at the beginning 01 March next year.
On February 6 several aircraft left good lift at 1213000ft and on March 1 Andrew Bain went from

Aviation Action Videos - 90 Tilles covering Air. Land and Sea action WWI&II

10 present day air shows. Titles such as "Drop Zone Normandy"(Glider operations on D-Day)

and "The Mosquito Story" & "The History of the RAF' win1er watching.

Narco HT830 incl. VOR
CALL
STS AV7600VOR
£290.00
ICOM ICA-2
CALL
ICOM ICA-20 incl. VOR
CALL
KING KX99 incl. VOR
CALL
Most handheld spares and accessories stocked. Also - Flying Clothing; Nato Style
jumpers, shirts, gloves, jackets etc plus maps, flight cases and otherequipment. All
prices exclude VAT, Postage & Packaging.
For all your pi/Des
equipment needs write to:

Sports Council, local councils, the Philip Wills
fund and our members - thank you all.
We have planning permission to operate for
seven days a week but can only aerotow on four
days a week from 10am to 4pm, although at the
moment we can't afford a tug.
Our once a month weekend gliding courses
are successful and, with plans to renovate the
clubhouse 10 attract more family members, will
help our fund raising.
Our thanks 10 Mark Wright, our new social secretary, for organising a superb annual dinner
when trophies were presented as follows: President's cup (contribution of effort) Tony Fuller;
Chairman's cup (best up and coming pilot) Steve
Wright; Cunningham Speed trophy (fastest set
triangle) Dick Histed (again) and Numb Bum cup
(most outstanding flight) Brian Griffiths. A special
presentation of a splendid water colour painting
of one of his LS-4s in flight was made 10 Hurnfrey
Chamberlain, our much loved, deputy CFI/
inspector/secretary/BGA committee member
and main initiator of our site purchase, for his
undaunted dedication and contribution since he
joined the club as a pupil in 1978.
Our new winch is nearing completion.

*

send for Catalogue. Terrific

*

NEW
Borgelt Instruments Vario/Glide Computer Systems
This well established range of Glider Audio Vario and Computer Systems are now available in
this country exclusively from us.lf you are upgrading to an electric Vario or need a full system
please write or call for information before making any decision.
Borgelt Instruments
B21 Variometer
824 S.C/AvrgrlNetto/Audio
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£220.00
£335.00

820 Audio Unit.
£55.00
825 Final Glide/Nav Computer.. £415.00

B-24 Full time
digital averager
Full time speed
command
4 tone clear audio
Feeds netto signal to
B-21 in cruise

0!lOaGILT

8-25 Final
Glide/Navigation
Computer
Easy to use
Programmable before
flight
May be altered in
flight
Large. clear displays

I

'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE SlYLE'

I

Without doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built 10 date.
selected to( Ministry of Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
superb range of fittings to order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding /sealing system which means no more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no eldra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
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awinch launch to 12 OOOft and down again in just
over an hour.
Congratulations to Jim Green, Joyce Grieves,
Sally Pearce al1d Atldrey Stewart on going solo,
Audreychoosing gliding for the completion of the
Duke of Edinburgh's Gold Award, and' to John
Whilfleld for completing his Silver badge.
We welcome Brian Scougall as our tug pilot for
!he season, John McFarlane from 'Dallachy as
course instructor, helping out while Hamish Is
unavailable, and James Moffat as cook.
We have ordered a winch from John Bourne
which, together with a "dedicated winch 'operatilg syndicate", we hope will lead to a higher
launch rate, shorter queues and better aircraft
uIJlisation'. We also hope to give a better ser;vice
b'trial instruction lessons at the weekends by
using our fourth two-seater, when rebuilding 'is
Inished, for this purpose.

SHROPSHIRE SOARING (Sleap)
P.L.U.M., otherwise known as John Jefferson our
erstwhile scribe, has hung up his flying boots.
Previously from Midland GC, he has been an
enthusiastic member since 1972 and was elected our first honorary life member in recognition
of his hard work.
Our long term site problems are not yet
resolved, but we are more hopeful. Membership
is at its strongest ever with an intake of
youngsters. Tim Caswell, aged 23, is our pilot of
1987. He joined last March with less than 25hrs
and now has a Silver badge, Gold height and
nearly 1QOhrs of Sleap soaring, including ten
nights, of over 10000ft. Not bad for a beginner!

V.C.C.

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
After wet January' came windy February and our
ridge came to, me with some gOOd Dying and
launches of 2000ft from our faithful old winch.
AMy Brind and tlis team spent mar:lY hours 'getting one of the K-7's ready for Easter.
Congratulations to Ken Reid (full Cat), Roger
Madelin (AEI), Stan Oram (Bronze C) and,
belatedly, to Adam Cumberlege on going solo.
Vale Pike, Adam. Cumberlege, Andy 6rind and
Richard Danrl aJI passed their Bronze papers
having attended Geoff Nicholls' winter classes.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
A lot of time was given to debating, the future of
the site at the AGM. Our thanks to retiring committee members Peter Hurst (secretary) and !Rob
Walker (PHO) for their hard work. Les !Blows and
Paul White have taken their places. Steve Way
took the most promising young pilot award.
Members are painting the clubhouse, Steve
Turner is doing Cs of A etc and members have
given a tug a C of A and re-covered a wing.
Tlhree members wenl on, an expedition 10
Aostaand congratulations 10 Dick Oixon on his
Diamond heighl.
The 300 and 500km "teach-ins" were well
attended by aspiring pundits.

S.C.O.

P.C.F.

M.J.R.

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

--5~:':~E;:;':U.....,._ ........".....
~~LPLANES

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

STEEL -

ALLOY -

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Several wave days have given a number of Gold
heights with climbs to 190000 recorded.
The K-1Q has been refurbished and the K-8 is
being re-covered. Our instructors will have an
easier job with the addition' of a rear instrument
panel in the Puchaz. Our thanks to all those who
have contributed to these improvements.
L.R.B. & J.M.B.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
Charles Webb, our popular and long serving CFI,
has had a mild heart attack and we wish him a
speedy recovery.
Our thanks to CoIin Ratcliffe, DCFI, for taking
over and to Vic Carr tor helping senior instructors
to achieve their full Cat rating$to ensure the long
term flying management of the club.
At the recent AGM, John Graham was confirmed as treasurer, Pauline Goodwin re-elected
as vice-Chairman and lan Davies, who makes an
outstanding contribution on the ground
engineering side, joins the committee.

M.JP.
STRATFORD ON AVON (SniNerfield)
By the time this,is printed our large hangar will be
erected with, the doors to be added by members
under the direction of DIY wizard Peter Kenealy
and ace welder Colin Bushell. Water is a reality
and the telephone will 'be installed soon followed
by toilets. Our thanks to those who so generously
supported the hangar projeotappeal fund which

NOW IN OUR 27th YEAR

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061-427 2488
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PIGGOTT
------

c

-

Windcones made in Ministry of Defenc,e
Hypalon~. also in nylon and cambric.
.landing Marker Sets iA bright orange,
National.
Adverlising
Flags
and
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in Steel.
Aluminium. Fibreglass and Timber suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO, LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Nr. Ongar. Essex eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

Telex 995457 IPiggot)

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION
1988
21st - 27th August

ALL TWO-SEATERS
ELIGIBLE

raised a very creditable sum - the fund is open!
Congratulations to Chris Knight 01'1 his solo and
Bronze leg in the K-8 and to Brian Marsh (Ubelle)
on his 3Y2hr flight in February on a very margin
day. Membership is very healthy and membership and flying fees remain the same.
Chris Roberts has taken over from Tony Edlin
as chairman. We thank Tony for all his efforts and
realise how hard he fought to acquire a new site
with the security and benefits we now enjoy,

H.G.w.
STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)
Congratulations 10 Mike Fairbairn and Gordon
West on going solo and to John Storry on completing his instructors' course.
The committee was re-elected at the AGM
when presentations were made to the following:
John Kitchen (first hour's flight of the season
which he claimed the day after receiving last
season's award); Phil Trevethick (greatest height
gain) and Nigel Bartle (Founders cup for the
member judged by the CFI to have contributed
the greatest effort 10 the club.)

C.G.

For details,
write or ring
The Airfield
POCKLlNGTON
East Yol1<shire Y04 2NR
Tel. 0759 303579

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airlfield)
Last year wasn't bad financially despite the relatively poor cross-country weather. It culminated
in buying the Discus, which is very popular.
Members reduced the C of A bill by performing
simple tasks like cleaning and elementary main-

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4,

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable,
* Full back-up service and spares available.
All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from
GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Comllunic8lions, P.D. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex. TW16 flA

The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £11.40 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the magazine and
gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.
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TRENT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Lindsey)
Atlhe well attended AGM in March Vin Marchant
and his helpers were thanked for their hard won<
on the new winch which was brought on site
that day.
Congratulations to Ted Crooks, Robin Parker
and Rex Flint on their AEI ratings and to our chairman, Roy Dell, on completing his Silver badge
and gaining his SLMG PPL. We wish Ray's new
IS-28M syndicate good flying. Pete Walker was
the first ab-initio 10 go solo this year.
We have Wednesday aftemoon flying until
October and our flying week starts on August 29
followed by a barbecue on September 3.

L.w.

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

* CAA and NATS approved.

Sailplane & Gliding

Price £5 including post and packing.

TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4, 130,125, 130.1 and 129.9.

tenance. Thanks go to John Bastin and Mike
Jarrett for the organisation and io thOse who
helped. The theme is to be continued throughout
the year by introducing valets with special responsibility for caring for the 11 single-sealers in
the f1eel.
Sadly we say goodbye to John Bastin, Clive
Thomas and Neil MacLean who are standing
down from the committee and thank them for all
their hard work.
We celebrate ou r 50th anniversary with a bumper dinner on November 12. Watch out for
further details.
C.G.S.

WRfTE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851, Sl Laurenl,

p.a. Canada, H4L

4Z5.

SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Riet Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £11.40 or US $19,00 (or $29.00 by Air Mail) but International Money Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Associalion,

SAILPLANE & GLIDING:

CLUB NEWS

family back from the Mynd lor Easter; current CFI
Alan Sands was later to rejoin his stateside Nimbus 3 for fl,Hlher record breaking attempts along
the Appalachians.
A lour-man party returned empty handed from
an exceedingly windy week in March; other
expeditions to SCotland, Kerry, Lapland and
Segovia are scheduled later this year.
William McNair is doing an instructors' course
at Portmoak.

1WO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
bid farewell to SIeve and Teresa Wheeler,
Anay Harkins and Keith Tegg. We wish Lynne
Tumer well with her ATC course and welcome
back a successful Mike Forman.
COngratulatiOl'ls to Gary Livings on his assistant Cat rating. Ron Harris was our lirst Malcolm
Club sponsored solo and 'Ian Pettman completed
his Gold andl Diamond goal.
Our K-8 has been re-covered, we have a super
new bus and are off to Systeron after Easter.

R.R.R.

I.P.

VALE OF NEATH (Rhigos)

we

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
Bellarena d~butantes at Easter, 10th anniversary

of our move to the site, were two V-trailers, the
Wilis brothers' SHK and Alan Ingram's Breguet
Fauvette, the club's newly bought K-6cR and the
old bus refurbished as a six berth launch point

caravan. A

double glazing company's demon-

stration trailer, this was acquired for nowt by
chairman Harry Boyle when the firm went bust
and is abundantly litted with sealed-unit PVC
windows and sliding doors. It should look impressive at our May Bank Holiday open day.
It was good to have former CFI Bill Craig and

~

AWH
1-.......- - _

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
IN THE
SCOTIlSH HIGHLANDS

Our gliding centre operates from Connel Airfield near

Oban. launching. gliders from 140001 runways (see
PooIe)'s) imo breathtaking mountain soaring
difions.

comae1

Julie:

ARGlU4 WEST HIGHlAND GLIDING CENTRE
24hr Answcrphonc
Td: 059284-2R8
Dal'limc Airlicld
Td: (onnel

PO Bo> 8
Ob,n

D.GE
VEGTlS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
We have an open day for May Bank Holiday and
an expedition planned to France. Les Tuppen
completed her Bronze and we are trying to have
both Blaniks in the air for Easter.

J.EP.

COI1-

Wc Ire dcdll.:UICd 10 making gliding in Ihis superb area
trouble free for rh..: cXl?Crienccd visiting pilot Or the
pre-solo pupil. InstruclIon is available al all levels.
Ior5daYl.:oUrscfl. Man:h to OClober. Prices from £2 for
monthly membership. £240 for a peak pcrrcx1 accom·
modation inclusive (ourse package.

For i"jormmion andff('e brodlUfe.'i,

We will remember February 510r a long time - the
day the field purchase was completed. Our
thanks 10 Messrs Hall, Penney and Owen lor their
help.
Our Pawnee is giving truly amazing launches
and we have the Aston Down SF-26.
Congratulations to Pauline Clarke, Norman
Mussard and Peter Wilson on going solo, Peter
the first on the site to have an aerotow solo; to
Colin Edwards on his endurance; Dave Ephraim
and Ben Fantham on their AEI ratings, and Ben
on his Silver badge, and Dave King and Dave
Edwardes on their assistant instructor ratings.

•

WHY WASTE TIME
Experience gliding at its best
at

BOOKER
Advanced
Soaring
Cross-Country
training

Ar~yll

PAJ44AA

(063171) 243

5 day courses priced to suit the weather

BLACK

For details contact:
Bookar Gliding Club
Wycombe Air Park. Marlow, Bucks.
Tal: (0494) 29263

MOUNTAINS
GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park amongst
the highest mountains in South Wales. Talgarth has
more soarable days than any other UK gliding club.
Longest ridge ro'utes; wave in all wind directions.

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB
HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

Gel yourself fit for hopefully a super soaring season, by
flying our ridge and maybe wave, starting mid-March.
Holiday courses' run from May to August inclusive.

FULL DETAILS FROM:

Bookings: Secretary, BMGC
Tr.oed-yr-harn
Tafgarth
Powys

ERIK BLACK, "LAMONT",
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS
CHELlENHAM GL53 8BE
rei: 0242-31031

0874-711254
June/July 1988

WOLDS (Pocklington)
The year started well with a flush of new solos
and much fettling of aircraft. The newest hot ship
is a Ventus B owned by Bob Fox, our eFI.
Melanie Malcolm has replaced Peter Higgs as
secretary with Bernie Svenson as aircraft officer
(equipment), John Bairstow as aircraft officer (aircraft) and Bob Holroyd as social secretary.
Our accommodation block is complete with
bed and breakfast available from £4.50. After
April 18, when our courses start, winch and
aerotows are available seven days a week lor
visiting pilots at £1.60 and £7.50 respectively.
Bookings are coming in well for our TwoSeater Competition from August 21-27.

DB.
WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
Congratulations to Bob Preston on his 5hrs in the
K-23 and to Sarah Deck and Martin Hardy on
their AEI ratings.
At the AGM in March prizes were awarded to
Rik Malam (Mike's mug); Steve Welsh (Chairman's trophy); Roy Gaunt (cup lor the member
contributing most to the club): Sarah Deck
(Aquila cup) and Bob Preston (Robbie's Wren).
The skittles evening organised by Paul Lutley
was a rowdy, enjoyable affair.

DB.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Bob Brown, Roger Bennett and George Lungley
retired from the board at the AGM in April and we
thank them for their efforts, particularly Roger
who guided our financial and computing
activities for over 10yrs. The linancial situation
remains extremely healthy despite heavy capital
expenditure culminating in buying the remainder
of our site.
We welcome Helen Hayes and David Parr to
the board and are glad that CoIin Almack is to
continue as clubhouse director. Our sympathy
goes to him and his wife Pat on the tragic loss 01
their son, Stuart, whose cheerful presence will be
sorely missed.
At the annual dinner-dance at Ripon Spa
Adrian Hatton claimed most of the trophies.

P.l.

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB
BEST OF THE
SUMMER WAVE
Sport Vega available at £90
per week
Cross country and height gain
tasks in wave and thermal

Task Week:
June 19th-25th

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DIN NET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985339 or 033985 236
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059284-220

COVENTRY
GLIDING
CLUB

THE

" GRANGE

• Residential courses
held weekly .
Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners

• 5 day and 2 day

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse
Ring Liz or Saral\
on
0304824888

IIIII!!~PO;~~OAK? •

The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots and
their families.
Friendly comfortable accommodation.
Evening meals on request in 19th century
dining room.
Ony Y2 mile from <!irstrip
B&B from only £8.50
Phone now fOf brochure and rates.

• Good field
• Beginners
Welcome
• AEI courses held on demand
• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow winch

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

• Good Food
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales
• New for the 1988 season. Advanced courses for Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights

at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors. Ileginners welcome.
Trcvcllas Airfield is only one mile from
Pcrranporth's
golden
sands.
one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

Coventry Gliding Club
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880521 . (0858) 880429

RUTH B. PHllLlPS
BOSWENS. WHEAl KlnY. ST. AGNES
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

_ Wave

_ Thermal

_ Ridge

_ Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
_ Hard Surface Runway
_ All Aerotow _ 2 Two Seaters

OPEN THROUGHOUT JUNE-AUGUST

Visitors 8nd p8rties welcome
CourS's now booking
_ Parachute packing
_ Barograph. instrument servicing
_ Caravan. Camping. Trailer Spaces
_ Canteen. Bar. Airfield Facilities
_ Full membership from £45

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield. Nr. Leominster
Telephone (056881) 8908 weekends

Kenl GilDinG ClUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.
Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs, the KENT GLIDING CLUB provides LOW-COST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.
The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a day!
For free details. phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274 OR 307.
£185-£225

4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 32670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.90 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES -

April to October

Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SAILPLANE & GLIDER, 30 issues from March 1944 to April
1947. Single sale preferred. Delails from Paul Welford, 0296
631081.
TANDEM TWO·SEAlER molar glider Sf-28A, fully equipped
with 720 channel radio. £17000. TeI 0283 63054.
·ASTIR CS·77, inc enclOsed melallrailer + instruments. C 01 A
January. £12000'. Tel Linley (058861) 206 anyiime.

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses Irom £95 to £160 with accommodation (lIying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos GL1 0 3TX or
phone 0453-860342/860060.

Open all week April-October

Advertisements, with remittance, should I;>esent
to Cherion Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill, High
Wycotnbe, Buck.s. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 40p I
word. Minimum £8.00. We can accept black and
white photographs. (It £3.00 extra. Box Numbers
should be sent to the same address, the closing
date' for classified advertisements for the August!
september Issue is July 4th 1988.
FOR SALE
SZD JUNIOR Club Class glider. 35: 1 performance, K-18 handling. Only 40hrs. £10SOO+VAT incl basic inslrumenls. Tel
0494 29532.
STD CIRRUS, superb coodilion. £12750. TeI Oxford 5279710r
details.
STD JAIUAR 11, 1982. low hrs. superb condition, full kit inc
oxygen. Cambridge MklV, Dillel vario, Bekker 720, parachute.
Exeellent Costabel glass Irailer. Sited Usk, S Wales. £14 SOO.
TelOl 777 62111 or 01 9975989.
ELFE $.40, 15m GRP glider with Irailer and basic inslrumenls.
Gocid coMm"". 38: I. £9800 ono. Tel 0525 384301 or Ot
2072442.

WOODEN TRAn..ER, sound condition to suit 15m sailplane.
Tows ~welt. View North Wales GC. £300. Tel Holyweil
7 t 420t (eves).
TUTOR 11, 1946, Col A Augu~I88. Original instrumenls. Melal
covered trailer. Any lest trom Newark Notts GC. £1200. Tel
0636 706522.

GEL COAT
is damaged by UV radiation.
Carlack 68 polish/cleaner contains stable UV
filter. Try it on your glider, 1 litre £14.98 inc VAT
(£16.50 by post).
R D AVIATION LTD.,
Tel: 0865 841441

LOW HRS hangared K-8a, excellenl condilion with new C 01 A
April. Basic panel. enclosed OIIerhauled lrailer. £4000. 0923
671240 or 0923 42859.
D·77 IRIS (33:1), glass single-sealer, good condilion. Alumin'
ium trailer. Complete with barograph and wing covers etc. well

inslrumented. £8500 ono. Tel Cooper. 0759 303579.
SHK - COMPLETELY recovered and resprayed 1986. Outslanding condilion. full panel, oxygen. radio. parachute elC.
Wooden trailer. Based in Suffolk. V. share £1200. Tel 0302
770569 (eves only) or 037986 311.
OFFERS INVITED for 3 Piper Pawnee PA25-235D (1978).
Clean, well mainlained, hangared. Engine hrs: nil, 950, 1400.
Spray gear. Glider hooks. Annuals completed. C of A current.
Export if required. TeI 0438 355051 10 view.

The club is open to ,everyone.
We winch end eerotow from Duxford
throughout the year, mostly at weeKends.
We rUA 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and !ull 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.
For general information write to
The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road. Duxford. Cambs
For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
• Camside. Chesterton. Cambridge
Till. (0223) 67589

PYE WESTMINISTER car radio, 3 glider channels wilh
speaker & mic. £80 ono. Winchesler (0962) 54565.
LIBELLE OUTFIT. Aulomated trailer, oxygen, Dittel radio,
parachule, new C of A. Never broken. Unfailhful owner ran 011
with ASW-20. £11 500. (0494) 35005.

BERGF:AJ.:KE 2 (two-sealer) with sheeted Irailer, C of A tiP Sep!
aa. fu' instrumenls, blQwn canopy, glass-fibre nose. Excellent
condilion, £2300. L-Spalz with box Irailer, re-paihte<l April
1987. presenl C of A, tiN May 8.8 w~1 give new C of A at sale. full
illStrumenls. £2000. TeI 0905 424676.
MINI NIMBUS carbon 15m. Immaculate original finis". Lighlweight, two-man rig, superb approach control, AMf Irailer,
basic instrumenls, £16000. Pam Hawkins, 01 590 0416.
OlY 2, 1947. new C 01 A, basic inslrumenls, T&S. parachule
and Irailer. £2400 ono. TeI 07596 225.

LASHAM
Dces yOI¥ home club operate only at weekends?
At Lasham we operate all week. every week which
moans we could provide a useful supplement to your
trai1"9. Whether you are not yel solo and would
benefit lrom a week's consolidated inslruction. or a
bu~ding cross·counlry pilol needing soaring or
field·landing Iraining. we have the expertise and
laclIilies 10 help.
Apart lrom our large two-sealer lleel and excellenl
aerot>w and autotow facaities. we have a
comprehenSive briefing room for lectures or

OLY Mk I with \ixed wheel. Eleclric vario, barograph, parachute,
C of A 10 April 89, excellent Irailer £2SOO. TeI Trevor Howell, 021
550 8931 (work),021 550 4969 (eves).
ASW'22, ULTIMATE Open Class performance. Hull £26000,
Komel Irailer, covers and trestles £3500, instruments as
required. Dave Watt 049161 3472, Alisler Kay 024066701.

Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel Hetrlard (025683) 322 or 270

June/July 1988

00-20217. Based Camphill. Top qualilyoutfit inc Cobra trailer.
Two V. shares or complele outfit. 1 yr ColA. Reason for sale
oo-600.lan Carmichael, 10 Odessa Avenue. Salford M6 8LQ.
TeI 061 707 2222.
K'8E, FULL instruments, new C 01 A, fully fined AMf ,Irailer. EB62 parachule, Winter barograph, base + air radios. £7000. Tel
027932490.
K· 7, BASIC INSTRUMENTS. Tel Sid Smith, Brislol GC. Ours'
iey 860060 (weekends) or Gloucester 810234 (eves).

BERGFALKE 11, C of A April 89, basic instruments, recovered
83. £1500. 57mm altimeter, Ellioll Mk 26. serviced 88. £500.
Tel 0780 62501.

00-400. TRAILER, 720 channel radio, glide computer. ,Iow
engine hrs. £34000. B. Eastwell, 027.3 562836, O. frapple
032334716.

ENCLOSED ALUMINIUM Irailer. filled lor K-13 or K-7. Conlact Brislol GC on Dursley (0453) 860060.

SCHEIBE SF-25E Super Falke in vQC. Tolal hrs approx 900.
0283 75283.
LS·4. UNMARKED, previous Nationalswinner. Part inslrumen·
talion, parachute, Irailer fillings and towing out gear. Tel
0509 890469.

available by arrangement.

Lasham Gliding Society

EAGLE TWO-SEATER. Privately owned Ihe Iasl7 years. Good
condition. Sensible oilers. Tet 0522 793856.

JANTAR STD 11, fuil C of A. melal Irailer, electric vano,
parachute, £12500. TeI 0453 828842.

On'SIlI accommodation tor club expedItions is always
Absolule begnners are 01 course always welcome -

LS-6A HULL only £17500+VAT (or complele oullii~ TeI
Martyn Wells (home) 060 884 217, (workshOp) 060 885
790.

SKYLARK 2a with closed Irailer. Open 10 oilers. Tel Dere!<.
0692530358 or 0692 81307.

".trucllonal videolapes ,I bad weaiher prevenls IIy"g.

we have a large choice 01 courses and types of
memberShip to surt your needs.

DG-JOG, 1986. instrumenls. radio, oxygen. Pleiller Irailer it
required. £ 16000. Owner purchasing 00,400. leI 0825 (lkklield) 4753.

720 CHANNELS
handheld, with VOR from
only £279+ VAT from:

R 0 AVIATION LTD.,

Tel: 0865 841441.

K-8a. USUAL inslruments inc T&S and radio. ClOsed Irailer.
£4000. No offers. Tel 0437 72089!>.
DART 17wR with Irailer £6000. Prepared 10 haggle. S. While
0869 38009 (eves)
OPEN CIRRUS VTC, 1973. Full panel, oxygen, 3 channel
radio, Storcomm, parachule, riQ9in9 aids. 4 wheel Iraller. All
good condition. £ t 0500 ono. Tel (work) 0631 6351 g.
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QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
* Trailer components, axles,

couplings, wheels and tyres
at unbeatable prices

* Our hand-built trailers

include many extras as
standard

* Complete, or part built for
home completion

For brochure and specification contact:
DAVID SCHOFIELD . SCHOFIELD AVIATION . UNIT 6c SOUTH MARSTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE . SWINDON . WILTSHIRE
TEL: 0793 822300 (24 HOURS)
VEGA 15m napped.lale model. excellent condition. one owner
from new. SohH, radio. oxygen, glass-fibre trailer. TeI 01 998
1752 (eves)
AEROLENE FABRIC £1.85 per yd. 50 yd rolls £75. Only till
end of July. 0778 347506.
FULLY EQUIPPED PIK 208 outfit. Well maintained, 40:1 with
excellent handling and comfortable cockpit. Real value at
£11 500 600, Tel John (0223) 337421 (oIlice) or (0223)
61931 (home),

PARACHUTE C91arge (28ft?). Good condition, just repacked,
£100. S&G back to 1977. £8. ChelmsfOl'd (0245) 467547,
K'8, GOOD condilion. fuselage recently recovered, new
lallplane. £3250 fQ( quick sale. 0280 702384.
DIMONA MOTOR glider. 300hrs. All mods. 80 litre lank. Rigging Irolleys. NH, 01, T&S, 720 VHF VOR Iransponder.
£35000. 01 458 2624.

SLlNGSBY T -31 B Tandem Tutor, ex-Air Cadets, complete,
good condition, choice of 2. Tel 0323 898319 (eves).
BERGFALKE If. Refurbished two-seater. Fulf instrumenlation
and comes with trailer, oxygen bottles and 2 parachutes. Ideal
club trainer or syndicate at bargain price Of £2000, Tel 0702
292271 ext (office) 3231 or (home) 3471.
K-7, FULLY instrumented, new BGA C of A.. new canopies,
fuselage recovered 1987. Vgc, closed trailer. oilers V Mallon.
PSA, RAF Laarbruch, BFPO 43.

MARIANNE high perlormance two-seater (plus F'egasus
single-sealer). Conlact Nine Four Aviation Lld (Sleve White)
0494 36888.

'I. SHARE Jantar STD 11, full C of A.. metal Irailer, eleclric vario,
paraChute, based Nyrnpsfield. £3250. Tel 0453 828842.

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available from soJe agenl. London Sailplanes Ltd, Tring Rd,
Dunstable, Beds. Tet 0582 62068 IQ( price details.
CAMBRIDGE GROUND set. 4 channels, 129.9 130.1,
130.125, 130.4. Excellent working Q(der. £120 ono. Ann Wootl,
lel 0258 58540.

TR720, hand held, perlect,little used, was glider installed, current manufacture. All standard accessories + hand mic, car
charger, leather case. New package currently £458: asking
£360. Te! 0962 712201.
METAL TRAILER - classic 15m design, curved sides, droop
snout, raised lail, 750kg auloreverse axle, front and rear doOI's,
ramp, rails, jockey, vents. Built to high standard. Brand new
throughout. £1995. Tel 0202528370 (G. Dale).
L-SPATZ 55, 1963, including radio, parachute and trailer. New
C of A. £1750 ono. Te! 0993 842783 (eves).

The ilLS" Agent in UK MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Whichford, Shipston, Warks
Tel. 060 884 217
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACI LlTI ES IN OU R
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHOP
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Tel: 0865 841441

"MITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 Q( 1100lb. Mitier Iinksup to 22501b. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Gosford St. Covenlry CV1 5DJ. (0203) 20771.

BRAND NEW 15m alloy trailer for sale on customer's behalf,
£1925 inc rails. ramp and spare wheel. Peterborough Sailplanes
Lld. 0778 347506.

DART 15, very low hrs, well mainlained Q(iginal SJingsby trailer,
parachu1e, barograph. Based Long Mynd. £4500. TeI WilfenhaJl
634843.

R 0 AVIATION LTD.,

WANT TO BUY one of lhese super ships now? Low cost
secured loans available for glider purchase or other purposes.
Tel 0494 29532, K. H, Ross & Partner, Licensed Credit
Brokers.

PEGASUS B, very low hrs, excellent condition. Never
damaged. Kornet trailer and lull compemion panel available. Tet
024062491,

PARACHUTE GQ 350, aerobatic harness. inflatable lumbar
support, 1 yr old. Tel 02317 2319.

TRAILERS, TRAILERS
outstanding quality by Schroeder, 1OOs in
use. Under £3000 + VAT with all fittings at
2 May '88 exchange rate.

• Fjr~1 choice for iofety-com<iol/s dri.. . en wHh aver 3
million IOwbors iupplied.
'fellow Poge! lOt your neaff!sI speciolid 'j~, or slotlti!"

s~~

C.P. WITTER LTD. CHESTER

Tel: 024441166 Tlx: 61623 EURBAR G

Sales • Spares • Repairs

NEW FROM

LS 7 STANDARD CLASS
LS 4 CLUB
LS6B TIPPED TO 17.5M
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

STD QRRUS l'5m Well maintained by stable syndicate; available due to re-equipping. Inc long nose and wing fillets. Panel
Inc.Cambridge varioand Dolphin. Trailer, Wells built with glassfibre filings; can spl~ to sui!. Based Nympsfield. Tel Dymock
(053 185) 375.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes available Dela/ield 15m
gIasa-fibre trailer, plywood on steel frame floor, £1600. Westerboor WI 9101920 Nav. Computer unit £950. 80nvn Instru_Is, WInter varia 10-0-1 Ok1s flask and MacCready £ 140.
Allimeter Aeresonic 7 o'clock dial £130. Tel 04974 583.
P11120E G·BHNP, 1980, one owner/pilot, about 500 hrs glidIng, 70 engine hrs, C of A to May 1990, 720 VOR, covers,
parachule (Slrong), GRP trailer. Now flying at HusBos. Wife
thinks owner loo old. Owner has other ideas, but needs about
£lg5QO to persuade him. Mike As1Jey, 0203 419386 eves,
0203 20771 daylime.

30ft OFFICE/CONTROL caravan (alumlnium~ Comfortably
Iumiohed/carpeted. 2 rooms and kllchen. £2000+VAT. Bowkef M Servk:es Ltd, Rush Green, Hllchln, Hens. 0438

355051.

WANTED
DAMAGEDREPAlRABLE or '1ally" aircrah. Will coilect Tel
07248.40157.
ElAMAGED GLASS-FIBRE glider by private buyer. Top price
paid - would consider complete outfit. Will travel in Europe to
view. Tel 01 998 1510 or 01 567 5577.
~IK REQUIRED in good condition. wilh trailer If possible.
Tel Secretary, Herefordshire Gliding Club. 0588 85764.

TRAILER REQUIRED suilable for K-8, in good condition.
Closed type preferred. Tel Secrelary, Herefordshire Gliding
Club. 0588 85764.
TWO-SEA'tPl suitable iQr learners' syndicate (T-21. Bocian
ele). Must be good condition with long C of A, preferably plus
trailer. TeI Kellln Selby 0664 63517.

NEW. IMPROVED
still 26ft Lo-Po but
NOW l4lbs &
measuring
23x 16X2ins

SLINGSBY PREFECT. Sovnd but repairable scruffy one considered. Cash purchaser will view anywhere. TeI Leicester
413654.
BAROGRAPH: IN good condition. Tel 0782 398033 (eves).

CLOUDMASTERS WITH UV
protection and blue filter. Reduce eye strain,
enhance clouds and penetrate haze. Aviator
frame £19.50 inc VAT (£20.25 by post). Clip on
£112.50 ine VAT (£ 13.25 by post). Case included.
R D AVIATION LTD.,
Tel: 0865 841441

PEGASUS lO'A. 2 yrs old, tJD 41 :1. Superb condition. For

U1tler details COI'tact Steve While, Nine· Four AviatiOn. 0494
38888.

TRAILER, SUITABl:.E "·31 Tandem Tutor. Tel Seatord
(0323) 898319.

ACCOMMODATION

PARA-CUSHION BACK
Model No. 303

ABOYNE. AWARD-WINNING B&B with small licensed restaurant, In Ihe v~lage, A really friendly atmosphere with good
food at flexible times. Dogs and w"'es welcome. B&B £15.
Hazlehurst Lo<Ige, Aboyne(0339) 2921.

DEESIDE ACCOMMODATION
10 minutes from Deeside Gliding Club at
Aboyne Airfield. Spacious 18thC manse in
peaceful country location. Plenty of parking
space. B&B from £9.00. Evening meal
available.
Mrs J Add,y, Birseside. by Aboyne,
Aberdeenshire. Tel 0339 2089

Built-in lumber
support.
Available with
inflatable bladder pad.
26ft Lo-Po canopy.

PARA-CUSHION CHAIR
Model No. 305

KIWIITOP. The new motor glider 'rom VALENTlN Augzeug-

bau. liiio !he new TAIFUN 17E Mk2. Contact Nine Four Aviation
Ud (Slew While) 0494 36868.
JANTAR I, 19m, 47:1, excellent condition. 750 hrs. Complete

dt, new C of A. Tel0584 5585 aher June 18th.
IlSTRUMENTS, lllANSCEIVERS, VORs, new and second/land. Speak to RD Aviation Lld for current stocks. 0865

841441.
TRAILER - ALlIMlNlUM in good condition. Fined out for Pirat,
bllccuJd suit any 15m glider. Tel 0382 532121.

HOLIDAYS
AUSTRAliA! Excel""'t soaring, ,easy access. Full facilities.
On·s~e accommodation. Wmch and aerotow every day. Hire

hoorty, daily Of weekly. Blanik, B-4, Astir, LS-3. PIK 20, Kestrel.
etc. !!tc. Euroe Soaring Centre, PO Box 172, Euroa 3666. Victoria, Australia. Tel (057) 95.3391.

To complete the set!
Also 26ft Lo-Po
canopy fitted.

FRENCH FAMILY seek English family to lake 14 year old son
for 2 weks end August 1988 to improve his English conversation. Paying guest or wllh view to exchange. Penaud. 10 Avenue
Gral\de Gree, 49240 Avriile. France. TeI 41 34 59 86.

PlK·208ln Sweden, 1974. 188hrs. £9500 ono. Also Janlar 2,
20.5m, 1977, BOhrs, £12500 ono. Both full instruments, 720
raOO, hailer, Jan Johansson, Box 20020, 72020 Vasteras.

PARA-CUSHION SEAT
Model No. 304
PUBUCATlONS

PIK 30 MOTOR GLIDER
5elf-launching single seater 15/17m,
Rotax 43hp dual ignition engine. Long
range 1-1 /2hr engine time. Automatic propeller stop system for correct positioning
lor retraction. Max LID 45 at 1OOkph. New
288,200 French francs ex-works, or
secondhand complete outfit £29500.
THORNE ELECTRIM
Tel: (026477) 2089

COURSES
8HGA HANG GUDING COURSES, for brochure write to
NSHG. Clough House, FREEPOST, Sowerby Bridge. West

YuI<shire HX6 1PW. TeI 0422 834989.

June/July 1988

SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - "a breath of fresh air". Bimonthly - pUblished by Tom Knauff and Doris Grove. $28
annually. SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE. 1913 Fairwood Lane,
State College, Pa 18803, USA.
SLOPE SOARING wllh a radio control model seaplane Is a fascinating past lime and a typical phase of aeromodelllng. Read
about this and olhe~ ~eromodelling subjects in Aeromode/ler
and Radio ConlToI Mo&Is 8Jld Elec/fCl1ics, the world's leading
magazines published monthly. Model & Allied Publications Ltd.
13-35 Bridge Stree~ Hemel Hempstead, Her1s.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine et
NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months.
Write NZ Gliding KIWI, Private Bag, Tauranga, New Zealand.
£10.00 Sterting for year's subscription (Inclusive of postage).
AUSlllAUAN GLIOING, monfhly publicaliOn of the Gliding
federation of Australia, Editor Allan Ash. A complete CO\Ierage
01 Australian Soaring and exclusive leatures of international
interest. Subscription. Surface mail SA20.50, airmail $A47.20,
payable In Australian currency or by international money order.
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

HURRY HURRY make the most of the ratc
of exchange on the US Dollar!
All models under £600, yes 600!
Full details from:
Marjorie Hobby (Sole UK Agent)
9 Knoll Road,
Fleet, Hants GUI3 SPR
Tel; (0252) 615365 evenings.

Over 100 Para-cushion back 'chutes already sold to
glider pilots - and some have been vcry glad of 'cm!

PICK A STRONG
CHUTE - FOR
COMFORT & SAFETY!
159
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MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB
Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

LONDON GUDING ClUB

Good local soaring and
cross-country.

Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 663419

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Private owners welcome.
Please Contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield. Morton lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0785-51570

Open for gliding 7 days a week
throughout the Year!
Thermal. Hill and Wave Soaring
Modern, all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet

*
*
*
*

Courses:
BEGINNERS COURSES. Places available
from May
AEI RATINGS
ADVANCED FLYING ETC.
SOARING COURSES. Details on request
Resident instructors, full catering,
licenced bar, accommodation

Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now for Details!!

Holiday courses from June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal crosscountry site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write to The Cour$e Seuetary. B. L. Owen, 64
Chapel Lane, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 ODN. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

is still at 1 The Jollies
Crondall, Farnham, Surrey
CALCULATORS
Aquarius (double weight)
Gemini (resolver)
Limited stock of old models
Clear plastic protective wallets

£ 12.00
£ 12.00
£6.50
50p

DOLPHIN KITS complete
Single weight
Double weight

£35.00
£55.00

VARIO TEST KITS
FLIGHT PLANNING RULERS
Clear plastic protective wallets

£5.00
£4.00
SOp

SAE for producr derails

Assistant Rated Courses
Available MAY-OCTOBER
Dates dependant upon demand.
Apply [0:
Course Manager,
B.G.G.C. Nympsfield,
Stooehouse, Glos. GLlO 3TX

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

AII·inclusive
holiday
courses for beginners or solo
pilots.
Complete Silver yet? 5 Hours! 50 Km!
Launching by bungy. winch, or aerotow.
Private owners welcome. (Please book in
advance).

JSW SOARING

~/DjNG C.\~

F

LY
ESHIE

Soar over the
spectacular Cairngorm
Mountains and experi·

Site open 7 days a week until Xmas.
Details from:
Roy Dalling,
Midland Gliding Club,
The long Mynd,
Church Stretton,
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel. l.in/ey (058861) 206

Aerotow facilities throughout
Sept. & Oct. (other times by
arrangement)
Book early as numbers may be limired to:

CAIRNGORM GLIDING CLUB
Kincraig. Inverness-shire

PORTMOAK
IS

THE

PLACE

Harry Mendelssohn
DISCOUNT SALES

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made from
here in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Situated on Ihe edge or the picturesque
Yorkshire Wolds within easy reach of the
historic City of YORK. the Moors and the
sccnk Yorkshire coast.

Recently expanded single and two-seater fleet
7-day flying April-November.

• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES (winch/~erotow).

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

• ON·SITE ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE.
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR &
• FL Y YOUR GLIDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM.

Wrile or give us a ring -

160

0759 303579

SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543

TRANSCEIVERS
New-King K)(-99
STS AV761:XJVOR
Terra TPX720
Icom IC-A20
Icom IC-A2

Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price

£355
£279
£290
£369
£299

ALSO HEADSETS, SCANNING RECEIVERS,
FLIGHT COMPUTERS, INTERCOMS, RAYBAN'S, P.OA
;~ . . .
C.O.D. (£2.50 extra). Add VAT at 15% ~ ~
DISCOUNT SALES
34 BUCKSTONE ROAD
EDINBURGH
EH106UA

PHONE NOW
031-445 4444
031 445 3896

9a.m. - 10p.m.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

!J ~

A VIA TION LIMITED
for the largest stocks of gliding equipment in the UK

Service and Choice
Remember - It's not just the purchase but the knowledge that RD gives you prompt no-hassle
warranty back-up with the minimum of "down" time. Factory trained engineer
Usually No need to return the goods to an overseas manufacturer!

Electronic Variometers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock, plus repair back-up. (Cambridge, Westerboer, Avionic
Dittel, Peschges, plus hang glider varios.

Transceivers - Your choice from

RCA26

5 makes normally held in stock: Av-Comm, Avionic Dittel, Becker, Waiter Dittel, Narco.

Hand-held Transceivers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock: ICOM, AOR (TR 720), TENTEC, STS.
ATR720A

Vehicle/Mobile/Fixed Transceivers Your choice from
an extensive range of new and overhauled units to your particular requirements.

Mechanical Instruments - Your choice from
AR3201

over 100 instruments in stock - new and secondhand.

Parachutes - Your choice from
a variety of versions of the GO '350' and '850' models now made exclusively in the UK by
GO Defence. (GO Security have ceased manufacture.) Plus - as a special service your existing canopy can be repacked in a slimline container (not GO).

Barographs - Your choice from
The classic WINTER range and the convenience of the REPLOGLE (no blacking) and top of
the range AEROGRAF.

Pilot's Supplies - Your choice from
a wide range; maps, cameras, rulers, clothing, etc., etc.

Plus - EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, OXYGEN CHARGING,
BAROGRAPH CAL/BRATION, etc.
and the new 'CLOUDMASTER' Gliding Sunglasses

GQ850

le-A20

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL OFFERS - ALWAYS A BARGAIN!

and

Authorised Distributor for Schleicher spares in the UK
(by arrangement JJ Associates)

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR FREE 1988 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

~ RD Aviation Ltd

EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY VAT ZERO RATED

~

0865-841441
Unit 23, Bankside,
(24hr Answering)
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE.
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in all messages)
Fax: 0865-842495

VISA

